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Abstract
Co-ordinated event management across system, network and application environments is
a challenging task. The wide diversity of industry and commercial standards, differing
business and technical requirements and a huge variety of environments mean there are
no simple solutions. This thesis proposes a highly scaleable, flexible and resilient event
management architecture that has been applied to the outsourcing activities of HP
Services worldwide.

Our solution is based on industry standards such as SNMP and commercial products. It
provides a framework for all aspects of event management, including event detection,
logging, notification, and correlation. It was initially applied and refined in an
outsourcing IT environment, then further developed in larger outsourcing environments.
It was developed using a standard solution architecture methodology (known as ITSA)
that enabled the partly developed architectures to be continually refined, improved and
deployed. The technology aspects of the solution work closely with ITIL event
management processes.

To achieve a unified event display and a standardised event message format, all events
from all sources are reduced to a standard format that includes the “raw” event
information plus business intelligence, called the business string, added to the event for
display and routing purposes. This extra information identifies the nature of the event
and allows filtered displays of events. It is extracted from configuration management
extensions added to the standard event management tools. The extended format is
flexible enough to handle the different commercial tools.

The first generation of the solution was based on Computer Associates’ Unicenter TNG
and was called the Event Monitoring Utility (EMU). This was later significantly
extended by switching to HP OpenView, and the extra development of further central
event management functions, especially event correlation, in a solution called DECADE.

xvi

Significant agent extensions were achieved by the creation and deployment of a solution
called SMSPI, which included an extended configuration management and policy
database, and further event automation.

The extended solution is now deployed across HP Services’ entire global outsourced
environment. The solution has proven very successful, winning two Computer
Associates Software Achievement Awards, including the Grand Prize, and generating two
US patents. It will be progressively deployed to several million servers and network
devices globally over the next few years.

The work described here is at once self-contained and a basis for on-going development
of event management in the face of ever more complex systems, and increasing demands
for more detailed event management.
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1.

Introduction

Type “IT Event Management” into a Google search engine and it will return 591 million hits (in
July 2006). In some ways this exemplifies the problem with event management. It is everything
and it is nothing. This thesis attempts to address the most significant problems with network and
systems event management, including defining what exactly event management is and identifying
the problems with event management today. Besides the theory included in this thesis there is a
strong practical element, as the theory is put into practice. The ultimate objective of this thesis is
to turn the problem graphically shown in Figure 1-1 into Figure 1-2. It could be argued that the
future trends discussed at the end of this thesis will refine Figure 1-2 to the point where there is
no human required.

Figure 1-1

Introduction

The problem with event management today.

1-2

Figure 1-2

1.1.

Where this thesis aspires to take event management.

Genesis of event management

From the time of their inception, computer systems were designed to serve the needs of
businesses. Therefore, it was necessary to know if they were operational. The critical need of the
business function that was performed governed how quickly this information had to be obtained.

Early computers were installed to perform batch number-crunching tasks for such business
functions as payroll and accounts receivable, in less time and with more efficiency than humans
could perform them. Each day, the results of the batch processing were examined; if problems
occurred, they were resolved and the batch jobs were executed again.
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As their capabilities expanded, computers began to be used for functions such as order entry and
inventory. These mission-critical applications needed to be online and operational during
business hours and required immediate responses. Companies questioned the reliability of
computers and did not want to risk losing customers because of computer problems. Paper forms
and manual backup procedures provided insurance to companies they could still perform their
primary business in the event of a computer failure.

Since these batch and online applications were vital to the business of the company, it became
more important to ascertain in a timely fashion whether they were available and working
properly. Software was enhanced to provide information and notify of errors, and the results
were displayed on one or more consoles. Computer operators watched the consoles, ignored the
informational messages, and responded to the errors. Tools became available to automatically
reply to messages that always required the same response.

With the many advances in technology, computers grew more sophisticated and were applied to
more business functions. Personal computers and distributed systems flourished, adding to the
complexity of the IT environment. Due to the increased reliability of the machines and software,
it became impractical to run a business manually. Companies surrendered their paper forms and
manual backup procedures to become completely dependent upon the functioning of the
computer systems.

Managing the systems, now critical to the survival of a business, became the responsibility of
separate staffs within an IT organisation. Each team used its own set of tools to do the necessary
monitoring of its own resources. Each viewed its own set of error messages and responded to
them. Many received phone calls directly from users who experienced problems.

To increase the productivity of support staff and to offload some of their problem support
responsibilities, help desks were formed. Help desks served as central contact points for users to
report problems with their computers or applications. They provided initial problem
determination and resolution services. The support staff did not need to watch their tools for error
messages, since software was installed to aggregate the messages at a central location. The help
desk or an operations centre monitored messages from various monitoring tools and notified the
appropriate support staff when problems surfaced.
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Today, changes in technology provide still more challenges. The widespread use of the Internet
to perform mission-critical applications necessitates 24x7 availability of systems. Organisations
need to know immediately when there are failures, and recovery must be almost instantaneous.
On-demand and grid computing allow businesses to run applications wherever cycles are
available to ensure they can meet the demands of their customers. However, this increases the
complexity of monitoring the applications, since it is now insufficient to know the status of one
system without knowing how it relates to others. Operators cannot be expected to understand
these relationships and account for them in handling problems, particularly in complex
environments.

There are several problems with the traditional approach to managing systems [BHE04]:

•

Missed problems. Operators can overlook real problems while sifting through
screens of informational messages. Users may call to report problems before they are
noticed and acted upon by the operator.

•

False alarms. Messages can seem to indicate real problems, when in fact they are
not. Sometimes additional data may be needed to validate the condition and, in
distributed environments, that information may come from a different system than the
one reporting the problem.

•

Inconsistency. Various operators can respond differently to the same type of event.

•

Duplication of effort. Multiple error messages may be produced for a single
problem, possibly resulting in more than one support person handling the same
problem.

•

Improper problem assignment. Manually routing problems to the support staffs
sometimes results in support personnel being assigned problems that are not their
responsibility.

•

Problems that cannot be diagnosed. Sometimes when an intermittent problem
condition clears before someone has had the chance to respond to it, the diagnostic
data required to determine the cause of the problem disappears.

These problems have been identified for some time so why is it difficult to get events that are
relevant to the decisions we are trying to make? Part of the answer lies in the historical
progression of problems that have arisen in running an IT-based enterprise, from the low-level
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network problems of yesterday, ascending to the high-level problems of today. At each step in
the development of layered enterprises, technology has lagged behind the progression of
problems.

1.1.1.

System Monitoring Focuses on the Network Layer

The most common class of problems facing enterprise systems today is keeping them running.
Major headaches happen when the performance of the communication layer deteriorates, or parts
of it fail altogether. These problems are generally lumped together under one category, network
management. What makes these problems difficult is that distributed behaviour is hard to track,
understand, and control. It is compounded by the fact that modern IT layers often have a dynamic
architecture of their own.

Understandably, the bulk of the considerable commercial effort that has been put into enterprise
system monitoring until now has been concentrated largely on the low-level IT layers. Even so,
the IT layer monitoring tools leave much to be desired [LUCK02].

The network layer tools monitor and record both the network traffic and special kinds of
instrumentation events. The kinds of events that are logged are typically TCP packets, warning
events, alerts, and performance measurement events that indicate the performance of basic
network components such as routers and servers. The event logs are fed to various commercial
viewing tools that provide traffic statistics and warnings of various problems. All these tools give
system managers a primitive way of keeping track of how the IT layer is behaving and a way of
detecting overloading or failures on various pathways through it. Additionally, many intrusion
detection tools monitor network traffic for sequence of events that are typical of known attempts
to subvert the security of the IT system.

At present, the number of event viewing and analysis tools is growing rapidly to meet the
demands of this market to improve network reliability and security. All this monitoring and
analysis is focused on the events at the lowest network layers of our enterprise systems.
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1.1.2.

Network-Level Monitoring doesn’t even solve network problems

Despite this growth in network monitoring, system managers still have a hard job. The tools
contain very little “smarts” to tell a manager what the problem is and what to do. Network
managers have to figure out from the event logs and statistical views of the event traffic exactly
what is happening. They are faced daily with the following kinds of issues [LUCK02]:

•

The network event logs can be become very large and difficult to handle in real
time. In many cases, network management is reduced to “day-later” post-mortem
analysis. This is particularly true in monitoring for intrusions and information theft.
Indeed, intruders routinely script intrusion probes to take several days, thus outlasting
the analysis capabilities and “flying under the radar”.

•

Tools to aid in picking out sets of related events are needed. Events can be related
because of the network topology or other factors not explicitly encoded in the event’s
data. An example is the so-called “event storm”, in which many misleading alerts
indicating potential equipment failures happen because of a single failure somewhere
else in the network. Events that signify related systems activities in the
communication layer can happen at different times and therefore appear in the logs
widely separated by a lot of irrelevant events. A history of related activities may last
over several logs. Tools to identify related events are needed and should apply over
large sets of log files.

•

Causal tracking is needed. When we view a large event log in real time, and an
event that indicates an error turns up, like a server going down, we need tools that can
immediately point out the other events in the log that indicate which system activities
caused the failure. At present we have to use a lot of knowledge about the network to
try to figure it out.

•

Predictive monitoring is beyond the state of the art. Recognition of patterns of
events during network operations that indicate an approaching failure before it
happens just isn’t in the picture. At best, there are methods for extracting patterns
from prior failures and trying to recognise when these happen again.
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1.1.3.

Summary of what is needed from event management

So, although system and network-level monitoring is already a multi-billion dollar market, the
analysis tools for network management need a lot of improvement. The diagnostic intelligence
needed to keep the network running is not yet in the tools but still resides in the system manager’s
head.

To summarise, the present generation of IT layer monitoring tools do a poor a job of aiding in
system and network management, and they certainly do not deliver events that are relevant to
higher-level operations and decision making [LUCK02].

Comprehensive event management is clearly needed and it can addresses these issues by
[BHE04]:

•

Eliminating information messages from view to easily identify real problems

•

Validating problems

•

Responding consistently to events

•

Suppressing extraneous indications of a problem

•

Automatically assigning problems to support staffs

•

Collecting diagnostic data

Comprehensive event management is the next logical step in the evolution of event handling. It is
critical to successfully managing today’s ever-changing, fast-paced IT environments with the
reduced staff with which companies are forced to operate.

1.2.

Genesis of this thesis

In 1998 the author was the solution architect in a successful bid by Digital/Compaq to win Optus
Communications IT outsourcing. The author then became a member of the team responsible for
deploying the proposed solution into Optus. The author was the lead for the “enterprise
management” component of the solution. This then provided the author with an opportunity to
truly test event management from end-to-end. Over the following years the author, with the
support of his employer, developed this thesis and designed a comprehensive solution to large-
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scale event management, and at the same time deployed the solution in a very large, complex
environment.

This led to several iterations and refinements to the solution and these are covered in detail in
Chapter 5. Over the years the solution has increased in scope to handle first multiple customers
in South Pacific, then Asia-Pacific wide outsourcing, and then as Compaq became part of HP,
global outsourcing.

What started as a problem consisting of 2,500 servers and a medium size network, became by
2006 hundreds of networks and 55,000 directly managed servers and network devices plus
another 7.5 million monitored servers and network devices globally.

1.3.

Contribution of this thesis

This thesis contributes to the solution of event management in this challenging environment in
several areas. Specifically, it defines the event management framework, its constituent elements,
and defines an event management architecture to address all of the elements of event
management. Through the practical implementation of the defined architecture it addresses the
key challenge of “raising” the level of event monitoring (both system and network). This
produces real value to the business by delivering events that are relevant to higher-level
operations and decision making, as well as addressing areas such as scaleability, availability,
automation and greatly removing the need to rely on system and network managers for diagnostic
intelligence.

This thesis provides a structured modular approach to building an event management solution
detailed in Chapter 4, using as “building blocks” the various standards, best practices, and
commercial solutions available. Where major gaps are identified it creates solutions to fill these
gaps. This led to two US patents (see Appendix B) being granted for the event message format
work and the event transport protocol work.

By focusing on defining and refining the constituent areas of event management this thesis
provides an “architecture blueprint” that allows for partial deployment of the solution, with
further iterations improving each deployment. The success of the deployments discussed in
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Chapter 5 can be seen by the industry awards the practical part of the thesis won (see Appendix
C).
Where shortfalls are identified in the technology aspect of the solution during implementation,
this thesis addresses them with additional technology. This is shown in Chapter 5 with the
development of a series of solutions to enhance the commercial technology available and to
ensure the practical solution meets the requirements defined in Chapter 4.

Finally, this thesis “proves” itself in the size and scale and durability of the deployment shown in
Chapter 5.

1.4.

Structure of this thesis

Having defined the problem with event management in this chapter, the remainder of this thesis
consists of three parts.

Part I which consists of Chapters 2 and 3, looks at the various architectures and frameworks
available for event management. It looks at the various “standards” available such as the industry
standard of SNMP, and the various standard bodies including ISO OSI management. The major
commercial architectures are reviewed for how they address - or claim to address - event
management. This includes the industry leaders such as HP OpenView, CA Unicenter, IBM
Tivoli and BMC Patrol. Chapter 3 also investigates the technologies available to help - and
sometimes hinder - event management. This includes areas such as the options available for
agent technologies and also SQL databases, object orientation, high availability and firewalls, as
well as other security aspects within which event management has to operate today.

Part II consists of Chapter 4. This builds up a design of the “perfect” event management solution.
It explores all the components needed for event management and builds a comprehensive
architecture to bring them all together. The primary design goals of scaleable, flexible and
resilient are shown to be achieved in the design. In addition event management “best practices”
are also included in the “perfect” design.
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Part III consists of Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 takes the reader through the practical
implementations of event management, as the author strives to implement - as close as possible the “perfect” event management solution. The chapter covers the extensive additional work on
top of commercial solutions needed to successfully deploy event management. The practical
implementation covers several “generations” of event management deployment, with each
generation building upon the earlier solutions. Chapter 5 concludes by reviewing the current
generation of implementation against the “perfect” solution detailed in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 then
looks into the future to identify trends moving forward for event management.

A series of appendices includes significant technical details to support the earlier chapters,
especially Chapter 5.
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Architectures, Frameworks and Standards
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Architectures, Frameworks and Standards

This chapter reviews the various options available for a event management solution. It looks at
the various standards bodies and what they have defined in this space, including ISO standards as
well as industry standards such as IETF. This chapter reviews how standards have evolved and
are likely to evolve and highlights shortcomings in the standards. The chapter investigates the
various options available for event management architectures and frameworks - and defines both.
It also reviews the major commercial implementations of “enterprise management” and their
constituent event management components. From all this research we collect data that is fed into
Chapter 4 when we start building the event management solution.

2.1.

Standards based architectures

This section looks at two standard based architectures. It looks at the OSI standards and then
reviews the Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) standards. Although this thesis is
focused on IT event management and thus only data network management, there is merit in
reviewing architectural standards in the overall telecommunications sphere.

2.1.1.

OSI Management

Although the origin of OSI (Open System Interconnection) management can be found in ISO,
most of the work is performed in collaboration with the ITU-T (the former CCITT). The
standards that result from this cooperation are published by both organisations without technical
differences. Within the ITU-T, the OSI management recommendations are published as part of
the X.700 series.

The first standard that describes OSI management is the OSI Reference Model [IS084]. This
standard identified OSI management as an important working area and provided initial
definitions. Around 1980, a special working group (with the catchy name oflSOIEC/JTC1/SC21/WG4) was formed within ISO to further develop OSI management. The first
product from this working group was the OSI Management Framework [STAN90]. Although this
framework took a considerable time to develop it was not generally accepted as an adequate
starting point for management [PRAS95], Consequently an additional standard, called OSI
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Systems Management Overview was developed [IS092a]. Together, these standards provide the
basis for OSI management, and are listed in Table 2-1.

Title

ISO/IEC

ITU-T

OSI Management Framework

7498/4

X.700

1989

OSI Systems Management Overview

10040

X.701

1992

Table 2-1

Year of publication

Basis of OSI Management.

The OSI Management Framework defined the five functional areas of management: fault,
configuration, accounting, performance and security (collectively known as “FCAPS”) The
framework also attempted to define the different ways to exchange management information,
using systems management, layer management and layer operation [PRAS95]. Finally the
framework attempted to define the managed objects, management information and management
information base (MIB).

The OSI Management Framework was not well received by the data communications community.
Large parts of it are difficult to understand. Pras [PRAS95] even speculates that the document
was only accepted as a standard because of the following:

•

Most people did not want to spend more time on the document.

•

For political reasons it would have been unwise not to go to International Standard.
The alternative would have been the much “lower” Technical Report status.

•

Work had recently started on the OSI Systems Management Overview document.
Outstanding issues could be discussed and resolved during the progression of this
document.

2.1.1.1.

OSI Systems Management Overview

The definition of the OSI Systems Management Overview (SMO) started around 1987. In June
1991 the final SMO text was ready and the document was submitted for registration as an
International Standard. Compared with the OSI Management Framework, the SMO contains
much more information, is better defined and was, not surprisingly, better accepted upon
publication [PRAS95].
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The SMO distinguished between four different areas of systems management. These are
[PRAS95]:

•

Information Areas

•

Organisational Areas

•

Functional Areas

•

Communication Areas

All are covered in detail in Appendix A.

2.1.1.2.

Future of OSI Management

There are a considerable number of problems with the OSI management standards that are having
an impact on its future.

OSI management is very complicated. A lot of the OSI management concepts are difficult to
comprehend and there is a huge number of management standards, a lot of which are very large.

OSI management explains how individual management operations, such as M-GETs and M-SETs
should be performed but the current management standards do not specify the sequence in which
these operations should be performed to solve specific management problems [PRAS95].

The standards process for OSI management took far too long. Other “standards”, particularly
SNMP, emerged during this time and became the industry-accepted norm, making OSI
management the exception [PRAS95], This has also led to very few computer vendors offering
OSI management in their products.

Although the CMIS/CMIP protocol suite provides the networking community with a management
protocol capable of performing many tasks, there are two critical problems. First, CMIS/CMIP
introduces a large amount of overhead. Second, it is difficult to implement. Both problems result
because CMIS/CMIP is designed to run on a fully implemented OSI protocol stack. The fullfeatured nature of the OSI protocols provides flexible functionality but uses vast amounts of
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overhead [LEIN96]. This leads to OSI management being more expensive than alternative
management systems, such as Internet management using SNMP [PRAS95], It also makes the
OSI stack difficult to implement because of hardware or software restrictions.

The OSI communication model uses connection-oriented transport and relies on components of
an OSI application layer environment, even though implementations are possible over other
connection-based transports. The disadvantage of connection-oriented management
communications may outweigh their value. Management interactions are needed most during the
worst network stress times. During stress time, however, transport connections may be difficult to
maintain. Management entities may spend significant time and resources in resetting and re
establishing lost connections, as connections may not be sustainable over a sufficiently long
period to accomplish the management functions needed. Thus, connection-based transport may
become an obstacle to accomplishing management interactions. In contrast, a communication
model that assumes datagram transport can proceed to handle management functions even when
the network is highly stressed [YEMI94].

In light of these problems it is difficult to see a future for OSI management in pure event
management, especially in small-to-medium size enterprises. In large networks in the
telecommunications environment, where adherence to standards is the norm, OSI management
does have a place and it is probably here that the future of OSI management lies.

2.1.2.

Telecommunications Management Network

Telecommunications networks are becoming more intelligent, distributed, and larger every day.
The primary purpose of telecommunications networks is the transportation of messages, not the
interaction between the components at the ends of the network. Through the next decade, it is
expected that telecommunication networks will evolve toward software-based networks with the
deployment of thousands of intelligent network elements to support a wide range of information
networking services, to generate new revenues, and to reduce network operations and
management cost. It will be impossible to operate and manage these intelligent networks without
the appropriate infrastructure in place [SAHI94]. A management network with standard protocols,
interfaces, and architectures is called a Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) by the
International Telecommunications Union - Telecommunications (ITU-T, formerly known as
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CCITT) and it will enable the appropriate management infrastructure for the future networks. It
should be noted that the primary purpose of telecommunications networks, as opposed to data
networks, is the transportation of messages, not the interaction between the components at the
ends.

The concept of a TMN is defined by Recommendation M.3010 [CCIT92b]. According to
M.3010, “a TMN is conceptually a separate network that interfaces a telecommunication network
at several different points.” The relationship between a TMN and the telecommunication network
that is managed is shown in Figure 2-1. As seen in this diagram, the interface points between the
TMN and the telecommunication network are formed by Exchanges and Transmission systems.
For the purpose of management, these Exchanges and Transmission systems are connected via a
Data Communication Network to one or more Operations Systems. The Operations Systems
perform most of the management functions; these functions may be carried out automatically or
by human operators. It is possible that a single management function will be performed by
multiple Operations Systems. In this case, the Data Communications Network is used to exchange
management information between the Operations Systems. The Data Communications Network is
also used to connect Work Stations, which allow operators to interpret management information.
Work Stations have man-machine interfaces, the definition of such interfaces fall outside the
scope of TMN (which is why Work Stations are drawn on the border of TMN in Figure 2-1)
[PRAS95].
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TMN
Operations
System

Operations
System

Operations
System

Work
Station

Data Communication Network

Exchange

Transmission
systems

Exchange

Transmission
systems

Exchange

Telecommunication network

Figure 2-1

2A. 2.1.

Where TMNfits into a telecommunications network [PRAS95].

Scope of TMN

The TMN provides a host of management functions and communications for operation,
administration, and maintenance of a telecommunications network and its services in a
multivendor environment.

TMN functions can be grouped into two classes - basic functions and enhanced functions. Basic
functions will be used as building blocks to implement enhanced functions such as service
management, network restoration, customer control/reconfiguration, bandwidth management etc.
TMN basic functions can be further grouped into three categories [SAHI94][UDUP99]:
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1.

Management functions

•

Configuration Management (provisioning, status, installation, initialisation, inventory,
backup and restoration)

•

Fault Management (alarm surveillance [analyse, filter, correlate], fault localisation,
testing)

•

Performance Management (data collection, data filtering, trend analysis)

•

Accounting Management (collect accounting [billing] data, process and modify
accounting records)

•

Security Management (provide secure access to network element
functions/capabilities, provide secure access to TMN components [e.g. operations
systems, subnetwork controllers, mediation devices])

2.

3.

Communication functions

•

Operations System/Operations System communications

•

Operations System/NetworkElementcommunications

•

Network Element/Network Element communications

•

Operations System/Work Station communications

•

Network Element/Work Station communications

Planning function

•

Network planning (including physical resource [facility, equipment] planning)

•

Workforce planning
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2.1.2.2.

TMN Standards

The TMN standards were started in 1985 by CCITT Study Group IV [MATS91]. The first TMN
recommendation was called M.30 [CCIT89] and was published in 1988 as part of the blue books.
In 1992 a completely revised version appeared and the number of the recommendation was
changed to M.3010 [CCIT92b].

During the 1988-1992 period, work started on a number of related recommendations. These
recommendations define specific aspects of TMN and use M.3010 as the architectural basis. The
relationship between the TMN recommendations is illustrated in Figure 2-2.

Tutorial Introduction
to TMN *
M.3000

Terms and definitions
TMN
M.60 #2

Principles for a
TMN
M.3010

TMN interface
specification
methodology
M.3020

Generic network
information model for
TMN

TMN management
services: overview
M.3200

TMN management
capabilities at F
interface

Management service
Management service

Catalogue of TMN
management
information
M.3180

TMN management
functions
M.3400

* = under study

Figure 2-2
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Compared with the 1988 (blue book) version of M.30, M.3010 was completely restructured. In
M.3010 several sections were removed from the main text and new sections were included.
Among the sections that were removed was the “Planning and Design” section (which was placed
in an appendix), and “Functions associated with TMN”. Among the new sections that were added
was “TMN Information Architecture”.

2.1.2.3.

TMN Architecture

Recommendation M.3010 defines three different architectures [CCIT92b] [UDUP99]:

•

A functional architecture

•

A physical architecture

•

An information architecture

The TMN architecture is covered in detail in Appendix A.

2.1.2.4.

TMN and OSI standards

Initially there was little collaboration between the management groups of ITU-T and ISO/IEC. As
a result, the 1988 version of Recommendation M.30 had no ISO/IEC counterpart and ISO/IEC
standards had little impact on TMN. After publication of M.30 the collaboration between ITU-T
and ISO/IEC improved, which resulted in the incorporation of many OSI management ideas into
TMN.

The most important changes to TMN were [PRAS95]:

•

The “manager-agent” concept, as originally developed by ISO/IEC, was adopted. The
current TMN text contains, for instance, a statement saying that “The description of
the manager/agent concept... is intended to reflect the definitions given in X.701 (the
OSI Systems Management Overview)” [CCIT92b].

•

ISO/IEC’s “Object-Oriented” approach was copied. The current TMN text says “...
the TMN methodology makes use of the OSI systems management principle and is
based on an object oriented paradigm” [CCIT92b].
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•

The idea of “Management Domains” was included. A number of TMN drafts during
1988-1992 included comments like “CCITT SG VII and ISO have a work item on the
definition of Management Domains. Resulting material should be used or referenced
when available” [PRAS95].

2.1.2.5.

Differences between TMN and OSI

Despite the cooperation between the ITU-T and OSI management groups, fundamental
differences in philosophy still exist. Members of the ITU-T management group prefer a separate
network for the transfer of management information (the DON) while the OSI management group
prefer to use the same components for the network that is managed and the network over which
management information is transferred.

Such a separation of networks, as proposed by ITU-T, prevents the problems with fault
management as discussed in the review of OSI management. No matter what failures occur in the
managed network, management will always be able to access failing components. Thus TMN has
better fault management capabilities than OSI. Unfortunately, a DON requires additional
equipment and transmission systems. Failures in the DON cannot be excluded which means it is
necessary to manage the DCN as well. The cost factor in introducing a DON should not be
overlooked, and should be considered a potential disadvantage of selecting TMN over OSI
[PRAS95],

Another reason for using a DCN is when the managed network does not provide adequate
facilities to transfer management information. For example, a telephone network may not provide
a service capable of supporting the asynchronous (packet-oriented) type of service that is required
by most management protocols. In this example a DCN is essential; the fact it provides better
fault management is only a secondary consideration. Unlike TMN, OSI is particularly aimed at
management of data communications networks where the type of service provided by such
networks is usually the same as the type of service required for the exchange of management
information. In these types of network, the cost of adding a DCN becomes the critical factor
[PRAS95] [UDUP99].
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A major difference between OSI and TMN management is that OSI has defined a single
management architecture whereas TMN has defined multiple architectures at different levels of
abstraction. It can be a good idea to have multiple architectures as opposed to a monolithic, allencompassing architecture, particularly if each architecture addresses a different issue. Care has
to be taken to ensure that the relationships between the various architectures is clearly defined and
easy to understand. In the specific example of TMN’s functional and physical architectures, this
has been the case.

A final difference between TMN and OSI management is that TMN provides a structure for the
multiple levels of management responsibility that exist in networks; OSI management does not
provide such a structure. The TMN structure is called the “Responsibility Model” and the
advantage of having it is that it becomes easier to understand and distinguish various management
responsibilities [PRAS95].

2.1.2.6.

Future of TMN

TMN as it currently stands has several flaws. The most significant is that, unlike OSI, the
concepts that have been developed specifically for TMN are often not properly defined.
Recommendation M.3010 does not include a separate section that clearly defines the main
architectural concepts (such as function block, reference point, building block and interface). This
can lead to different interpretations of the standard [PRAS95] [UDUP99].

2.1.3.

Review of standards

Why are Communists preferable to Standards Committees?
Because Communists make five-year plans.
Paul V. Mockapetris [ROSE91b]

If the answer is OSI network management, then the question must have
been mis-stated!
Marshall T. Rose [ROSE91a]
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These two quotes neatly summarise the problems with the standards that this chapter reviewed.
Standards take a long time to develop and often only reach consensus using the “lowest common
denominator” approach, meaning that the standard is either so obtuse or generic as to be of no
meaningful use.

Users may be willing to put up with the standardisation process, but only if it is a means towards
the end of a robust market. Standards,/?^ se, are probably of no interest to users without robust
products which implement those standards [ROSE91a]. As Chapter 5 shows, most of the major
commercial network management architectures have some support for these standards but none of
the major network management applications today, to any great extent use the standards
discussed in this chapter.

OSI management and TMN prove quite convincingly that “official” standards bodies are much
better at producing international agreements than working technology. This criticism can also be
applied to a failed and now abandoned standard called Distributed Management Environment
(DME). DME as Rose, showing remarkable prescience, predicted in 1993 at the height of DME’s
popularity.

... Today, it is the “DME dream. ” How much longer, I wonder, until
people start musing if DME is the OSI of the ‘90s? Well, when that
dream turns into a nightmare, remember you read it here first.
Marshall T. Rose, p. 16 [ROSE93J.

2.2.

Standards

This section reviews the available event management “enabling tools”, other than those defined
by the standards committees in this chapter. Naturally, a lot of attention is paid to the Internet
management tools, particularly Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). Also covered is
a set of tools introduced by a consortium of PC vendors called the Desktop Management Task
Force.
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2.2.1.

Internet management standards and tools

OSI is a beautiful dream, and TCP/IP is living it.
Einar Stefferud, Network Management Associates, 1992 [ROSE93].

The Internet management standards, called Request for Comments (RFCs), and tools are without
question the most well known and widely used network management tools. These management
tools are sometimes known as the TCP/IP management approach although they have now
expanded to manage other network protocols besides TCP/IP. The remainder of this section looks
at the history of the development of these tools and the three main tools in question: SNMP,
SNMPv2, SNMPv3 and MIBs.

2.2.1.1.

Background to SNMP, SNMPv2, SNMPv3 and MIBs

As TCP/IP was being developed, little thought was given to network management. Initially,
virtually all of the hosts and subnetworks attached to ARPANET were based in an environment
that included systems programmers and protocol designers working on some aspect or another of
the ARPANET research. Therefore, management problems could be left to protocol experts who
could tweak the network with the use of some basic tools [STAL99],

Until the late 1970s, there were no management protocols as such. The one tool that was
effectively used for management was the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP). ICMP
provides a means for transferring control messages from routers and other hosts to a host, to
provide feedback about problems in the environment. ICMP is available on all devices that
support IP. From a network management point of view, the most useful feature of ICMP is the
echo/echo-reply message pair. These messages provide a mechanism for testing that
communication is possible between entities. The recipient of an echo message is obliged to return
the contents of that message in an echo-reply message. Another useful pair of messages are
timestamp and timestamp reply, which provide a mechanism for sampling the delay
characteristics of the network [STAL99]..

These ICMP messages can be used, along with various IP header options such as source routing
and record route, to develop simple but powerful management tools. The most notable example of
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this is the widely used “ping” (Packet Internet Groper) program. Using ICMP, plus some
additional options such as the interval between requests and the number of times to send a
request, “ping” can perform a variety of functions. Examples include determining if a physical
network device can be addressed, verifying that a network can be addressed, and verifying the
operation of a server on a host. The “ping” capability can also be used to observe variations in
round-trip times and in datagram loss rates, which can help to isolate areas of congestion and
points of failure [STAL99].].

With some supplemental tools, the “ping” capability was a satisfactory solution to network
management requirements for many years. It was only in the late 1980s, when the Internet grew
exponentially that attention was focused on the development of a more powerful network
management capability. With the number of hosts on the network in the hundreds of thousands,
and the number of individual networks in the thousands, it was no longer possible to rely on a
small cadre of network experts to solve management problems. What was required was a
standardised protocol with far more functionality than “ping” and yet one that could be easily
learned and used by a wide variety of people with network management responsibilities
[STAL99].].

The Internet Activities Board (IAB), which oversees the work in networking technology and
protocols for the TCP/IP internetworking community, took on the task of coordinating work in
selecting a standard network management protocol. The IAB comprises two sub-groups: the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF). The IETF
is chartered to identify problems and coordinate problem solving in the areas of Internet
management, engineering, and operations. The IRTF is responsible for researching problems
concerning the TCP/IP network community and the Internet. Proposals and “standards” are
published in the form of Request For Comments (RFCs) and are allocated unique RFC numbers.
As “standards” develop, new RFCs are assigned and the old RFCs are withdrawn.

In early 1988, development of three network management protocols was being pursued
[LEIN96]:

•

High-level Entity Management System (HEMS)

•

Simple Gateway Monitoring Protocol (SGMP)
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Common Management Interface Protocol over TCP/IP (CMOT)

A small “war” then ensued over which of these protocols the IAB would recommend [LEIN96]!
HEMS was withdrawn [PART87a] [PART87b] leaving CMOT and Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) [CASE90b] which extended the scope of SGMP [DAVI87] to
include End Systems as well as the management of Intermediate Systems [CASE88]. At the
March 1988 meeting of the IAB the decision was made to use SNMP in the short-term and
CMOT in the long-term [CERF88]. The reasoning behind this was published as RFC 1052, which
stated that a quick solution was to use SNMP, while a more structured solution using CMIP over
TCP/IP would eventually take over.

To further solidify this strategy, the IAB dictated that both SNMP and CMOT use the same
database of managed objects. That is, both protocols were to use the same set of monitoring and
control variables, in the same formats, within any host, router, bridge or other managed device.
Thus, only a single structure of management information (SMI: the basic format conventions for
objects) and a single management information base (MIB: the actual structure, or schema, of the
database) would be defined for both protocols. These common databases would greatly facilitate
transition: only the protocol and supporting software would need to be changed; the actual
database would be the same in format and content at the time of transition.

It soon became apparent that this binding of the two protocols at the object level was impractical.
In OSI network management, managed objects are seen as sophisticated entities with attributes,
associated procedures and notification capabilities, and other complex characteristics associated
with object-oriented technology. To keep SNMP simple, it was not designed to work with such
sophisticated concepts. In fact, the objects in SNMP are not really objects at all from the point of
view of object-oriented technology; rather, objects in SNMP are simply variables with a few basic
characteristics, such as a data type and whether the variable is read-only or read-write.
Accordingly, the IAB relaxed its condition of a common SMI/MIB and allowed SNMP and
CMOT development to proceed independently and in parallel [STAL99].].

The IETF was given responsibility for the implementation of SNMP. The IAB emphasised that
further development of SNMP should be aimed at keeping the protocol simple and focused on the
areas of fault management and configuration management.
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CMOT [WARR90] was an attempt to use OSI system management standards (such as CMIP) in
the Internet environment [CCIT91] [MCCL89], CMOT faced the same problems as OSI
management which were discussed earlier in this chapter: : because the specifications did not
appear in time, there were virtually no implementations and operational experience could not be
obtained. As a result, the support for CMOT slowly diminished. In 1992 all work on CMOT was
stopped [PRAS95] [LEIN96],

This meant that SNMP was the only Internet management protocol left “standing”. SNMP was,
quite simply, the right solution at the right time. Although it is only a few years since the SNMP
standard was published, most network equipment can be managed via SNMP (and virtually all
new network equipment can be managed by SNMP). Today SNMP is not restricted to just fault
and configuration management but is used in all areas of event management [LEIN96]. It is now
being used extensively in system management and application management SNMP has become
the de facto management protocol [PRAS95] [STALL99]..

Work is even progressing on the use of SNMP over OSI and other non-TCP/IP protocol suites. In
addition, there have been a number of directions in which enhancements to SNMP have been
pursued.

Perhaps the most important of these initiatives, so far, is the development of a remote monitoring
capability for SNMP. The remote monitoring (RMON) specification defines additions to the basic
SNMP MIB as well as the functions that exploit the RMON MIB. RMON and RMON II gives the
network manager the ability to monitor subnetworks as a whole, rather than just individual
devices on the subnetwork. Both vendors and users view RMON as an essential extension to
SNMP, and RMON and RMON II, though relatively new, is already widely deployed [STAL99].

In addition to RMON and RMON II, other extensions to the basic SNMP MIB have been
developed. Some of these are vendor-independent, and have to do with standardised network
interfaces, such as token ring and fiber distributed data interface (FDD1). Others are vendorspecific, private extensions to the MIB. In general, these extensions do not add any new
technology or concepts to SNMP. There is a limit to how far SNMP can be extended by simply
defining new and more elaborate MIBs. RMON perhaps represents as far as one would want to go
in trying to enhance the functionality of SNMP by adding to the semantics of the MIB. However,
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as SNMP is applied to larger and more sophisticated networks, its deficiencies become more
apparent. These deficiencies are particularly visible in the areas of security and functionality
[STAL94]. For example, it is relatively easy to “masquerade” as an SNMP manager and to gain
access to data which may be sensitive. Because SNMP does not have a management structure it
can be difficult to implement in a very large network with large numbers of SNMP agents.

Much has been done to remedy these deficiencies. As a first step, a set of three documents
defining a security enhancement to SNMP was published in July 1992 as proposed standards.
This enhancement was not compatible with the original SNMP: it required a change to the outer
message header and to a number of the message-handling procedures. However, the format of the
protocol data units (PDUs) carried inside an SNMP message that define the actual protocol
operation remained the same, and no new PDUs were added. The intent was to make the
transition to a secure version of SNMP as painless as possible.

Unfortunately, the security enhancement was overtaken by events. In the very same month, July
1992, a proposal for a new version of SNMP, referred to as the Simple Management Protocol
(SMP), was submitted by four key contributors to the SNMP effort. At the same time, four
interoperable implementations were made available. Two of these implementations are
commercial products; the other two are public-domain software. SMP provides both functional
and security enhancements to SNMP; in particular SMP adds several new PDUs. The overall
message header and security functionality are similar to that of the proposed security
enhancement standard [STAL99].

SMP was accepted as the baseline for defining a second generation of SNMP, known as SNMP
version 2 (SNMPv2); no other proposals were submitted. In addition, a consensus emerged within
the IETF that a single transition from SNMP to SNMPv2 was desirable. Therefore, the justcompleted security enhancements were tabled. Two working groups were formed to develop the
specifications for SNMPv2. One group concentrated on all of the aspects of SNMPv2 other than
security, while the other worked on the security features of SNMPv2. The result was a set of 12
documents that were published as proposed standards in early 1993 and have been moving
through that standards process since then. These documents are discussed later in this chapter.
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2.2.1.2.

IETF vs ISO

An interesting difference between the IETF and ISO is that the IETF takes a more pragmatic and
result-driven approach than ISO. In the IETF it appears that little time is spent on architectural
discussions; most of the time appears to be spent on the development of protocols and
implementations. This different approach means that no standards have been defined for an
Internet management architecture; only protocols and Management Information Bases (MIBs)
have been defined as standards. Despite (or perhaps because of) this, a vast number of articles and
books have been published that describe the principles behind Internet management [BENA90]
[CASE89a] [CASE89b] [CASE90a] [ROSE91a] [ROSE94]. From these publications the
following common concepts appear:

•

All systems connected to the network should be manageable with SNMP.

•

The cost of adding network management to existing systems should be minimal.

•

It should be relatively easy to extend the management capabilities of existing systems
(by extending the Management Information Base).

•

Network management must be robust. Even in the case of failures, a small set of
management capabilities must still be available.

One final difference between IETF standards and ISO standards is the availability of the
standards. Internet RFCs are freely available; they are very much public domain. Most computer
vendors store all of the Internet RFCs on their public ftp sites and a lot of network management
products actually ship with the Internet RFCs in them. This means that the text documents
containing the standards end up on the network manager’s hard disk. ISO standards are not as
freely available. They are not on the Internet and they are not published anywhere by computer
vendors. They have to be purchased from National Standards authorities, such as Standards
Australia. This is partly due to the fact that the standards bodies primary' source of income is from
“selling” their standards. However this approach by the standards bodies probably has something
to do with the relative lack of discussion around ISO standards compared to Internet RFCs.
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2.2.1.3.

Management Information Base

The Management Information Base (MIB) is a precise definition of the information accessible
through a network management protocol. Using a hierarchical, structured format, the MIB defines
the network management information available from a device. Each device, to comply with the
standard network management protocol, must use the format for displaying information that is
defined by the MIB.

RFC 1065 describes the syntax and type of information available in the MIB for the management
of TCP/IP networks. Entitled “Structure and Identification of Management Information for
TCP/IP-based Internets”, this RFC defines simple rules for naming and creating types of
information. Some of the types of information allowed by the SMI include a Gauge, an integer
that may or increase or decrease, and TimeTicks, which counts time in hundredths of seconds.
RFC 1065 later was adopted by the IAB, with corrections, as a full standard in RFC 1155
[RQSE90].

Using the rules of the SMI, RFC 1066 presented the first version of the MIB for use with the
TCP/IP protocol suite. This standard, now known as MIB-I, explains and defines the exact
information base needed for monitoring and controlling TCP/IP-based internets. RFC 1066 was
accepted by the IAB, with corrections, as a full standard in RFC 1156 [MCCL90].

RFC 1158 proposed a second MIB, MIB-II, for use with the TCP/IP protocol suite. This proposal,
fonnalised as a standard and approved by the IAB in RFC 1213 [MCCL91], extends the
information base defined in MIB-I by expanding the set of objects defined in the MIB. To
facilitate the migration of vendor-specific protocols to a standard management protocol, RFC
1156 allows for expansion of the MIB for vendor-specific enhancements. For example, suppose
that a company wants to make the CPU utilisation of its Ethernet bridge available through a
network management protocol. MIB-II does not contain an object that corresponds to CPU
utilisation. However, since vendor-specific enhancements within the MIB are allowed, the
Ethernet bridge vendor can define a new object for CPU utilisation. This ability to create new
objects using the same standard SMI makes available information other than that in MIB-II.
Several hundred companies have extended MIB-II and developed vendor-specific MIBs that
contain more objects than in MIB-II. Many vendor-specific MIBs exist today, defining more than
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20,000 management variables [JAND92], as most network devices have software agents that
support MIB-II and their own private extensions. Because there is no common strategy for
defining these vendor-specific management variables, most are useless to other vendors.

2.2.1.4.

ASN.l Syntax

A set of structures written in the ISO Abstract Syntax Notation One (ISO ASN.l) defines the
syntax for the MIB. Each MIB uses the tree architecture defined in ASN.l to organise all
available information. Each piece of information in the tree is a labelled node. Each labelled node
contains an object identifier and a short text description. The object identifier (OID) is a series of
integers, separated by full stops, to name the node and denote the exact traversal of the ASN.l
tree. The short text description describes the labelled node.

A labelled node can have subtrees containing other labelled nodes. Each labelled node in a
subtree is numbered in ascending order. This lexicographical ordering provides a scheme for
numbering all of the objects in the MIB tree. If the labelled node has no subtrees, or leaf nodes, it
contains a value and is known as an object. Leaf nodes are also numbered in ascending order. The
lexicographical ordering of the MIB tree allows the discovery, without prior knowledge of its
structure, all of the object identifiers that a given network device can support [LEIN96],

2.2.1.5.

Traversal of the MIB Tree

The top of the MIB tree is as shown in Figure 2-3.

The root node of the MIB tree doesn’t have a name or number but does have three subtrees, as
follows:

•

ccitt (0), administered by the CCITT (now called ITU-T)

•

iso (1), administered by the ISO

•

joint-iso-ccitt (2), jointly administered by ISO and CCITT
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ccit (0)

joint-iso-ccit (2)

directory (1

...mgmt (2)...

expei

mib (1)

Figure 2-3

enterprise (1)

The structure of the top of the MIB tree.

The numbers in parentheses are the defined values for those particular labelled nodes.

The syntax, such as ccitt (0), denotes that a labelled node named ccitt has object identifier number
0 at this level of the MIB tree. In addition, several other subtrees exist under the iso (1) node,
including the ISO-defined subtrees for other organisations, org (3). Under the org (3) subtree, a
particular node of interest is the one used by the United States Department of Defence (DOD):
dod (6). All the information gathered from devices communicating by means of the DOD
protocols, such as TCP/IP, resides in the subtree that has the complete object identifier of 1.3.6.1.
This object identifier is known as internet and has the following four defined subtrees:

•

directory (1)

•

mgmt (2)

•

experimental (3)

•

private (4)
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system (1)
interfaces (2)
at (3)
ip (4)
icmp (5)
tcp (6)
udp (7)
egp (8)
cmot (9)
mgmt (2)

mib(l)

transmission (10)
snmp (11)
genericlF (12)
appletalk (13)
ospf(14)
bgp (15)
rmon (16)
bridge (17)
decnetP4 (18)
character (19)

Figure 2-4

The structure of the mgmt (2) subtree.
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2.2.1.5.1.

Directory (1) Subtree

This subtree is reserved for future use. It will contain information about the OSI directory service
(X.500).

2.2.1.5.2.

Mgmt (2) Subtree

Figure 2-4 shows the mgmt (2) subtree.

The mgmt (2) subtree is intended for the assignment of management information for DOD
protocols. Today the objects in this subtree are the most widely implemented. MIB-I (RFC 1156),
originally assigned the object identifier 1.3.6.1.2.1 has been superseded by MIB-II (RFC 1213).
MIB-II has retained the same object identifier.

The at (address translation) category (3) maps IP addresses to Ethernet addresses. However, the
MIB is intended to specify management information for protocols other than IP (such as the OSI
network protocols). RFC 1213 removed this category in favour of letting the translation occur in
each protocol-specific subtree. The cmot category (9) exists only for historical reasons [LEIN96].
The decnetP4 (18) category is used for Digital’s DECnet Phase IV, a protocol suite that
frequently co-exists with IP-based internetworks. RFC 1289 defines a MIB that allows these
DECnet networks to be managed by IP-based management stations and SNMP. Fourteen groups
are included within the decnetP4 MIB: the System, Network Management, Session, End, Routing,
Circuit, DDCMP, DDCMP Multipoint Control, Ethernet, Counters, Adjacency, Line, Non
Broadcast, and Area groups [MIL93a].

2.2.1.5.3.

Experimental (3) Subtree

Experimental protocols and MIB development intended to enter the standards track use this
subtree.
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2.2.1.5.4. Private (4) Subtree

The private (4) subtree is used to specify objects defined unilaterally. For many network
management systems the most accessed portion of this subtree is the enterprises (1) node. An
enterprise is an organisation that has registered its own specific extensions to the MIB. Each
subtree under this node is assigned to a single enterprise. The enterprise then can create attributes
under this subtree specific to its products. Vendor-specific MIBs are found at this location in the
hierarchy.

Many vendor-specific MIBs are available on the market. If a device connects to a network and
supports SNMP, it will most likely support a vendor-specific MIB in addition to the standard
MIB. Vendor-specific MIBs are designed to complement the standard MIB and provide
functionality necessary for network management of vendor-specific product features (or standard
features on the product which the vendors feel requires more information than the standard MIB
provides). Vendor-specific MIBs exist for products that use many different networking and
systems technologies. It is possible to have a vendor-specific MIB for modems, ATM switches,
hubs, bridges, routers, switches, servers, workstations and so on. The most common objects found
in these vendor-specific MIBs relate to information about the physical configuration (serial
numbers, number of slots, number of ports, type of adapters etc.) and software configuration
(software version, features enabled, parameters set up, and so on) of the devices. Some vendors
also provide objects that can be used in all areas of network management (such as technologyspecific error counts, system memory usage, file system setup, and current system processes)
[LEIN96].

2.2.2.

Simple Network Management Protocol

The network management protocol most in use for data networks is the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP). RFC 1067 first defined how information passed between network
management systems and agents with SNMP. RFC 1098 later made RFC 1067 obsolete. Then,
with RFC 1157, the IAB accepted the proposal of RFC 1098 and in doing so, recognised SNMP
as a standard protocol.
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RFC 1157 describes the agent/station model used in SNMP. An SNMP agent is software capable
of answering valid queries from an SNMP station (often called a SNMP manager), such as a
network management system, about information defined in the MIB. A network device that
provides information about the MIB to the station will have an SNMP agent. For the agent/station
model to work, the agent and station must speak the same language [LEIN96].

The SNMP agents and stations communicate through standard messages. A message can be sent
in a single packet between the station and the agent. Each packet, which contains all or part of a
message exchange is called a PDU (protocol data unit). SNMP uses UDP (User Datagram
Protocol) as the layer 4, or transport layer, protocol. UDP provides a connectionless service, so
SNMP does not have to maintain a connection between an agent and a station to transmit a
message. UDP provides a fast transport-layer service with a minimum amount of resource
allocation [LEIN96].

There are disadvantages in using UDP as the transport layer. UDP is unreliable which means that
user data may get lost. The rationale behind the choice of a unreliable transport layer was that
even in the case of repeated failures it should still be possible to exchange some part of the
management information. With a reliable (connection-oriented) transport protocol this may not be
possible. Connection-oriented protocols are designed according to an “all or nothing” approach:
either all data will be delivered or nothing will be delivered. If data cannot be delivered the
connection will be released. Connectionless protocols are designed according to a “best effort”
approach: even in the case of failures some of the data may arrive at the destination. Management
may therefore still be possible, albeit in a limited way [PRAS95].

The SNMP protocol does not perform retransmissions. The responsibility to detect data loss and
initiate retransmission is left to the manager because it is assumed that managers are usually
better equipped to determine whether and when retransmissions are required. Another implication
of using a connectionless transport protocol, is that managers should perform some kind of
polling to detect whether agents are still operational. With connection-oriented protocols (e.g.
OSFs TP4) this is unnecessary, because such protocols already include lifetime control functions.
Such functions periodically check whether the remote systems (agents) are still operational. In the
event of problems the protocol takes the initiative and releases the connection and notifies the
manager [PRAS95].
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2.2.2.1.

Message Types

SNMP has five types of messages [LEIN96]:

•

Get-Request

•

Get-Response

•

Get-Next-Request

•

Set-Request

•

Trap

The SNMP station uses Get-Request to retrieve information from a network device that has an
SNMP agent. The SNMP agent in turn responds to the Get-Request message with a Get-Response
message. Information that might be returned includes the name of the system, how long the
system has been running, and the number of network interfaces on the system. A Get-NextRequest is used in conjunction with a Get-Request to obtain a table of objects. Get-Request
retrieves one specific object; Get-Next-Request asks for the next specific object in a table in
lexicographical order. An agent responds to a Get-Next-Request with a Get-Response message.

For example you may want to use a network management system to query the IP routing table on
a device. The IP routing table is dynamic, so you may not know exactly the number of rows in the
table, the station sends a Get-Request message to the agent on the device and asks for an object in
the first row of the table. This message is followed by Get-Next-Request messages in
lexicographical order until the end of the table is found (when an error is returned). If the table is
“flushed” in the middle of a Get-Next-Request, an error is also returned.

Set-Request allows for the remote configuration of parameters on a device. Examples of SetRequest messages include setting the name of a device, shutting an interface down through its
management interface, or clearing an address resolution table entry [LEIN96].

Another drawback of UDP is that packets cannot exceed a certain size. To ensure that only
limited size packets will be generated, SNMP has defined a number of rules. One of these rules is
that, if the response to a certain SNMP request would exceed the maximum packet size, no
information will be returned at all. Because of this limitation, SNMP managers should not issue
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all-embracing requests but should instead issue multiple smaller requests to obtain the
information piece by piece. Unfortunately this is not always easy because in many cases the
amount of data returned in response to a request cannot be predicted [PRAS95].

2.2.Z2.

SNMP Traps

An SNMP trap is an unsolicited message an SNMP agent sends to a station. These messages
inform the server about the occurrence of a specific event. For example, SNMP trap messages can
be used to inform the network management system that a circuit has just failed, the disk space of
a device is nearing capacity, or a user has just logged on to a host. The agent must be set up with
the address of the station so it knows where to send the SNMP trap messages.

The following seven types of SNMP traps are defined as part of MIB-II [LEIN96]:

•

Coldstart of a system

•

Warmstart of a system

•

Link down

•

Link up

•

Failure of authentication

•

Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) neighbour loss

•

Enterprise specific

By far the largest group of these is the enterprise-specific trap. Like a vendor-specific MIB, an
enterprise-specific trap is one implemented by a vendor to provide additional functionality that
complements the generic traps. Enterprise-specific traps outnumber the generic traps by many
orders of magnitude. Some companies have implemented traps based on disk usage on a
workstation, maximum number of users, high processor load, and so on. Various network devices
can send traps based on high utilisation, error rates found on network links, or redundant power
supply failure [LEfN96].

SNMP traps can use a technique called trap-directed polling to overcome the limitation of using
UDP, an unreliable protocol, as the management protocol. At initialisation time, and perhaps at
infrequent intervals, such as once a day, a management station can poll all of the agents it knows
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about. It can collect some key information, such as interface characteristics, and perhaps some
baseline performance statistics, such as average number of packets sent and received over each
interface over a given period of time. Once this baseline is established, the management station
refrains from polling. Instead, each agent is responsible for notifying the management station of
any unusual event via a trap.

Once a management station is alerted to an exception condition, it may choose to take some
action. At this point, the management station may direct polls to the agent reporting the event and
perhaps to some nearby agents in order to diagnose any problem and to gain more specific
information about the exception condition. Trap-directed polling can result in substantial savings
of network capacity and agent processing time. In essence, the network is not made to carry
management information that the management station does not need, and agents are not made to
respond to frequent requests for uninteresting information [LEIN96],

2.12.3.

SNMP Proxies

The use of SNMP requires that all agents, as well as management stations, must support UDP and
IP. This limits direct management to such devices and excludes other devices, such as some
bridges and modems, that do not support any part of the TCP/IP protocol suite. Further, there may
be numerous small systems (PCs, workstations, programmable controllers) that do implement
TCP/IP to support their applications, but for which it is not desirable to add the additional burden
of SNMP, agent logic, and MIB maintenance.

To accommodate devices that do not implement SNMP, the concept of the proxy was developed.
In this scheme an SNMP agent acts as a proxy for one or more other devices, that is, the SNMP
agent acts on behalf of the proxied devices. The management station sends queries concerning a
device to its proxy agent. The proxy agent converts each query into the management protocol that
is used by the device. When a reply to a query is received by the agent, it passes that reply back to
the management station. Similarly, if an event notification of some sort from the device is
transmitted to the proxy, the proxy sends it on to the management station in the form of a trap
message [STAL99].
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Security

The SNMP protocol does not provide information or allow configuration changes of a network
device without some form of security. The SNMP agent in the network device can require that the
SNMP station send a particular password with each message. The SNMP agent then would verify
whether the station is authorised to access MIB information. This password is referred to as the
SNMP community string. Community strings are sent within SNMP packets in clear ASCII text.
With little effort a network-literate person can learn the community string used by a given SNMP
agent [LEIN96],

2.225.

Problems with SNMP

Although SNMP is a powerful protocol for network management, it has three drawbacks:

•

It is officially standardised only for use on IP networks.

•

It is inefficient for large table retrievals.

•

It uses clear text strings for security, leaving it relatively insecure.

2.2.3.

Simple Network Management Protocol Version 2

SNMPv2 was developed partly in response to the problems with SNMP. The following list of
RFC documents define SNMPv2 [STAL99]:

•

Introduction to SNMPv2 (RFC 1441): Provides an overview of version 2 of the
Internet-standard Network Management Framework, termed the SNMP version 2
framework (SNMPv2). This framework is derived from the original Internet-standard
Network Management Framework (SNMPvI) [CASE93a].

•

Structure of Management Information (RFC 1442): Defines the subset of the Abstract
Syntax Notation One (ASN.l) used to define the SNMPv2 MIB. The document also
defines the module types and ASN.l macros used to define the MIB.

•

Textual Conventions (RFC 1443): Defines the initial set of naming conventions
available to all MIB modules.
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•

Protocol Operations (RFC 1448): Defines the PDUs for SNMPv2, and the protocol
operations for those PDUs.

•

Transport Mappings (RFC 1449): Defines how SNMPv2 maps onto an initial set of
transport domains. The mapping onto UDP is the preferred mapping.

•

Management Information Base (RFC 1450): Defines managed objects that describe
the behaviour of an SNMPv2 entity [CASE93b].

•

Manager to Manager MIB (RFC 1451): Defines managed objects that describe the
behaviour of an SNMPv2 entity acting in both a manager and an agent role
[CASE93c].

•

Confonnance Statements (RFC 1444): Defines the acceptable lower bounds of
implementation, and the notation to be used to specify the actual level of
implementation achieved.

•

SNMPvl/SNMPv2 Coexistence (RFC 1452): Describes coexistence between
SNMPv2 and SNMPvI. This document covers management information and protocol
operations.

•

SNMPv2 Administrative Model (RFC 1445): Presents an elaboration of the SNMP
administrative model. This model provides a unified conceptual basis for
administering SNMP protocol entities to support authentication and integrity, privacy,
access control, and the cooperation of multiple protocol entities.

•

SNMPv2 Security Protocols (RFC 1446): Defines protocols to support three data
security services: (1) data integrity, (2) data origin authentication, and (3) data
confidentiality.

•

SNMPv2 Party MIB (RFC 1447): Defines a portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets. It
describes a representation of the SNMP parties as objects, consistent with the SNMP
security protocols [MCCL93].

2.2.3.1.

SNMPv2 Management Framework

As with SNMP (now referred to as SNMPvI), SNMPv2 provides a framework on which network
management applications can be built. Those applications, such as fault management,
performance monitoring, accounting, and so on, are outside the scope of the standard. SNMPv2
provides, to use a contemporary term, the infrastructure for network management.
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The essence of SNMPv2 is a protocol that is used to exchange management information. Each
“player” in the network management system maintains a local database of information relevant to
network management, known as the MIB. The SNMPv2 standard defines the structure of this
information and the allowable data types; this definition is known as the structure of management
information (SMI). This can be thought of as the language for defining management information.
As already seen, the standard supplies a number of MIBs that are generally useful for network
management. In addition, new MIBs may be defined by vendors and user groups [STAL99].

Practical experience with the original SNMP protocol showed that in many cases managers were
unable to manage more than a few hundred agent systems [BENA90]. The cause for this
restriction is in SNMP’s polling nature: the manager must take time to periodically poll every
system under its control. This can be partly alleviated using trap-directed polling, but to solve the
problem, SNMPv2 introduced the idea of intermediate level managers. Polling is now performed
by a number of such intermediate level managers under control of the top level manager. There
can be several levels of intermediate level managers as part of this design. Figure 2-5 shows this
multi-manager hierarchy.

Before the intermediate level managers start polling, the top level manager tells the intermediate
level managers which variables must be polled and in which agents. The top level manager also
informs the intermediate level managers of the events that it wants to be informed about. After the
intermediate level managers are configured, they start polling. When an intermediate level
manager detects a particular agent with an event about which the top level manager wanted to be
informed, a new message type called InformRequest is generated. After receiving this message
the top level manager directly operates upon the agent that caused the event [PRAS95].
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Figure 2-5

SNMPv2 Management Hierarchy.

Note that the third agent from the left can be accessed by two Intermediate Level Managers.
These managers have to synchronise their access to this agent.

SNMPv2 will support either a highly centralised network management strategy or a distributed
one. In the latter case, some systems operate in the role of both manager and agent. In its agent
role, such a system will accept commands from a superior (i.e. top level) management system.
Some of these commands relate to the local MIB at the agent. Other commands require the agent
to act as a proxy for remote devices. In this case, the proxy agent assumes the role of manager to
access information at a remote agent, and then assumes the role of an agent to pass that
information on to a superior (top level) manager [STAL94].
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2.2.3.2.

SNMPv2 enhancements over SNMPvI

SNMPv2 has features that make up for the shortcomings of SNMPvI, including additions to the
SMI, new message types, standardised multiprotocol support, significantly enhanced security,
new MIB objects, and a way to coexist with SNMPvI [LEIN96].

2.2.3.2.1.

SMI Enhancements

The SMI standard for SNMPvI was only 32 bits in size, did not differentiate between signed and
unsigned integers, and only represented IP network addresses. These have all been corrected,
SNMPv2 SMI supports signed and unsigned integers, is 64 bits in size and it added a new data
type to represent the hierarchical network addresses used by the OSI network layer (NSAPs).

2.2.3.2.2.

Message Types

Two new message types were added: InformRequest and GetBulkRequest. The SNMPv2
GetBulkRequest message helps optimise the retrieval of large amounts of management
information, which was one of the major problems with SNMPvI. An application using SNMPvI
retrieves large amounts of management information through the use of the Get-Next-Request
message, potentially sending a request for each object. The GetBulkRequest works in essentially
the same way as the Get-Next-Request message, retrieving the next value in the MIB (when
traversing the MIB in order). With GetBulkRequest you can request multiple retrievals of the
object with a single message. Each retrieval is the next value of the object as you traverse the
MIB tree. So, instead of asking for the values of the next object in a table, you can ask for the
next X values in the table (where X can be any integer value). The GetBulkRequest message
retrieves as much information as possible from the MIB for a given request [LEIN96]. If the
requested information exceeds the maximum size of a UDP packet, the information will be
truncated and only the part that fits within the packet will be returned [PRAS95],

2.2.3.2.3.

Multiprotocol Support

SNMPvI is standardised to work only in conjunction with IP networks. Thus on non-IP networks,
such as an Apple Appletalk or Novell IPX network, you would have to set up IP to use SNMPvI.
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Since many devices do support IP, this is usually more of a configuration, maintenance, and
monetary issue (you may have to buy software to run IP on your devices). In contrast, SNMPv2 is
standardised on four major network protocol stacks: IP, Apple Appletalk, Novell IPX, and OSI
Connectionless Network Services (CLNS). Therefore SNMPv2 messages should be able to run on
nearly all of the networks in use today.

Regardless of the protocol that carries SNMPv2 messages, the operation of the messages and the
protocol remains the same. A GetBulkRequest sent by Novell IPX is interpreted by the agent
exactly as if it were sent over IP. A SNMPv2 trap sent by Appletalk operates the same as one sent
over OSI CLNS. These four network protocols reside at the network layer of the OSI Reference
Model, whereas SNMPv2 sits on the application layer. Since SNMPv2 uses the network layer for
delivery, it is possible to change network layers without changing the SNMPv2 protocol
[LEIN96],

2.2.3.2.4.

Security

The security mechanism in SNMPvI is community strings. Although this mechanism does
prevent indiscriminate access to monitoring and changing MIB objects, a knowledgeable network
engineer can, given the proper equipment or software, determine the community strings in use on
a network. Since using community strings for security does not provide a strong level of security,
this is seen as a weakness in SNMPv 1.

SNMPv2 has extensive security mechanisms that provide both authentication and encryption of
SNMPv2 messages. The security information is found on the outside of the SNMPv2 messages.
For authentication SNMPv2 uses a method called the digest authentication protocol. The digest is
a computation performed over the SNMPv2 message to make sure that the message received was
the one sent and that the source of the message has been authenticated. Note that the
authentication key used in calculating the message digest is not sent in the message. The
authentication key is distributed by SNMPv2 using a public key algorithm, in a manner discussed
in detail in Appendix A.

SNMPv2 supports the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm if required, although, this can
cause problems if used outside the United States. SNMPv2 can also restrict access to portions of
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the MIB on the agent using a new concept called MIB Views. In this way different levels of access
can be specified for each agent’s MIB for each manager where multiple managers are involved.
Another new component is a SNMPv2 context, a set of managed objects that a manager or agent
can access. Locally, to a given SNMPv2 entity, a context is a MIB view. A local context defines
which MIB objects the manager or agent can access. In a remote SNMPv2 context a manager and
an agent communicate through a proxy agent. The proxy agent needs to understand the managed
objects that are visible for an operation requested by the manager. In this manner, a context is an
abstraction that relates to the control of access of information and the MIB view through which
the information is acquired. Each party needs a context to let the manager and the agent identify
the operations that are allowed on a given set of managed objects [LEIN96].

2.2.3.2.5.

New MIB objects

Three MIBs are defined to help with the management of SNMPv2: SNMPv2 MIB, manager-tomanager MIB, and party MIB. These MIBs provide vital information necessary for the
administration, configuration, and monitoring of the SNMPv2 protocol.

The SNMPv2 MIB (RFC 1450) is divided into five groups: the SNMPv2 statistics group, the
SNMPvI statistics group, the objects resource group, the traps group and the set group. The traps
group contains a table of information about each of the traps an agent can send. Each trap has an
associated OID and a counter for the number of times the trap has been sent. This table may
contain information saying that the agent can send a trap about when congestion occurs on a
WAN switch port. The counter associated with the trap will tell you how many times the agent
has sent the trap to the manager. The set group provides a single object that allows multiple
managers to send SNMP Set messages to a single agent without encountering coordination
problems. This object, known as a set serial number, helps avoid conditions where two managers
try to set the same MIB object simultaneously (or nearly simultaneously) by incrementing once
for each Set Request processed [LEIN96].

The manager-to-manager MIB (RFC 1451) defines the set of objects that provide information
about how an SNMPv2 manager performs. The two groups in this MIB (the alarm group and the
event group) are basically copies of the RMON alarm and event groups.
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The party MIB (RFC 1447) contains objects that describe and configure the parties associated
with an SNMPv2 entity. The four groups within this MIB are the party database group, the
contexts database group, the access privileges group, and the MIB view database group. The party
database group contains information which is stored on the device about all known local and
remote parties. Some of the data in each party tells whether the party is local or remote, the
authentication protocol being used, the party lifetime, and how the party information is stored
(RAM, non-volatile RAM, ROM). The other three groups deal with privileges between a manager
and agent. These groups allow for the control of the local and remote contexts on the SNMPv2
entity, the access control policies this agent or manager implements, the currently defined MIB
views and the parties that can access them [LEIN96],

2.2.3.2.6. Coexistence with SNMPvI

The SNMPv2 protocol was intended to be a follow-up to SNMPvI. Therefore the designers of the
protocol wanted to be able to provide a smooth migration path from SNMPvI to SNMPv2 so that
vendors could quickly have their products support SNMPv2. To accomplish this transition,
SNMPvI managers and agents have had to confront issues dealing with SMI information and
protocol message changes.

Changes in the SMI for SNMPv2 make it necessary for both agents and managers to be updated
to understand the new constructs and data types. However, since the SMI for SNMPv2 is a
superset of the SMI for SNMPvI, all SNMPvI MIB definitions are compatible with SNMPv2
agents and managers. It is important for MIB definitions to conform to the SMI for SNMPv2 for
standardisation reasons but not strictly for operation reasons [LEIN96].

The protocol messages in SNMPv2 are also very similar to the messages in SNMPvI. Because of
this there are two strategies for communication between an SNMPvI and SNMPv2 entity. The
first strategy is to have a proxy agent perform the message translation. The second strategy is to
have a manager that speaks both SNMPvI and SNMPv2.

Today this second approach is more easily accepted because the manager can then make a
dynamic decision about which protocol is needed to talk to each agent. The manager needs to
query a new agent once with an SNMPv2 Get-Request (getting something every device has, like
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its name) and see whether the device responds. If it does not respond, the manager can send the
device an SNMPvI Get-Request asking for the same information. If the device responds, the
manager can determine that this is an SNMPvI device. If the device does not respond, no
conclusions can be drawn about it yet (it may be off-line). Using a “bilingual” manager also
alleviates the need to set up proxy agents throughout the network as you move from SNMPvI to
SNMPv2 [LEIN96].

2.2.3.3.

SNMPv2 Security revisited

When the SNMPv2 standards were released in 1993 they did not receive widespread acceptance.
That is because while the functional enhancements were welcome, developers found the security
facility for SNMPv2 too complex.

Consequently, IETF worked on an enhancement to SNMPv2 security. This was released as a
revised standard, called SNMP 2c, in January 1995. This version employs the SNMPvI message
wrapper, with its use of the community concept, which has a simple password-based security
model. This “administrative framework” for SNMPv2 is termed “community-based SNMPv2”,
which explains the “c” suffix [STAL96].

The results of this effort were one minor success and one major failure. The minor success was
the “tune-up” of the functional aspects of SNMPv2. The major failure was, once again, in the area
of security. SNMP 2c’s password-based approach to security was anything but secure. The IETF
was unable to resolve the issue, and two competing approaches emerged.

The first approach was User-Based Security Model for SNMP, or SNMP 2u. SNMP 2u takes a
minimalist approach to providing security and is centred on capabilities provided by the agent.
SNMP 2u provides the basic elements for network management security, namely, the ability to
authenticate managers and provision for confidentiality of exchanged messages.

The second approach was SNMP 2*. This more ambitious approach adds to SNMP 2u features
implemented at the management station and deals with issues of remote configuration not
addressed in SNMP 2u. SNMP 2* is able to remotely configure an agent to include new MIB
objects [STAL99]].
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Because of this “schism”, IETF once again visited SNMP security and SNMPv3 was born (see
section below).

2.2.3.4.

Problems with SNMPv2

The SNMPv2 protocol is a well-defined and, largely, functionally complete network management
protocol that makes up for the shortcomings of SNMPvI. There are just a few problems with
SNMPv2.

Because of the continued pervasive use of SNMPvI there are very few implementations of
SNMPv2. There is also, still, a noticeable lack of SNMPv2 support in most computer vendor’s
network and system management systems.

There are still functional problems with SNMP traps. Internet firewalls will not allow UDP
packets through. This means systems “outside” a firewall cannot be managed from “inside” the
firewall.

2.2.4.

Simple Network Management Protocol version 3

SNMPv2 was eventually revised and re-issued in 1996 without the security features discussed
above, because of a lack of consensus on what should constitute SNMP security. To remedy this
lack of security, a number of independent groups began work on a security enhancement to
SNMPv2. Two competing approaches emerged as front-runners: SNMPv2u and SNMPv2*.
Ultimately these two approaches served as input to a new IETF SNMPvS working group, which
was chartered in March 1997. By January 1998 this group had produced a set of Proposed
Internet standards published as RFCs 2271-2275. This document set defines a framework for
incorporating security features into an overall capability that includes either SNMPvI or
SNMPv2 functionality. In addition, the documents define a specific set of capabilities for
network security and access control.

A brief clarification of the term SNMPv3 is perhaps in order. RFCs 2271 through 2275, produced
by the SNMPv3 working group, describe an overall architecture plus specific message structures
and security features, but do not define a new SNMP pDU format. Thus, the existing SNMPvI or
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SNMPv2 PDU format must be used within the new architecture. An implementation referred to
as SNMPv3 consists of the security and architectural features defined in RFCs 2271 through 2275
plus the PDU format and functionality defined in the SNMPv2 documents. This is expressed by
Stallings [STAL99] as follows “SNMPv3 is SNMPv2 plus security and administration”.

2.2.4.1.

SNMPv3 Architecture

An SNMP management network consists of several nodes, each with an SNMP entity. They
interact with each other in monitoring and managing the network and its resources. The
architecture of an SNMP entity is defined as the elements of that entity and the names associated
with them. The elements of the archiettcure associated with an SNMP entity as shown in Figure
2-6 comprise an SNMP engine and a set of applications. The SNMP engine, named
snmpEnginelD, consist of a dispatcher, a message processing subsystem, a security subsystem,
and an access control subsystem [SUBROO].

SNMP entity

SNMP Engine (identified by snmpEnginelD)

Dispatcher

Message
Processing
Subsystem

Security
Subsystem

Access
Control

Application(s)

Figure 2-6
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SNMPv3 Architecture.
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The SNMP Engine. An SNMP entity has one SNMP engine, which is identified by a unique
snmpEnginelD. The SNMP engine ID is made up of octet strings. The length of the ID is twelve
octets for SNMPvI and SNMPv2, and is variable for SNMPv3. The first four octets in both
formats are set to the binary equivalent of the agent’s SNMP management private enterprise
number. The first bit of the four octets is set to 1 for SNMPv3 and 0 for earlier versions. For
example, if Acme Networks has been assigned {enterprise 696}, the first four octets would read
‘800002b8’H in SNMPv3 and ;000002b8’H in SNMPvI and SNMPv2.

The fifth octets for SNMPvI and SNMPv2 indicate the method that the enterprise used for
deriving the SNMP engine ID, and octets 6-12 indicate the function of the method. For a simple
entiry, it could be just the entity’s IP address. The fifth octet for SNMPv3 ID indicates the format
used in the rest of the variable number of octets.

The Dispatcher Subsystem. There is only one dispatcher in an SNMP engine, but it can handle
multiple versions of SNMP messages. It performs three sets of functions. First, it sends
messages to and receives messages from the network. Second, it determines the version of the
message and interacts with the corresponding message processing model. Third, it provides an
abstract interface to SNMP applications to deliver an incoming PDU to the local application and
to send a PDU from the local application to a remote entity.

The three separate functions in the dispatcher subsystem are accomplished with (1) a transport
mapper, (2) a message dispatcher, and (3) a PDU dispatcher. The transport mapper delivers the
message over the appropriate transport protocol of the network. The message dispatcher routes
the outgoing and incoming messages to the appropriate module of the message processor. If a
message is received and cannot be handled by the message processing subsystem of a particular
SNMP version, it would be rejected by the message dispatcher. The PDU dispatcher handles the
traffic routing of PDUs between applications and the message processor [SUBROO].

The Message Processing Subsystem. The SNMP message processing subsystem of an SNMP
engine interacts with the dispatcher to handle version-specific SNMP messages. It contains one
or more message processing models. The version is identified by the version field in the header.
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The Security and Access Control Subsystems. The security subsystem provides authentication
and privacy protection at the message level. The access control subsystems provides access
authorization security.

The Application Module. The application(s) module is made up of one or more applications,
which comprise the command generator, notification receiver, proxy forwarder, command
responder, and notification originator. The first three applications are normally associated with
an SNMP manager and the last two with an SNMP agent. The application(s) module may also
include other applications.

2.2.4.2.

SNMPv3 Applications

SNMPv3 formally defines five types of applications, but they are not the same as those of the
functional model that the OSI model addresses. They may be considered as the application
service elements used to build applications. They are described in RFC 2273 and are [SUBROO]:

•

The Command Generator - This application is used to generate get-request, getnext-request, get-bulk, and set-request messages. It also processes the response to the
command sent. Typically the command generator application is associated with the
network manager process.

•

The Command Responder - The command responder processes the get and set
requests destined for it from a legitimate remote entity. It performs the appropriate
action of get or set on the network element, prepares a get-response message, and
sends it to the remote entity that made the request.

•

The Notification Originator - This application generates either a trap or an inform
message. Its function is somewhat similar to that of the command responder, except
that it needs to find out where to send the message and what SNMP version and
security parameters to use. Further, the notification generator must determine the
contextEngineld and the name of the context that has the information to be sent. It
obtains these data using newly created MIBs for the notification and target groups, as
well as using other modules in the system.
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•

The Notification Receiver - The notification receiver application receives SNMP
notification messages. It registers with the SNMP engine to receive these messages,
just as the command responder application does to receive get and set messages.

•

The Proxy Forwarder - In SNMPv3 specifications proxy has been clearly defined
and restricted. The word is used to refer to a proxy forwarder application, which
forwards SNMP requests, notifications, and responses without regard for the managed
objects contained in those messages. Non-SNMP object translation does not fall
under this category.

2.2.4.3.

SNMPv3 Security

The security model for SNMPv3 is a User-based Security Model (USM) that reflects the
traditional username concept. Just as we have defined abstract service interfaces between the
various subsystems in an SNMP entity, we can define abstract service interfaces in USM. These
definitions cover conceptual interfaces between generic USM services and self-contained
authentication and privacy services. Two primitives are associated with an authentication service,
one to generate an outgoing authenticated message (authenticateOutgoingMsg) and another one
to validate the authenticated incoming message {authenticateIncomingMsg). Similarly, two
primitives are associated with privacy services: encryptData for encryption of outgoing messages
and decryptData for decryption of incoming messages.

2.2.4.4.

SNMPv3 A ccess Control

Access control deals with who can access network management components and what they can
access. In SNMPvI and SNMPv2, this topic was covered by the community-based access policy.
In SNMPv3, access control has been made more secure and more flexible by introduction of the
View-based Access Control Model (VACM) [SUBROO].

VACM defines a set of services that an application in an agent can use to validate command
requests and notification receivers. It validates sending sources and their access privilege for
command requests. One of the assumptions made is that the authentication of the source has been
done by the authentication module. In order to perform the services, a local database containing
access rights and policies, called the local configuration datastore (LCD), has been created in the
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SNMP entity. The LCD is typically in an agent or in a manager functioning in an agent’s role
when it communicates with another manager.

The LCD needs to be configured remotely and security considerations need to be addressed, so a
MIB module for VACM has been introduced.

2.2.5.

Future of Internet management tools

Internet network management tools have become hugely successful and there is nothing to
indicate that this trend will not continue, even at the expense of the “standard” architectures
covered in this chapter[ROSE93].

At this point it is important to distinguish between two kinds of standards, horizontal and vertical.
Horizontal standards are the “tools” of management, and provide the “breadth”. Vertical
standards provide the “depth” of management. Horizontal standards, such as management
protocols and management objects can, at the most, provide a technology base for enabling
products. However, in order to produce a robust event management product, vertical standards,
such as APIs and a framework for management applications are needed [ROSE93].

The internet management tools provide excellent horizontal standards. The area most in need of
development in the Internet management area is that of the vertical standards, including the
management architecture [PRAS95] [ROSE94]. Few standards have been produced defining the
Internet management architecture. To get an understanding of the architectural concepts behind
Internet management, readers have to derive the meaning of the various concepts from the
protocol standards and from books and papers published by the various authors of the RFCs.
Although this may not be a problem in the case of SNMPvI, it certainly is a problem with
SNMPv2 and SNMPv3, which is ironic given one of the goals of SNMPv3 is to provide a SNMP
“architecture”. Experience has shown that without a good understanding of these concepts, it is
difficult to implement SNMPv2 or SNMPv3 [PRAS94] [SUBROO].

Now that thousands of management variables have been defined, the lack of a good functional
structure to classify these variables has become a problem. Without such a structure, network
managers will be confronted with large lists of management variables. To determine which
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variables must be monitored and which modifications must be made, network managers must
understand the precise meaning of many variables. Because no clear structure has been developed
to explain the relationship between all the vendor-specific MIBs available, the only indication of
a MIB’s purpose is its name! It has even reached the point where network management products
are evaluated by the number of vendor-specific MIBs they ship with the product!

The Internet management standards explain how individual management operations, such as Get
and Set, should be performed. However the standards do not specify the sequence in which these
operations should be performed to solve particular management problems. This approach is
analogous to an approach in which debuggers are used to “manage” computer programs. Ordinary
debuggers allow programmers to watch and modify program variables. A debug program does
not help determine which variables must be watched and which modifications must be made.
Such decisions are made by the programmer; the debugger only helps access the variables. The
IETF should really focus on defining a comprehensive management architecture for the Internet
management tools [PRAS95] [SUBROO].

2.2.6.

Desktop Management Task Force (DMTF)

A discussion on management standards would be incomplete without a mention of the
developments in system management standards, initiated by the industry group DMTF, consisting
of major computer and software vendors. DMTF efforts originated from the need to control the
total cost of ownership (TCO) of PCs. Although the hardware cost of PCs is falling, the TCO is
increasing due to the rising costs of tracking and updating software versions, licences, and the
support required in a geographically distributed environment. DMTF has announced a number of
standards over recent years - Desktop Management information (DMI), the Common Information
Model (CIM) and Web Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) [RAYOO].

Although SNMP and OSI management have a number of MIBs for managing different types of
networks and applications, these are too elaborate for the cost-effective management of PC
components, such as VGA cards, monitors, SCSI disk drives, and PC-Windows software. Hence,
DMTF DMI defines a simple management framework to support the management of PC
components based on instrumentation interfaces, called Components Interfaces (Cl) - which
should not be confused with configuration items in the ITIL configuration management definition
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- and an ASCII Management information Format (MIF) that provides management data for a PC
component. This management software, called DMI Service Provider, can support management
applications through a Management interface (MI). This also provides mappings from SNMP
[RAYOO].

DMTF has standardised a management platform level object model, called CIM, to integrate
management information from diverse network elements. DMTF has also standardised a WBEM
specification, based on CIM and a web-based protocol, called HyperMedia Management Protocl
(HMMP) [BUMPOO].

For more details on these standards the reader in referred to Appendix A

2.3.

IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL)

A key component of this thesis is a standard that does not revolve around technology or tools, but
rather a series of processes. The IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is a standard published by the
UK Office of Government Commerce, and managed worldwide by the IT Service Management
Forum (itSMF). Although a UK standard it has gained wide acceptance worldwide. For more
detail on OGC and itSMF the reader is referred to www.itil.co.uk.

The first ITIL standards were published in 1988 and were updated with a V2 release in 2000-1.
ITIL is a set of best practice processes and procedures across the whole range of IT service
management. As shown in Figure 2-7, the areas of most interest to this thesis are Service Support
and Service Delivery.
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IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL)
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Figure 2- 7

The overall ITIL process standards framework.

There are six processes associated with the ITIL Service Support framework. These are:

•

Incident Management. The process responsible for managing the lifecycle of all
incidents. The primary objective is to return the IT service to customers as quickly as
possible.

•

Problem Management. The process responsible for managing the lifecycle of all
problems with the objective of preventing incidents and minimising the impact of
incidents that cannot be prevented. Root cause analysis of incidents is a key element
of problem management..

•

Change Management. This process is responsible for the management of changes to
the IT Infrastructure or any aspect of IT service that is managed and controlled. A
change is any modification to the managed IT environment including the addition,
removal, or replacement of any component, (configuration item), or service in that
environment.
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•

Details of the ITIL Service Support processes.

Configuration Management. This process is responsible for the accuracy and
documentation of the state of a Configuration Item in the IT environment. Cl’s
include hardware, software, documentation and other items that an organization needs
to control.

•

Release Management. The Release Process is responsible for Planning, Scheduling,
and Controlling the movement of Releases to Test and Live Environments. The
primary objective of release management is to ensure that the integrity of the Live
Environment is protected and that the correct Components are released.

•

Service Desk. The Single Point of Contact between the Service Provider and the
Users for management of Incidents, User Requests, and communication with Users.
To restore service in accordance with Service Level Agreements. To document,
administer, track, all incidents and requests to closure. To be aware of business needs.
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To proactively contact users and assure all Service Requests and Incidents are
satisfied and closed in a professional manner.

ITIL Service Delivery
Planning to implement Service Management

ICT
Infrastructure
Management
Service
Delivery

Application
Management

►Service Level
? Service Continuity
►Financial mgmt.
►Capacity mgmt.

Figure 2-9

Details of the ITIL Service Delivery processes.

There are five processes associated with the ITIL Service Delivery framework. These are:

•

Service Level Management. This process is responsible for negotiating Service
Level Agreements, and ensuring these are met. SLM ensures that all IT Service
Management Processes, Operational Level Agreements, and Underpinning Contracts
are appropriate for the agreed Service Level Targets. SLM monitors and reports on
service levels, and holds regular customer reviews.

•

Service Continuity Management. This process sets the Objectives, Scope and
Requirements for IT Service Continuity Management. BCM is responsible for
managing Risks that could seriously impact the Business. BCM ensures Operation at
a minimum agreed level in the event of a serious incident or catastrophic event.
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•

Financial Management. This process is responsible for jnanaging the Budgeting,
Accounting and Charging requirements to control IT service costs and influence
effective use of IT resources. It includes management of the financial aspects of the
enterprise such as Treasury, Banking, Payroll, Financial Planning, Auditing, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Cash Flow.

•

Capacity Management. This process is responsible for ensuring the Capacity of IT
Services and the IT Infrastructure is able to deliver agreed Service Level Targets in a
Cost Effective and timely manner. It considers all Resources required to deliver the
IT Service, and plans for short, medium and long term Business Requirements.

•

Availability Management. This process is responsible for defining, analyzing,
planning, measuring and improving all aspects of the Availability of IT services. It
ensures all IT Infrastructure, Processes, Tools, Roles etc. are appropriate for the
agreed Service Level Targets for Availability. (While availability management
focuses on provision of required availability at justifiable levels of cost, Continuity
Management is focused on assessment of business impact and development of a
continuity plan in the event of a disaster).

HP has been a proponent of the ITIL processes for service delivery for a long time and these
processes greatly influenced the deployment of the second and third generations of the event
management solution detailed in Chapter 5.

2.3.1.

Next generation of ITIL (V3)

Besides the ITIL processes detailed above, HP has its own extension to ITIL which is called IT
Service Management (ITSM). This is shown in detail in Figure 2-10.
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Figure 2-10

HP extended version of ITIL called the IT Service Management Reference

Model.

Of particular relevance to this thesis is the process area called Operations Management which is
under the ITSM area called Service Operations. This contains procedures called Management of
IT Infrastructure Events which defines the delivery processes to be followed for all event
management. It is these procedures that HP uses to deliver event management in all of its
delivery centres. A high level overview of this is provided in Appendix I. It was these
procedures that the event management solution detailed in Chapter 5 was implemented to support.

ITIL is currently being updated with a new release, called V3 due out in early 2007. HP has been
selected to provide the new section called ITIL Service Operations. Given the HP ITSM
reference model shown above, it is a safe assumption that the Operations Management and EvEnt
Management discussed above will be included in this new ITIL framework.
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2.4.

Architectures

Having looked at the architectures and frameworks defined by standard bodies and before we
review implementations of architectures and frameworks by computer vendors, we must first
define a few functions in an event management system.

2.4.1.

Event Management Architecture

Historically, event management revolved around multiple systems, each managing one specific
set of components on the data network. A typical event management centre could have a separate
system for managing modems, multiplexers, hubs, bridges, routers, and other types of network
components. Restrictions of money, physical space, and technical expertise all led to the desire to
have both the network and system components managed by a single system that would also show
their interconnections on a network topology map. Out of this need came the event management
platform [LEIN96] [PARS96] [COLV97],

A event management platform is a software package that provides the basic functionality of
network and system management for many different network and system infrastructure
components. The goal of the event management platform is to provide generic functionality for
managing a variety of devices. This basic functionality includes [LEIN96]:

•

A graphical user interface

•

A network topology map

•

A database management system

•

A standard method to query devices

•

A customisable menu system

•

An event log

•

An event processing capability

The GUI is useful for a variety of reasons, including giving the user easier access to the features
of the platform. The GUI should conform to a common “look-and-feel” standard, such as
Microsoft Windows or OSF X.l 1 Motif. By using a standard GUI, the platform will behave in a
manner that is documented and conformed to by different vendors.
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The map is useful for nearly every area of network and system management. Fault management
tools can help isolate the cause of the fault, using colours on the map. Configuration management
tools can show the physical and logical configuration of the network pictorially. Performance
management tools can graphically show the current performance of devices and links by colour or
different pictures. Another desirable feature of a network management platform is if it provides a
way to automatically discover the devices in the network (autodiscovery) and then draw the map
graphically (automapping) [LEIN96].

A standard method to query devices is essential because the platform must be able to gather
information from many different vendor components. A customisable menu system is needed so
that extensions to the platform appear seamless to the user. A database management system helps
in many event management tasks. Applications can use the database for information storage.
Relationships can be built between data items, which help in network diagnosis and maintenance.
Many database management systems allow users to generate customised reports and perform
automated backup.

An essential feature of an event management platform is an event log. This log records each event
chronologically in a readable format. The platform writes information to the log about any known
events and can generate its own events. Also, devices may send asynchronous messages that
could be interpreted as events. Regardless of how the platform learns of events, it should provide
an event log to help the support engineer keep abreast of system & network conditions [LEIN96].

The last essential feature of an event management platform is the ability to process events. This
includes the ability to refine, and collate, events and interact with other utilities (such as a help
desk system).

In addition to the seven basic functions just discussed, the event management platform should
have the following three features [LEIN96]:

•

graphing tools

•

application programming interface (API)

•

system security
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The event management platform should give support engineers the ability to produce graphs, such
as line, bar, or pie chart, of data. Also, the ability to merge graphs into reports is beneficial, since
managers often like to see information represented on a graph instead of raw data or text reports.
Graphs of current network traffic and errors can help in fault and performance management, and
graphs of historical data can help isolate network trends.

An API is a library of programming procedures and functions allowing access to information kept
within the network management platform. Only through the API can external programs use the
network topology map, integrate into the menu system, store and retrieve information from the
database, send messages to the event log, etc. Thus the API is important for two reasons: it allows
for integration of vendor applications, and it allows network engineers to write custom programs
for their environments. Without an API, the event management platform is essentially a “black
box” that allows only third-party extensions or local customisation. The API also needs to be
standardised across multiple event management platforms. Without a standard API, an application
that communicates with the platform will need to be changed if the organisation decides to
change platform. The Open Software Foundation’s DME, discussed later in this chapter, is an
example of a specification for a standard API for event management platforms [LEIN96].

A final, important, feature of the event management platform is to have a security mechanism for
itself. The event management platform and associated applications contain a wealth of
information about the network and systems within the network, the configuration of the
component devices, network and applications security, performance, and accounting methods.
This information is useful for any network “hacker” trying to compromise security. The security
for the platform must be additional to that provided by the operating system where it resides
because the platform and operating system will not always have the same security model or
requirements [LEIN96].

An event management platform can use various architectures to provide functionality. The three
most common event management architectures are [LEIN96]:

•

Centralised

•

Hierarchical

•

Distributed
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As will be seen in the next few sections, there is no “best” architecture; each type has specific
features that work well in certain environments.
2.4.1.1.

Centralised A rch itecture

A centralised architecture has the event management platform on one computer system, at a
location that is responsible for all management devices, as shown in Figure 2-11.

This system uses a single centralised database. For full redundancy, this system is backed up to
another system at regular intervals. Although the central system is the focal point for event
management, it can allow access and can forward events to other consoles throughout the
network. The single location of a centralised architecture is used as follows [LEIN96]:

•

for all alerts and events

•

for all system & network information

•

to access all management applications

Management
Station

queries

queries

Storage

queries

System & Network Devices

Figure 2-11

In a Centralised Architecture the single event management station is

responsible for all management duties on all system & network devices.

2.4.1.1.1. Advantages of Centralised Architecture
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Using a centralised approach, a support engineer can have a single location to view all alerts and
events, which is useful for troubleshooting and problem correlation. Having one place to access
all of the event management applications and information provides convenience, accessibility and
security for the support engineer. By virtue of having only a single management location, security
is much easier to maintain. Physically, the event management station can be located in a locked
and restricted access area, and the system can be set up to allow only certain users access
[LEIN96],

2.4.1.1.2.

Disadvantages of Centralised Architecture

There are many disadvantages associated with a centralised architecture. Having all of the event
management functions depend on a single system is not redundant or fault tolerant. As elements
are added, it becomes difficult and expensive to scale a single system to handle the necessary
load. This is largely because centralised architectures are relatively unscaleable. The rates at
which device data must be accessed and processed typically exceed the network/platform
capacity. For example, a platform managing 100 devices, each providing 100 managed variables
sampled every 10 seconds, must execute 1000 data writes per second, well beyond the typical
workstation’s capacity. If the size (number of devices), complexity (number of managed
variables), or speed of the network increases, the system becomes unmanageable. During failure
times the platform will need to increase its interactions with devices, at a time when the network
is least able to handle these. Management response time, furthermore, will tend to stretch at a
time when fast response is most needed [YEMI94],

A significant disadvantage to this architecture is having to query all network devices from a
single location. This puts traffic load on all network links connected to the management site and
throughout the network. If the connection from the management system to the network gets
severed, all event management capabilities are lost. Locating the event management station in a
central spot in the network would help this problem, but the ideal location for the event
management platform may not be the ideal place for the support engineers to reside [LEIN96].

2.4.1.2.

Hierarchical Architecture
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A hierarchical event management architecture uses multiple systems, with one system acting as a
central server and the others working as clients (see Figure 2-12). Some of the functions of the
event management platform reside within the server; others run on the clients. For example,
support engineers could configure separate client systems to monitor and poll different portions of
the network and systems.

The platform could use client/server database technology. The clients would not have separate
database systems but would use the central server database accessed through the network.
Because of the importance of the central system in the hierarchy, it will require backups for
redundancy. Although referred to as client/server, this architecture is, strictly speaking, closer to
the station/agent architecture as defined in SNMP.

A hierarchical architecture for the event management platform has the following key features
[LEIN96]:

•

Not dependent on a single system.

•

Distribution of event management tasks.

•

Network & system monitoring distributed throughout the network.

•

Centralised information storage.
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Figure 2-12

In a Hierarchical Architecture the Event Management Station clients perform

local management queries and use the Event Management Station server for database storage.

2.4.1.2.1.

Advantages of Hierarchical Architecture

The hierarchical approach helps to alleviate one of the problems in a centralised approach by
distributing event management tasks between the central system and the clients. Support
engineers can distribute monitoring on the clients, saving valuable bandwidth resources
throughout the data network. Also, since keeping monitoring close to the end systems is most
critical to save bandwidth, the clients may not need the entire functionality of the central server.
Many event management tasks require the retrieval of information about many facets of the
systems and network. Therefore it is often beneficial to have a centralised location for data. Even
though some of the management tasks are on clients using the hierarchical approach, this
architecture still provides for a single place to store information about the network [LEIN96].
During “major” events it is the central site that can identify the “bigger picture” and using event
correlation can more easily identify the cause of problems.

2.4.1.2.2.

Disadvantages of Hierarchical Architecture
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Because the hierarchical architecture uses multiple systems to manage the environment, there is
no longer a single centralised location for management of the entire enterprise. This may make
information gathering more difficult and time consuming for the support engineer. Another issue
is that the list of devices managed by each client needs to be logically predetermined and
manually configured. This needs to be done carefully, to avoid both the central system and a
client or two monitoring or polling the same device. If not, then one possible result of this
problem is the consumption of twice as much bandwidth on the network for event management
purposes [LEIN96].

2.4.1.3.

Distrib uted A rch itecture

The distributed architecture combines the centralised and distributed approaches, as shown in
Figure 2-13. Instead of having one centralised platform or a hierarchy of central/client platforms,
the distributed approach uses multiple peer platforms. One platform is the leader of a set of peer
event management systems. Each individual peer platform can have a complete database for
devices throughout the network, which allows it to perform various tasks and to report the results
back to a central system. In a completely distributed environment, there is no requirement for a
central system at all.
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Figure 2-13

In a Distributed Architecture multiple peer event management systems have

complete databases.

2.4.1.3.1.

Advantages of Distributed Architecture

Because the distributed platform combines the centralised and hierarchical approaches, it also has
the advantages of both, including [LEIN96]:

•

Single location for all system & network information, alerts and events.

•

Single location to access all management applications.

•

Not dependent on a single system.

•

Distribution of event management tasks.

•

Distribution of event management monitoring throughout the network.

2.4.1.3.2.

Disadvantages of Distributed Architecture
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Database replication server technology is essential for this platform. A replication server keeps
multiple databases on different systems completely synchronised. This is not a trivial task. The
replication server technology for the database system is complex. In fact, the overhead associated
with this synchronisation can consume significantly more system and network resources than
database client/server technology [LEIN96]. Depending on the management domains and
responsibilities, the database replication may not have to be all management data, but only a
smaller subset of this data. For example, one peer event management station server will not be
unduly interested in the status of the printers in another peer event management station servers
management domain. However it will be interested in the status of routers in that other
management domain. This data will require replication.

2.4.2.

Event Management Applications

The event management platform provides generic functionality for all managed devices. In
contrast, event management applications are designed to help the support engineer manage a
specific set of devices or services. The relationship between the event management platform and
applications is shown in Figure 2-14. Many event management applications are developed by
device vendors to help customers manage their devices.

Vendor
Applications

Vendor 2

Vendor X

Applications

Applications

Platform

Figure 2-14

The relationship between a event management platform and applications.
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The event management applications have the following goals [LEIN96]:

•

Effectively manage a specific set of devices.

•

Avoid functionality overlap with the platform.

•

Integrate with a platform through the API and menu system.

•

Reside on multiple platforms.

An event management application tries to manage a specific set of devices effectively. For
example, a hub manufacturer could build an application that shows the physical connectors on the
hub when a user selects the hub on the network map. This application could allow the user to
configure features of the hub, turn ports on or off, or monitor error rates and throughput. This
application could help accomplish configuration and performance management tasks for the hub.

Event management applications try not to incorporate functionality that overlaps with the
platform. Overlap would result in multiple ways to accomplish the same result on the platform,
perhaps providing a confusing interface for the user. Also, reproducing features that exist on the
platform could be a waste of development effort for the application developers [LEIN96].

Event management applications have to integrate with the platform, normally through APIs or
menus. This is one of the most difficult and problematic areas of event management. It is covered
in detail in Chapter 4.

2.4.3.

Drivers for frameworks

The section above reviewed the different types of event management architectures that are
available. We also need to review and define an enterprise-specific roadmap for the development
and evolution of the event management technology. This section looks at solutions from the
perspective of building such a roadmap [WONG05].

These solutions are called “frameworks” and define “prototypes” in four main areas - monitoring,
information distribution, basic control and remote access. A set of management frameworks
essentially defines a service level architecture for event management. Conventional management
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areas such as fault management use the services of the frameworks for execution of their
functions.

In the simplest sense each framework is a collection of network, hardware and software resources
dedicated to the purpose of providing a set of services for managing the infrastructure.
Frameworks define the skeleton of the functional behaviour required to develop infrastructure
management functions. Every framework is defined by a set of components with specific roles.

An enterprise-wide event management architecture is built by “connecting” together the
frameworks. In this sense frameworks are the building blocks of the architecture. For the actual
“realization” of each framework in an enterprise, off-the-shelf commercial products and
sometimes bespoke software are used as actual components. At the current state of product
fragmentation these components may have to be specialized depending on the part of the
infrastructure being managed. Hence different schemes are needed for managing networks,
systems and application components [PARA02] [WONG04],

In most enterprises this is also reflected in distinct management groups being responsible for
network, systems and applications. Each group has a complete “culture” centred around specific
platforms, tools, agents and protocols. This has also led to extremes in skill specialization in each
area. A goal in defining an event management framework is to provide common solutions and
systems capability so these distinct groups can “merge”. This is very much required when
aspects of the infrastructure operations delivery are provided by 3ul party outsourcing suppliers.

Looked at from a computational viewpoint, the significant autonomous processing done in agents
(such as RMON agents, smart agents and scaling agents described in Chapter 3) have the effect of
distributing the processing across many entities.

The results of these agent-level computations are events signifying some occurrence and
sometimes data. Both events and data have to be processed by higher level functions (often by
multiple applications) before any meaning can be attributed to the results. This “reality,” of
infrastructure management itself being a distributed application, is however rarely recognised
when designs for network, systems or applications management are considered [PARA02].
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In distributed computing more components have to cooperate together to do anything useful.
Hence, for example, thought needs to be given about how the management function will survive
failures of “subsystems” in its service-delivery chain (in supporting the management function).

The biggest threat to most management frameworks in use today is that there is no separation of
management resources. The environment being managed and the resources used for management
share the same infrastructure.

Strategically, without a physically separate structure to “house” management resources,
infrastructure management will have limited effectiveness as it gets impacted by the very failures
it is trying to fix. Developing a physical infrastructure management framework does incur cost,
typically 10% to 15% of the capital cost of management resources (platforms, agents, tools,
databases).

2.4.4.

Event Monitoring Framework

The main goal of a monitoring framework is to allow events and data from the different parts of
the client/server infrastructure to be collected, filtered and presented for further processing
Further processing may entail:

•

Display of the actual events received (or a representation of it). Typically, a received
event such as a trap from an RMON agent will get displayed in a map depicting the
RMON “device”. A human then acts on the information.

•

“Integration” of the actual event received, transforming the information “value” of the
original event. Information value is increased by combining in some way information
in multiple event instances. A common function is correlation, which is essentially a
search for known relationships between the sources of two or more events. Once a
relationship is discovered then inferences (such as the “root” event causing
“secondary” events) can be made. These conclusions can be displayed in addition to
the actual events.

•

Triggering an action by the framework to collect more comprehensive information.
Sometimes events received at the monitoring interface don’t carry much information
other than indicating that any one of a whole set of conditions exist. Typically,
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SNMP traps from devices carry information as a value which identifies the area in
which something interesting has happened. Further MIB values have to be evaluated
to pinpoint/verify the cause.

Event

Figure 2-15

Network Worlds

Abstract components of an event monitoring framework.

Figure 2-15 shows an event monitoring framework as a set of abstract components. The
functions of the components are described in more detail in the next section. The event
monitoring framework interfaces other frameworks:

•

With the event distribution framework for distributing event related information.

•

With the visualisation subsystem for display/presentation of events.

•

With the control framework for reconfiguration of remote agents.
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The monitoring framework also provides access to an event database through an off-the-shelf
database related API. Access to a relational database allows web-based applications to be
developed at relatively low cost.

There are some important considerations for building an event monitoring framework for a
client/server infrastructure. These are summarised below and Table 2-2 shows how the
requirement is supported by the event monitoring framework described here.

Requirement

Support for Requirement in Framework

Coverage of whole
client/server stack

The monitoring framework needs to support all the types of agents
found in the different layers. This includes the capability to deploy
and configure these agents. An event classification system ties
together the events from different agent classes with operational use
of the event.

Heterogeneity of
client/server
environment

A universal agent architecture is needed to coordinate access to event
information “natively” available in log files, in console message
streams and other sources of status information in systems.
Intelligent proxy agents are needed to convert from one protocol to
another, including from text output on a system to SNMP traps.

Extent of client/server
environment

The framework components need to be distributable in an “economic”
manner (cost and network bandwidth) in an enterprise with hub-site
managing satellite offices. Event classification defines the priority of
events. Data engineering defines how information is stored and used.

Tuning the monitoring
framework

Predefined templates in the form of graphical front ends are needed to
reconfigure devices and systems safely and easily. Use of one control
framework ensures consistency and reduces training needs.

Table 2-2

Supporting client/server requirements for monitoring.

The first point is that events from all the layers in the client/server stack have to be monitored.
For example, the networks, subsystem, application services infrastructure model is one possible
layer model. End-to-end views are not possible without integrating events from the whole stack.

Secondly, client/server infrastructures are likely to be heterogeneous in one or more layers.
Similar events from similar components have to be collected and “normalised”. For example, any
two similar inter-networking devices from two vendors are more than likely to use different
SNMP trap values to signify the same type of event. Similar events need to be normalised before
“semantically higher” processing such as correlation can be made scaleable for a large
infrastructure.
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Thirdly, a client/server infrastructure is likely to be widely distributed. Events from widely
separated components have to be “normalised” in a different sense. For example, a time-stamp is
often attached to events received from different locations, so that the receive order is captured.
Also, monitoring frameworks in different locations are likely to have to be “connected” in some
way. In a large enterprise, event monitoring frameworks may need solutions for small office,
mid-size and large offices.

Fourthly, a significant proportion of the agent technology is likely to have to be reconfigured and
tuned on a regular basis - for operational control of the generation of events. Such
reconfiguration is often a result of the wider change management. Adding new users and
applications, upgrading an application component, re-engineering part of the infrastructure - are
all often followed by tuning the thresholds for monitoring. Tools for such operational re-tuning
need to be well integrated as a function for the monitoring framework.

2.4.4.1.

Event Monitoring Components

An event monitoring framework for a client/server infrastructure can be built from a set of
abstract building blocks. The main functions within each of the event monitoring framework
components are shown in Figure 2-15 and are described below:

•

Agents. Management agents are runtime resident in systems to be managed. These
provide monitoring and control capabilities at different layers of the client/server
model. Agents are generally specialised to specific sub-problems of system
management. Hence different agents may be required for performance management,
for configuration management and security management. The initial use of agents is
for reporting events to the tools on the system management platform. Proxy agents
are software components which on one side can communicate with the management
platform (using SNMP) and on the other side interface with non-SNMP components
such as legacy systems.

•

Local management servers. These provide a local staging post for collecting
information provided by local management agents and providing the means to hold
software for distribution (upload) to agents. Examples include software code for
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security audit agents, scripts for defining threshold configuration and filter
configurations to the local agent. Use of such servers decreases the management
traffic that needs to otherwise traverse the network.
•

Collectors. Collect management information staged by local management servers.
This introduces a two-level hierarchy for collecting information - allowing global
system management structures such as a rolling, 24-hour, system management centre
to be designed. The hierarchy also allows redundancy to be designed at relatively low
cost.

•

Integrators. Integrate management information (through combining, conversion and
filtering) from specific perspectives - these allow sets of information from the
distributed sources to be viewed from physical (which hardware is involved and
where it is located) trading systems (which software services and relationships are
involved), business area (which business area, which group of people, which trading
activity). New perspectives are designed and programmed as the needs arise and as
the environment changes.

•

Visualisation subsystems. These are software mechanisms to present information
from the system management framework into a human-digestible form. Typically
distributed agents produce information overload if their raw data is viewed without
pre-processing - this is especially evident in a crisis mode when the information flow
generally increases. Visualisation mechanisms include maps, surface and volume
geometry and more mundane techniques such as instrument panels and graphs.

•

Databases. Relational databases are used to hold historical information received as
events from the distributed servers. This information can then be used by external
applications for reporting, queries, status updates. Modern relational databases such
as Oracle allow use of the open server interface and triggers to realise integration to
applications such as a distributed ticketing system and object oriented journals (for
classification of assets, alarms etc on a temporal or other basis).

•

Other frameworks. Event monitoring is dependent on a number of other
frameworks including the data in the event classification scheme, a visualisation
mechanism to present event information and the basic control framework.
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2.4.5.

Many third-party network management applications are integrated to management platforms,
mostly in name. Other than being able to launch the application from the platform, integration
such as information sharing between applications is unlikely to have been implemented.

As management platforms get burdened by more and more applications, the redistribution of
applications across multiple platforms is a reasonable alternative to “collected data” traversing an
inter-network to a point where it can be processed at the platform.

This is especially the case when the information from an application is not shareable with any
other applications at the platform. Required result sets can be extracted by automated database
processes in batch or triggered modes.

Data analysis and configuration tools associated with autonomous agents (such as RMON and
RMON II) are other candidates for redistribution and redeployment as the managed environment
changes.

These two types of redistribution are commonly undertaken as reengineering activities.
Redistribution ought to be possible through dynamic control of the management environment as a
normal part of its evolution.

A basic control framework is a collection of generic tools, that is tools that work on any
infrastructure, and (where it is unavoidable) product-specific tools. These are used as an
environment for controlling a managed environment. Geographically dispersed management
groups can share the same environment. Activities that are control-oriented include:

•

Configuration of devices and systems. Infrastructure management starts with the set
up of individual elements - network devices, hosts, operating system software and
service components. These work together as an infrastructure. Management,
however, involves constant tuning and changing of individual elements. Different
parts of the infrastructure use different technologies - e.g., Telnet for some network
components, TCL/TK scripts for the operating system, a proprietary command
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language for each service component. Networking device vendors usually have
specific tools to configure and tune. Product-specific applications are an important
part of the management toolkit. These applications are increasingly delivered as
“stand-alone” on low-cost Windows-based PCs or for execution in a web browser. A
basic control framework should have an environment for such tools to be launched on
an as-needed basis.
•

Configuration offramework components. Frameworks such as the event monitoring
framework discussed earlier have distributed components that need configuration and
tuning. Here, a template-based approach that captures all the variables into a single
user interface context works best. Such templates can be realised using TCL/TK as
well as Java. Changing values through the template is an error-free way of
configurations.

•

Automated polling. Much of what happens in a client/server may be captured and
logged locally. It is by and large impractical to transport anything but a small
proportion of these as events. Nevertheless the dynamics of a client/server
infrastructure is often locked in “counter” type variables. When accessed at an
adequate frequency, these values provide important prognostic information which can
be turned into class of event that provide a prognosis. Automated polling is a scriptbased “thread” of execution to poll or get a set-requisite variable value. The script
stores the result in a database, or passes the values to another piece of logic which
correlate the results from several such threads.

•

Automated response to events. In SNMP a trap merely indicates that a closer look is
needed. Every trap should have a set of variables that need to be examined on receipt
of the trap. In some cases the variables can be examined and further action taken.
Other events can trigger corrective or preventive actions.
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Figure 2-16 shows the relationships between key components of a control framework. The above
control mechanisms involve the use-scripts to define the logic for automated polling and
responses. Configuration of devices and framework components can be “fronted” by a graphical
user interface, with logic behind the user interface to test the validity of parameters entered
through the interface.

TCL/TK is one environment for developing management interfaces and powerful scripts. The
Java Management API is another environment.

2.4.5.1.

SNMP Sets

Many devices on the infrastructure can be controlled through SNMP sets. Sets have generally not
been used with inter-networking components such as routers and switches, largely because of
security fears [VARU97].
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These threats are lessened considerably when the infrastructure is segmented through internal
firewalls. Firewalls protecting SNMP enabled systems need to have policy-based control over the
pass-through of SNMP traffic from outside. Developing logic to monitor, capture, analyse and
create security alarms when SNMP traffic enters a protected segment is another tactic to improve
use level security.

Proprietary MIBs are developed by many organisations to support parts of the infrastructure, such
as “middleware” - which is a set of services that sits above the operating system and below the
application layer. Middleware is important in “gluing” and coordinating together distributed
application components.

The realisation of multi-layered client/server applications has resulted in a resurgence in the use
of SNMP sets. It is especially relevant in “concurrently” configuring different parts of the
infrastructure. Sets involving variables with application level relationships, however, need a
graphical front-end to enable their use. In fact anything but the simplest case of configuring
requires a user-interface abstraction if the sets are to be done consistently and without error.

A front-end designed for a specific management task can be distributed as an internal standard
tool doing the task for different parts of the management organisation. Such front-ends can be
developed relatively easily, for example, within TCL/TK or Java-based environments. The frontend developed in TK or JavaScript should include logic to validate parameter entry and parameter
relationships. Both TCL/TK and Java offer SNMP “aware’ extensions for transformation to
SNMP commands.

Hiding the details of SNMP sets from the user reduces the opportunities for both accidental and
malicious mis-configurations.
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2.4.5.2.

Out-of-Band Management

Out-of-band management enables management in the event that the infrastructure management
resources fail. Examples of failure that can render normal management ineffective include:

•

A “central” management server (or server cluster) failing can stop the management
platform applications or databases.

•

An inter-network components such as a router or a switch failing can stop
connectivity to the managed environment.

In addition to building in high availability solutions, explicit strategies should exist for managing
such contingencies. A management alternative is required while recovering from such failures.

Access to devices and systems is possible via the operator interface available with most network
devices and server systems. This allows command line access from a terminal or terminal
emulator software to key status information and the ability to configure parameters using
command. Telnet is a common terminal protocol.

Part of the basic control framework should include an independent substructure to access
operator interfaces (from the infrastructure management LAN). This is often achieved by using a
terminal server connected to a separate segment. Generally, two classes of systems need to be
accessed in the event of normal infrastructure management systems failure:

•

Access to managed resources of mission-critical applications

•

Access to common or “backbone” infrastructure resources

Having a second method of access to the infrastructure clearly raises issues of securing the
channel until an emergency occurs. A simple tactic is to “power-up” the channel only when it is
needed.
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2.4.6.

Event classification results in the definition of events of importance to infrastructure management
in a specific enterprise. Monitoring frameworks allow the gathering and storage of this event
information. In both network management and systems management the management platform is
the key component in event capture and storage. Collection of events from application
components is more than often through bespoke solutions.

For a long time management platform vendors have been insisting that relational (SQL) databases
are not critical to managing information received from network and system elements. Various
proprietary and unstructured data storage techniques (such as flat files) have been widely
deployed.

In a framework-based architecture SQL databases play a central role largely because as a standard
many vendors support interfaces to SQL databases and because SQL data can be transported
easily. Two examples of event distribution where the SQL database provides off-the-shelf
solutions are:

•

Information from an SQL event database can be “mined” dynamically by a web server
according to a context specified by a web user.

•

Information from an SQL database from remote sites can be collected at a centra!
location through simple scripts.

The SQL database management system also automatically provides for persistent, durable storage
of events and event histories, it provides a high level language for retrieving and processing event
data, and many SQL database management systems today support stream processing and
integration with data mining or other analytic tools relevant to event processing.

An information distribution framework quite simply allows management information to be used
more productively. Often, constituencies outside the management team can also find use for the
information. For example, information in a trouble-ticket database can be analysed by a
department tracking global service-level conformance with service providers. Three major
categories of information distribution schemes are:
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•

Ticketing/workflow based. Usually provided by a software package that interfaces
with the management platform’s event database, filtering and generating tickets for
recognised events. Tickets can also be manually generated. Tickets are then
distributed to '‘clients”.

•

Web and intranet based. Provided through advanced web servers that “mine” data
from one or more SQL databases (for which the web server has rights access to) using
criteria defined at the browser by a requesting user. The mined data is converted to
web pages for display to the requesting user.

•

Mobile agent based. Provided usually by made to order technology that transports an
executable entity with a specific purpose to one or more target hosts. The usual
purposes for the executable are to collect data from, or to configure the target host’s
environment.

The first two are used to distribute information to users while the last is normally used to
distribute systems information. All three may be present side by side in an infrastructure
management organisation. In most organisations however only ticketing/workflow based systems
are likely, however web/intranet-based frameworks are becoming more common especially to
distribute infrastructure status to end-users.

2.4.7.

Remote Access Framework

The remote access framework represents the interface with the outside world. The framework
provides remote access services for safe access to management systems. The main uses of a
remote access framework are for:

•

Infrastructure management staff to remotely access (a) management systems out-of
hours, and (b) systems at remote offices.

•

Access for “expert” support from vendors (of infrastructure products as well as
business software packages).

•

With a country domain, “connecting” remote access frameworks at different sites
provides secure method for the remote management of sites.
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Remote management is an essential part of normal infrastructure management. It allows network,
systems and client/server application components at remote locations to be configured,
monitored, diagnosed and controlled. This capability is essential for:

•

Managing satellite offices. In geographically dispersed enterprises service support
staff may be concentrated in a few “primary” centres. The management of remote
offices is achieved through remote monitoring from a primary centre and “invoking” a
local outsourcer to provide maintenance in situ when problems are diagnosed.

•

24 x 7 management. In global enterprises with business cycles approaching 24 hours,
hand-over of responsibility for monitoring key systems (and providing first-line
support activity on any problems that arise) can be rotated between primary support
centres on a “follow-the-sun” basis. Hand-over includes responsibility for resources
in satellite offices (associated with the primary support centre being handed over).

•

Managing during a disaster recovery phase. Major disruption of service to satellite
offices during loss of service at a primary site can be reduced by handing over
responsibility for the satellite offices to another primary site.

2.4.8.

Principles in deploying frameworks

Infrastructure management capability can be incrementally built using frameworks as building
blocks. This section looks at some practical principles to apply to make a framework-based
approach successful. The general principles for developing an infrastructure management
frameworks are:

1.

Keep the management resources separate from the infrastructure being managed. The
management resources should be engineered to cope with projected worst case
scenarios - such as the number of events that may occur in a crisis. This is when the
infrastructure management should not fail.

2.

Have capabilities set up for contingency scenarios. Capabilities such as out-of-band
management, backups of configuration and other critical data, and blueprints to use in
the event of loss of the management resources at a managed site. Periodically test and
practice the use of these capabilities.
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3.

Have single logical points to collect management information. Loss of infrastructure
management resources should not impact future management (e.g., having to regress
to pre-framework period).

More specific principles are covered under the following categories:

•

LAN architecture dedicated for infrastructure management. The network architecture
needed to manage a highly instrumented client/server infrastructure needs to provide
characteristics such as high bandwidth, security and ability to cope with “bursty”
traffic.

•

Systems resources for infrastructure management. Systems should be dedicated to
infrastructure management. Even in small environments, resources should be as
specialised as possible.

•

Infrastructure management databases. Databases should also be dedicated to
management, be of “industrial strength”, with interfaces to write in-house applications
using generally available programming skills.

•

Resilience in infrastructure management network and resources. Resilience should be
designed as part of the architecture. Once procedures and processes start using a
management framework, loss of framework capabilities (even for a short period) will
result in corresponding loss in the ability to manage.

•

Data hierarchy. Data generated by instrumentation in a large client/server
environments have to be processed to be useful for infrastructure management at
different levels - local office, regional or management centre level and global level.
Data architecture defines what data are used at each level of management.

2.5.

Commercial Architectures

The following section reviews the four major system and network management architectures.
During the deployment of the practical part of the thesis, the author had experience of all of these
commercial solutions.
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2.5.1.

Hewlett-Packard OpenView

Hewlett-Packard (HP) OpenView is arguably the first really comprehensive network management
system to gain wide market use [UMIC94]. The HP OpenView architecture was released in 1988
as the foundation for an open, modular, distributed management solution based on the OSI
Systems Management Model [BAUM92].

2.5.1.1.

Architecture

HP has developed two models as part of its OpenView concept. These are called the
organisational model and the operational model. These models represent an abstract view of
management at a high level and may be viewed as a broad outline of the development of network
management products [KAUF92]. The organisational model and operational model together
allow study of systems integration at a high level, concerned with the interactions of framework
elements while suppressing levels of detail [BAUM92] [HUNT97]. OpenView is based on the
OSI Systems Management Model defined in ISO 10165 [BAUM92],

2.5.1.2.

Organisational Model

The organisational model consists of three main components; user interfaces, management
applications and management services. The last component, management services, is sub-divided
into objects and data stores [KAUF92] [BAUM92] [HUNT97], The organisational model can be
used to determine the network application’s mechanisms from the user’s point of view and the
block shapes (as illustrated in Figure 2-17), part of the models fundamental design, are indicative
of its object-oriented programming philosophy [BAUM92].

User Interface: A user interface represents the technology which links the users with the
management facilities [KAUF92]. Elements such as warning lamps, LED’s, toggle switches,
instrumentation panels, audible alarms and push buttons all are within the realm of an OpenView
user interface [HUNT97].
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Management Applications: Management applications process input from the user interface and
prepare output from management services [BAUM92] [KAUF92]. In real-world situations, these
are applications generally under direct user control such as a spreadsheet.

Management Services: Management services encompass all parts of the network and its
resources. All resources that are available to the network are categorized as objects or data stores
[HUNT97], They are basically the most important components of the architecture [KAUF92]. An
object is anything that has an entry in a MIB. Data stores represent storage and retrieval facilities
within the network management framework [KAUF92],

2.5.1.3.

Operational Model

The operational model is used to study the interaction among the nine fundamental parts of the
environment [BAUM92]. The operational model shows how the components of the organisational
model are developed and implemented, and how different network management solutions are able
to co-exist with one another.

U
User Interface

A
Management
Application

E
Environmental
Services

Figure 2-17

O
Supervisor

p
Postmaster

Managed
Objects

◄----------- ►

M
Management
Services

______ I______
______ I______
D
C
Communication <----------- ►
Data Stores
Profiles

Open View Operational Model [BA UM92J [KA UF92].

User Interface: Represents the man-machine interface and is basically a closer view of the userinterface systems described in the organisational model.
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Supervisor: Is the portion of the operating system that controls the current task.

Objects: are the same as those in the organisational model but a less static view.

Applications: The management application represents that part of a solution which supports a
specific management activity via a particular user interface.

Postmaster: The postmaster is an object-oriented message router. It passes messages based on
information found in the routing table, which is monitored by the supervisor.

Management Services: contains all the services which are available in the system.

Environmental Services: represent general facilities within a system environment which may be
used directly by one of the other components, such as sort programs, terminal emulation, print
spooling. Not directly connected to other functions.

Communication Profiles: The communication profile includes a set of communication services
which support the transaction based routes of the postmaster. Every communication profile is a
complete profile for exchanging network management information with other systems.

Data Stores: The data stores represent the existence and information content of the system’s data
storage. They do not represent the database implementation details.

2.5.1.4.

Standards Conformance

OpenView uses the OSI Systems Management Model in a number of ways. The manager and
agent processes exchange information using CMIP. OpenView supports CMOT (CMIP over
TCP/IP) and SNMP.
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2.5.1.5.

Implementation

Hewlett-Packard believes that network management should be distributed and that elements of
the network management system may be derived from many vendors. Therefore, the OpenView
architecture incorporates several interfaces to facilitate multivendor interoperability. One
application programming interface (API) separates the end user from the network management
application. This allows a single management console to display multiple management
applications or a single application to be distributed across multiple consoles. Another API
isolates the management application from the underlying services, such as the protocols that
communicate with managed objects. Thus, Hewlett-Packard allows you to display one vendor’s
management application alongside another’s; and each may operate over different lower-layer
communication protocols [KLEM90].

The OpenView Distributed Management Platform services shown in Figure 2-18 provide
examples of these interfaces. This architecture is based on the HP OpenView Windows (OVw)
graphical user interface which, in turn, is based on the industry standard OSF X.l 1 Motif GUI.
This interface provides a consistent end-user environment for the graphical maps used to display
the network management and topological information. Management applications communicate
with managed agents using the X/Open Management Protocol (XMP) API, which provides access
to the communication services, such as SNMP or CMIP.

The SNMP Platform services supply the functions for SNMP-based network management. These
services support M1B, event monitoring, and information retrieval functions. You can load
standard or enterprise-specific MIBs into the platform to manage multiple vendors’ objects. The
SNMP MIB browser allows users to query, display, or graph MIB values from selected objects.
The IP discovery and mapping function monitors the network for any changes in topology,
configuration, or status, and then records results in a database. SNMP events, or traps, are
recorded and displayed in several categories, including threshold, network topology, error, status,
node configuration, and application alert traps. The HP OpenView distributed management
platform services are depicted in Figure 2-18.

At the heart of OpenView is the distributed management infrastructure shown in Figure 2-18.
This infrastructure links managers, agents, and management services. The Postmaster manages
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communication between network objects, such as requests and responses between managers and
agents. The Object Registration Services (ORS) create a global directory of the agents, their
locations, and the protocol they use. These services then map object names to the appropriate
network address, so that information requests from the Postmaster can be sent to the correct
destination. In Figure 2-19, note the modularity that the XMP API provides to the management
application, and the underlying communication protocols, SNMP, CMOT, and CMIP [MILL93a]
[HUNT97].

Figure 2-18

HP Open View distributed management platform services [KLEM90].
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To implement the HP OpenView architecture, there are two main products; HP OpenView
Network Node Manager (NNM) and HP OpenView Operations (OVO). NNM is what most
people are referring to when they discuss “OpenView”. It is NNM which is generally used in
comparisons of network management systems from different vendors. OVO is additional
management functionality and some system management functions on top of NNM, and appears
as an “Application” in Figure 2-18. As will be seen throughout this thesis OVO is the main
manager used for event management with multiple NNM servers feeding into OVO.

Managed Node
Agent

Management Node
Management Application

XMP API
ORS
SNMP

XMP API

Postmaster

Postmaster

CMOT “CMIP

SNMP

CMOT

ORS
CMIP

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Network

Figure 2-19

2.5.1.6.

HP Open View distributed management infrastructure [KLEM90].

Network Node Manager

NNM is basically a SNMP-based IP manager with a GUI. It is interesting to note that although
the OpenView architecture is OSI-based, the actual products that implement the architecture are
SNMP-based, perhaps reflecting the changing priorities of network management in the last five
years. HP appear to have followed the trend in moving away from OSI for data network
management, and concentrating on SNMP.
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NNM provides fault management, configuration management and performance management for
multivendor TCP/IP networks. For fault management, NNM can determine network status and
connectivity via the GUI. Device status is displayed via colour changes to the map automatically
and continually [HEWL96b]. NNM supports threshold setting and network route tracing. It
supports the following protocol tests [HEWL96b]:

•

IP test - uses “ping” to verily physical connectivity

•

TCP test - performscreates and closes a TCP connection

•

SNMP test - checks a node to determine if an SNMP agent is running

For configuration management, NNM supports auto-discovery of IP devices and automatically
keeps track of the network topology by finding new devices and reporting other configuration
changes. NNM supports manual additions or corrections to network maps. NNM allows use of
SNMP to gather any data from a device’s MIB. NNM automatically detects and reports a wide
range of events which are generated due to configuration changes [HEWL96b],

NNM’s performance management functions are to monitor real-time network statistics and
display them in a variety of formats and combinations. NNM can gather historical information
about MIB variables from any SNMP device or group of devices. This information can be saved
to a file, and printed in user defined text formats or in user defined graphs [HEWL96bJ.

2.5.1.7.

Open View Operations

HP OpenView Operations (OVO) collects management information, messages and monitoring
alerts from throughout the computing environment. It then prepares, consolidates and presents the
information at the central management system [HEWL96a]. OVO provides for filtering of
messages to reduce redundant messages. Each message can be assigned to a severity class
showing the relative importance of the event, and helping the user to prioritise events
[HEWL96a], Unfortunately, OVO does not provide any suggested allocations of events to
classes.

OVO supports action routines linked to events and a console login facility so that if the network
or remote system is down, a direct connection can be established via a separate line to the
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physical console port of the managed node. OC is implemented on top of NNM which allows for
the addition of other HP OpenView applications to address more management tasks [HEWL96a].

OVO also supports the addition of several “application based” agents such as Microsoft SQ1
server or Oracle. These higher level agents feed alerts directly into OVO and are collectively
called “Smart Plug-Ins” or SPIs.

2.5.1.8.

Event Correlation

A key component of OpenView is its advanced event correlation capability. HP OpenView Event
Correlation Services (ECS) helps operators interpret such storms. It consists of an ECS Designer
for the interactive development of correlation rules and an ECS engine for execution of these
rules.

Modern telecommunication technologies such as SDH/SONET (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy /
Synchronous Optical Network) and ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) can generate large
numbers of events when a fault occurs. Every logical and physical element involved in delivering
a service that uses the failed or faulty element can generate multiple events. This can result in an
event storm of several hundred events per second for tens of seconds. The task of
telecommunications operations staff is to determine the underlying cause from the thousands of
events presented to them.

HP OpenView Event Correlation Services (ECS) is designed to deal with the problems associated
with event storms in the telecommunications environment. The theory from which HP
OpenView ECS technology has evolved was developed by HP Laboratories. ECS is delivered as
two distinct components: the ECS engine and the ECS Designer [SHEE96]:

•

The ECS engine is a run-time correlation engine. It executes a set of downloaded
correlation rules that control the processing of event streams. At first release, the ECS
correlation engine is integrated into the HP OpenView Distributed Management (DM)
postmaster
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•

The ECS Designer is a graphical user interface (GUI) development environment that
allows the correlation rules to be developed interactively by selecting, connecting, and
configuring logical processing blocks.

Once the rules have been created, their operation can be simulated and visualized using a log of
events input to a correlation engine attached to the ECS Designer, with the engine’s concept of
time controlled by the ECS Designer.

The correlation rules are created using a visual paradigm of nodes connected together to form a
correlation circuit. Events logically enter nodes via input ports and leave via output ports. An
output port of one node is connected to an input port of another node in the circuit, so that events
flow through the circuit from one node to the next. The functional node types provided with ECS
are a superset of the basic types considered necessary and sufficient to perform real-time event
correlation.

An event correlation circuit constitutes a set of correlation rules that can be compiled and
downloaded to an event correlation engine. It consists of a series of interconnected and
appropriately configured nodes, together with any associated data and relationship information.
The ECS architecture consists of the following key components [SHEE96]:

Real-Time Engine - A key differentiator of ECS compared with other correlation systems is that
it operates in real time while taking into account the real-world problem that events will often be
delayed in the management network and delivered to the correlation system out of order. If
events always arrived in bursts, it would be possible to buffer them on receipt and perform the
correlation between bursts. However, event storms may be continuous, and the correlation engine
should be capable of receiving the events, decoding them, and correlating them at the speed at
which they arrive, continuously, without needing a mainframe to do the work. In ECS, any
buffering required for correlation of time-separated events is dynamic and completely integrated
into the normal engine operation.

In an ideal environment, a correlation engine is embedded into each piece of equipment that
generates events. Correlated events from each piece of equipment are forwarded to another
correlation engine where correlation across multiple systems is performed. This strategy reduces
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event volumes as early as possible, reducing the network traffic significantly. Thousands of
events can be reduced to only a few events at each level of correlation.

Delayed Events - If all events were delayed by an equal amount within the management
network, the correlation would simply be some delta time offset from real time. In a management
network stressed by an event storm, some events will be delayed more than others. Consider a
scenario in which an event B is to be suppressed if a prior event A has been detected. An A event
should always occur two seconds before a B event. Normally, it would be sufficient to remember
that A had arrived, and when B arrives, discard it. But what if there has been no previous A
event? Was no corresponding A event generated, so that the B event should be forwarded, or has
the A event been delayed? If no A event has been received, it is necessary to hold B until there is
no possibility of an A event arriving. If an A event doesn’t arrive within some configured time,
the B event should be transmitted. The permissible delay after which the B event will be
forwarded is dependent upon the probable worst-case delay for any particular management
network.

For any event, the delay imposed by the management network is known as the transit delay for
that event. All events are considered to have a transit delay. ECS processes delayed and
incorrectly ordered events in real time. Events can be reordered within the engine and held by
individual nodes until related events are delivered even if subject to significant transit delays.
Since events from multiple sources can be correlated, it is necessary that these sources have their
clocks synchronized within known limits.

Information Concentration - ECS allows all pertinent information to be concentrated during
correlation, with redundant and superfluous information suppressed. The useful information can
be forwarded to management systems using either new events created by ECS or original events
modified by ECS.

In the above scenario, a B event was to be suppressed if a corresponding, previously generated A
event had been received within a specified time window. It is possible that the B event contains
some useful information not contained in the A event. ECS allows the correlation engine to
create a C event that contains the useful information from both the A event and the B event, along
with any public information. In this situation, both the A and the B events would be suppressed,
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while the C event is transmitted. The event volume is reduced without losing any management
information. Alternatively, the information content of event A could be modified to include the
useful information from event B.

Correlation Circuit - A correlation circuit is a set of interconnected and appropriately configured
nodes. Events enter a circuit (visually) on the left through source nodes, flow through a userspecified interconnection of nodes, and depart the circuit through sink nodes. Events can be
distributed down multiple paths within a circuit, and separate paths can be collected together.
The event manipulation is controlled by the nodes in any given path. Events can be discarded,
combined, created, and so on based upon the node types, the configuration of the nodes, and the
dynamic conditions within the correlation circuit.

The correlation circuit paradigm results in a very intuitive implementation using a visual design
and debugging interface that allows the circuit designer to see what operations depend upon each
other.

Correlation Nodes - There are fifteen primitive node types, each type having a unique logical
function. For example, a filter node will either forward or suppress an event depending upon its
configuration. The primitive nodes can be combined to create powerful and efficient correlation
circuits, in a manner similar to RISC processors, in which simple instructions are used to deliver
powerful solutions.

Circuits begin and end with source and sink nodes, respectively. Events can be filtered
conditionally or explicitly with unless nodes and filter nodes. Event ordering can be modified
with a delay node, and events can be stored for future reference with the table node. Events
stored in a table node can be extracted later with the extract node. Where information external to
the correlation engine is required, the annotate node is used. Since ECS is used to assemble and
consolidate information from multiple events, the combine, rearrange, modify, and create nodes
are essential. Decisions are often based on the values maintained by count and rate nodes.
Testing for the absence of expected events is facilitated with the clock node.

Event filtering is a degenerate case of event correlation requiring only filter nodes (and source
and sink nodes) to complete the circuit. Filtering only considers discrete events.
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Compound Nodes - A compound node encapsulates a subset of a correlation circuit and defines a
new node type with user-defined functionality. In the ECS Designer, a compound node can be
exploded to show the contained circuit, which may contain additional compound nodes.
Compound nodes can be nested to any number of levels.

An empty compound node can be placed on the ECS Designer canvas and interconnected with
other nodes. The compound node can be exploded to add the required internal circuit.
Alternatively, an interconnected set of existing nodes can be selected and converted to a
compound node. This supports both top-down and bottom-up design methodologies, information
hiding, abstraction, modular design and construction, improved circuit readability, functional
reusability, and component testing.

Architecturally there is no difference between a top-level correlation circuit and a compound
node. A circuit can be considered to be a compound node and vice versa. The contents of the
compound node consist of an interconnected set of nodes including source and sink nodes. The
source and sink nodes are connected to ports on the outside of the compound node. The ports are
used to connect the compound node into a higher-level circuit. At the top level, the ports are
connected to the external environment. A compound node can be added to a library of compound
nodes. A library can be selected and added to the tool bar of the ECS Designer so that the
member nodes can be selected and used just like any of the primitive nodes. A library compound
node can be copied, allowing local customization, or used by reference to the library copy.
Reference use allows single-point maintenance of the library copy.

Node Configuration - Each instance of a node must be configured to the user's requirements.
Node parameters are configured by the user to customize the functionality of the instance. Each
node has a set of ports, which can be connected to ports of other nodes, with connections to some
ports being required before the circuit will compile.

Parameters - All nodes are customized to specific requirements by setting the values of node
parameters via the node's configuration dialog. Parameters are either evaluated by the engine at
run time, or repeatedly whenever an event arrives at the input port of the node. Thus, parameters
are either static or dynamic.
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Static parameters typically set resource and operational limits, such as the size of a table node, the
frequency with which a clock node generates an event, how long an unless node should wait for
an inhibiting event, and so on. Dynamic parameters define the operational behavior of a node.
For example, a dynamic parameter of a filter node is a Boolean condition that is evaluated when
an event enters the input port. The expression can take the incoming event as an argument, along
with any other data from throughout the circuit. The result determines whether the event is
forwarded to the true output or the false output.

All parameter values are actually expressions that can use references to values stored in the data
store and to relationships stored in the fact store. For example, where a value should be supplied
for a parameter, the name of a variable defined in the data store can be used. The data store
entries can be changed without changing the configuration of the node. Dynamic node
parameters are evaluated whenever a new event arrives at the input port of the node. If these
parameter expressions reference data store or fact store entries, updates to these stores will affect
subsequent parameter evaluations. This allows the behavior of a correlation circuit to be
modified dynamically. Like any primitive node, a compound node can have parameters that must
be set or configured when the node is instantiated. The parameters are defined and documented
by the designer of the compound node.

Ports - All nodes have one or more ports, which are visible in the ECS Designer. Nodes are
interconnected via ports appropriate to the required functionality. Depending upon type, nodes
can have input ports, output ports, error ports, reset ports, and other types of ports. Normal
operations occur through the normal input and output ports. For a filter node, the configured
expression should evaluate true or false, causing the incoming event to be routed to the true
output or the false output port as appropriate. Where run-time errors occur in evaluating the
expressions configured for particular node instances (not everything can be known before run
time), an event will be output through an error output port. Except for the combine and
compound nodes, primitive nodes have a fixed number of ports. The combine node can have up
to 50 input ports (combining event streams). The compound node can have up to 50 input and
output ports to support the encapsulated functionality.
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Reset Ports - Delay, unless, combine, and annotate nodes can hold events in memory associated
with an input port pending some condition becoming true. Table nodes can hold events in long
term memory.

When the engine is to be stopped or the correlation circuit is to be modified, the future conditions
can now never be true, and the applicability of stored events is indeterminate in the context of the
modified circuit. Even if the circuit were to be stopped and restarted without change, the potential
for pertinent events to have been missed invalidates the state of the correlation. Critical events
that should have been output may now be discarded. It is necessary to be able to output the stored
events before engine reset or reload so that potentially critical events are not lost. All nodes that
store events have reset input and reset output ports. If an event is forwarded to a node's reset
input port, any stored events will be output or discarded in a defined manner. The reset event will
be output via the node's reset output port, possibly to a downstream node’s reset input port,
allowing a reset circuit to be added to an operational circuit.

Public Data - The nodes of a correlation circuit typically make decisions and perform actions
based upon the arriving events, the information within the events, and the current time of the
engine. Other data is also available to the dynamic node expression parameters to control node
processing, including node attributes, the data and fact stores, and annotation data.

Node Attributes. A node can export one or more data values for use by expression and condition
parameters configured for other nodes throughout the circuit. The count node exports a count
attribute which increments or decrements for each arriving event. The table node exports two
attributes: a count attribute whose value is the number of events currently stored and a contents
attribute whose value is a list of all events stored in the table. Compound nodes can export the
attributes of any contained nodes as attributes of the compound node. If they are not exported,
the attributes of internal nodes are private to the compound node and will not be visible outside
the compound node.

Data and Fact Store. The data store contains entries of name-value pairs and the fact store
contains entries of name-relation-name triples. These stores operate as in-memory databases and
are accessible globally throughout the correlation circuit. The data store entries allow values to
be referenced by name, so that particular values need not be known when the circuit is designed.
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Using indirection through the data store also allows correlation circuits to be reused at multiple
sites, with specialization via appropriate data store values. The fact store allows the relationships
between objects to be tested by node parameter conditions and expressions. Typically the entries
will be used to reflect network topology information, and will allow event relationships to be
determined dynamically without building the network model information into the actual
correlation circuit.

Annotation. An annotate node can be used to obtain data from outside the correlation engine for
use within the engine. This data will be used to make correlation decisions, or to add to created
events or modified events.
Event Types - Several event types can logically exist within a circuit. These include primitive
events, composite events, and temporary events:

•

Primitive Events. A primitive event is a single event as it entered the correlation
engine, possibly with data values modified within the circuit, or an event created
within the engine, suitable to be returned to the external environment. ECS currently
supports CMIP (Common Management Information Protocol, ISO/IEC 9596-1) and
SNMPvl (Simple Network Management Protocol, version 1) event types. The engine
isolates the external event type from the internal functionality using specific decode
and encode modules for each event type. This modular design allows additional event
types to be supported in the future. Since the internal processing is not dependent
upon the format of primitive events, it is possible to correlate events of any supported
type with events of any other supported type.

•

Composite Events. A composite event is an ECS internal mechanism that allows
multiple events to be collected into a single addressable structure in which all
members are accessible. The event aggregation capability is fundamentally important
for ECS. Collecting and processing multiple events as a single event allows all
important information to be collected together. Members of a composite event can be
primitive, composite, or temporary events. A composite event is only defined within
a correlation engine, and cannot be output from a top-level circuit back to the
environment. Composite events can be passed into and out of compound nodes.

•

Temporary Events. Where an event is required as an internal container for data, or
where a trigger event is required, the engine will create a temporary event. For
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example, the clock node will emit a temporary event at each clock period. There is no
relevant data in this empty temporary event. It can be used to trigger correlation
activity elsewhere in the circuit. Where results are returned in response to a request
by an annotate node, a temporary event is created to hold the data and returned to the
circuit as a component of a composite event. A temporary event can enter or leave a
compound node, but it cannot be output from a top-level circuit back to the
environment.

Enhancing Event Information - A fundamental value proposition of ECS is that event
information can be enhanced. What this means in reality is that all available information - for
example, all information relevant to some network fault condition - is consolidated from multiple
time-separated events, the data store and fact store, and data external to the engine via annotation.
When all pertinent information has been assembled (and all superfluous data discarded), it must
be forwarded to interested operations systems. This can be done by [SHEE96]:

•

Creating a new primitive event containing the consolidated information, using the
create node to create the event and copy the data into the event.

•

Modifying the data values in an existing primitive event, using the modify node to
change the values of the event's attributes before the event is output.

The input primitive events, which each contain only a fraction of the total relevant information,
can be suppressed. Only the new or modified events are forwarded to interested management
entities. The result is that the events actually delivered to management systems contain enhanced
information content. To aggregate all pertinent data into the delivered events, it is necessary to be
able to collect the information together and process it through the engine as a single data unit.
This allows correlation decisions to be applied to the logical block as a single unit, providing
major efficiencies in circuit design and processing loads. Composite events are used to aggregate
events into a single unit.

Event Processing - When an event is received by the correlation engine it must be decoded from
the specific format (BER encoded [BER stands for Basic Encoding Rules (ISO/IEC 8825 ITU-T
X.209). The BER define how ASN.l (Abstract Syntax Notation 1, ITU-T X 208) data types are
encoded to be transported on the network. Both of the primitive event types supported by HP
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OpenView ECS, that is, SNMP traps and CMIP notifications, are encoded using BER])
sufficiently to determine the event creation time and the event identification. These values are
fundamental to the operation of ECS. The creation time must be known to allow the time
relationships between events to be known. The event identification can be used explicitly to
control which branch of the circuit the event will logically enter.

HP OpenView ECS has been designed for high performance. Event encoding and decoding, and
event copying within the engine, are implemented using a just-in-time encode and decode
mechanism and sophisticated systems of header structure lists, event lists, pointers, and reference
counts. An event is not fully decoded if not required by the correlation rule parameter
expressions. References to events pass from node to node, rather than active events or copies of
events.

When an event is forwarded down multiple paths in a circuit, reference counts are incremented.
Only when one of these logical copies is modified (say with the modify node), is the event
duplicated before modification. When the reference count is decremented to zero, possibly when
the event is output from the circuit, the event is removed from the event list.

Retained Events - The transit delay of an event is defined as the number of seconds between the
creation time of an event and the time that the correlation engine receives the event, assuming that
both clocks are synchronized. The example previously used considered the case in which an
event A has arrived and a consequential event B is suppressed when it subsequently arrives. The
correlation must consider the permissible transit delay range for event A to cover the situation in
which event A arrives after event B. This requires that either event A or event B be retained in the
circuit at the point where the condition is being tested. In a real-time engine, in which memory
resources must be conserved, the event should be retained only while there is a possibility that it
may be required in an active correlation, and automatically destroyed when no longer required.

A circuit must be configured with a transit delay window, which acts as an initial filter to
eliminate any events with creation times outside this window relative to the correlation engine
time. The circuit transit delay window is propagated into the circuit to calculate the transit delay
limits on all nodes whose operation depends on event time differences. If a node imposes an
additional time window for event comparisons (e.g., an unless node allows an inhibiting event to
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occur at some time offset from the existing event), the allowable transit delays for the subsequent
circuit are automatically adjusted to include the additional possible transit delay.

Events can be retained in port or node memory pending some condition becoming true. Each
such event will be examined at each engine clock cycle to ensure that the creation time relative to
the engine time is within the computed transit delay window at that point. Events failing to meet
this requirement are released from memory automatically.

Data Access and GDMO MIBs - The tests and comparisons performed by the nodes must allow
events to be tested for content. ECS provides high-level access to any element of an event, and
has language data types that map onto the ASN. 1 data types in an event. In ECS, each
addressable component of an event is referenced as a named attribute. For example, an event
may be significant if its severity attribute has a value of critical. ECS provides a sophisticated
mechanism that allows the designer to specify this test (for a filter node) as:

input_event("severity") = "critical"

This Boolean expression extracts the severity attribute of the input event, tests the value of the
attribute, and evaluates as either true or false. The concept that an event has a series of attributes
that have values that can be examined or modified is fundamental to ECS. The attributes of an
event are all the components or elements of an event that are specified by the MIB (Management
Information Base) that defines the event. The MIB is added to the underlying HP OpenView DM
platform so that it can be accessed by the correlation engine. MIBs must conform to the GDMO
model (Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects, ISO/IEC 10165-4, ITU-T X.722) or
the HP OpenView DM platform will not accept them. Once part of the platform, ECS accesses
the components of the events using the textual names from the MIB registration tree.

Language - Underlying the ECS Designer GUI is a complex and sophisticated language called
ECDL (Event Correlation Description Language), which supports the complete specification of
the correlation circuit including all the dynamic node expressions and conditions. ECDL includes
data types, operations, and functions that allow read access to all component data in the events as
they traverse the circuit, and to all public data within the circuit. (Event attributes can be altered
with the modify node.) The ECS Designer ensures that the circuit designer does not need to
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understand this language in great detail. The circuit is specified by the visual interconnection of
selected nodes. Node parameters are specified wherever possible using simple ECDL constructs
and supplied library functions written using ECDL or actually built into ECDL. Advanced users
are able to create specialized reusable functions. The ECDL code produced by the ECS Designer
is encrypted in source form and compiled for downloading to the correlation engine. Direct
coding using ECDL is not supported and cannot be compiled.

Building and Testing Correlation Circuits - The ECS Designer (which includes circuit design
and simulate modes) is a GUI—that allows the circuit designer to use a highly productive intuitive
paradigm to build a correlation circuit by interconnecting primitive and compound nodes. In ECS
Designer build mode, nodes are selected from the tool palette, placed on the canvas, and
interconnected to form the correlation circuit. Subsets of the circuit can be encapsulated as
compound nodes to improve readability, implement top-down design rules, or promote reuse.
Each node must be configured with appropriate values or expressions for its parameters. The
general flow of events is determined by the circuit layout, subject to the conditions imposed by
individual node parameters.

When the circuit is complete, the ECS Designer can be switched to simulate mode. In this mode,
events can be input to the circuit to allow visualization of the flow of events through the circuit.
Various visual techniques are used to provide circuit operation feedback to the circuit designer.
Events can be input in various modes: stepped by event or by time, free-run at selectable speed
until a breakpoint, and others. The status of each node can be examined at any time. For
instance, the contents of table nodes can be examined, the number of events through various ports
can be checked, and so on.

In the simulate mode, events are input to the circuit from an input event log. The circuit designer
can view both the input events and the correlated output events by means of associated event
browsers. The simulation is performed using a fully functional correlation engine, except that the
engine does not free-run. The engine's notion of time is under the control of the simulator. When
a circuit has been developed and tested, the ECS Designer is used to compile the circuit so that it
can be down-loaded into correlation engines, possibly in remote locations. The event log that is
input to the ECS simulator is in a structured ASCII format, allowing the events to be manually
created or edited. It is desirable to use a log of real events, and to collect them automatically.
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Support is provided to collect real events in the required format. It may be necessary to make
some simple edits to this event log to simulate the possible worst-case transit delays.

HP OpenView DM Interfacing - The correlation engine is integrated with the HP OpenView
Distributed Management (DM) postmaster, ensuring that correlation is applied at a common point
so that all events can be subjected to correlation. A correlation engine can be installed wherever
an HP OpenView DM platform is installed. The distributed nature of HP OpenView DM event
management services allows a distributed hierarchy of correlation engines to be readily
implemented.

Adding correlation engines to the HP OpenView DM postmasters is transparent to existing agent
and manager entities communicating via the postmasters, except that events can now be
correlated. If the loaded correlation circuit were to pass all events, there would be no observable
difference in the operation of these entities, or in the events being generated and received.

Events entering the postmaster are routed to the correlation engine where they may be accepted
into the engine depending upon the configuration of the circuit input ports. Confirmed CMIP
events are immediately returned to the postmaster by the correlation engine. It is normally
expected that a management entity will receive a confirmed event, and that the confirmation is
returned as a consequence of some action having been taken, frequently by an operator.
Typically, if the confirmation is not returned, the agent entity that generated the event will issue
another (possibly different) event. The operation of the agent entity may be effected by the
absence of the confirmation. If confirmed events were accepted into the correlation engine where
they were subsequently suppressed as part of the correlation, the confirmation would not be
returned since the normal receiving entities would never see the event. Conversely, if the
correlation engine generates the confirmation, the agent entity can modify its function based upon
the assumption that an operator has seen the event and taken appropriate action.

The input ports of the correlation engine must be configured to accept all events received or they
will be filtered out and discarded by the engine. Where significant events are expected for which
correlation has not been designed into the circuit, a branch of the circuit can be arranged as a
passthrough to transmit all events not explicitly handled by the other circuit branches.
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2.5.1.8.1.

Event Correlation Node Types

Fifteen primitive node types are supplied with HP OpenView Event Correlation Services (ECS)
[SHEE96] [HARR94]. Every correlation circuit must have one or more source nodes and one or
more sink nodes:

•

Source Nodes. This is where events enter a correlation circuit. There can be more
than one source node in a circuit. For a top-level circuit, source nodes are connected
to the engine's input ports, where events are delivered by the HP OpenView DM
postmaster.

•

Sink Nodes. This is where events leave a correlation circuit. For a top-level circuit,
the events are returned to the HP OpenView DM postmaster for delivery to
management entities that have registered to receive them.

It is necessary to be able to suppress unwanted events. In the circuit paradigm, events are filtered
by preventing them from flowing through different paths in the circuit. This is done by filter
nodes and unless nodes.

•

Filter Nodes. These suppress events based upon a configured expression which
typically uses the incoming event as an argument.

•

Unless Nodes. These forward an event unless another event was created within a
configured (positive or negative) time period relative to the creation time of the first
event, and the configured (filtering) expression evaluates false.

Events can be delayed in the management network, especially when the network is stressed. This
may result in delayed events and events arriving in a different order than the order in which they
were created.
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Delay nodes can be used when correlation decisions depend upon events being processed in the
strict event creation time order:

•

Delay Nodes. These hold an event until the creation time is a configured number of
seconds before the current time. This has the effect of guaranteeing that the events are
output from this node in creation time order.

Events may need to be stored for extended periods so that future correlation decisions can be
made using the event history. Subsequently, it may be necessary to extract complete copies of
events from the storage.

•

Table Nodes. These hold a logical copy of all events sent to the table, subject to
configured retention parameters and conditions. Other nodes can examine the event
list, stored in creation time order, and make processing decisions based upon the
contents:

•

Extract Nodes. These search a table node and extract a copy of one or more events
from the stored list, subject to a configured condition. The search is triggered by an
event arriving at the input port of the extract node, and the extracted events are output
as a composite event. While most of the useful information will come from the event
stream, data may need to be obtained from outside the correlation engine

•

Annotate Nodes. These obtain data external to the engine and add it to an output
composite event. The external data is now available in the event for subsequent use in
the downstream circuit. The annotate request provides time for the request to be
serviced, after which it will time out. Other events continue to be processed during
this period.

One of the fundamental features of ECS is the ability to collect and consolidate discrete pieces of
data from the event stream and from outside the engine to produce value-added information.
Events need to be manipulated, including combining events into a single data unit, changing the
structure of this unit, changing event data values, and creating new events:

•

Combine Nodes. At these nodes, two or more input event streams are combined into
a single output stream, with each output event being a composite event containing an
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event from each input stream. Events on one stream can be held until events on other
streams arrive.
•

Rearrange Nodes. These change the structure of a composite event, including
pulling a single normal event out of a composite.

•

Modify Nodes. These change attribute values of incoming events to any values
required. The values can be copied or calculated from any publicly available data. A
copy of the original event is made, and the event copy is modified and output. The
original event is not modified.

•

Create Nodes. These create a new event with a format controlled by a configured
specification and attribute values set according to a configured specification. Event
creation is triggered by an event arriving at the input port. The event's attribute values
can be set from any publicly available data throughout the engine.including from the
incoming event.

Some basic utility functions are provided by the following nodes:

•

Count Nodes. These count the events passing through the node.

•

Clock Nodes. These generate an empty event every configured time interval. This
allows circuit logic to be triggered in the absence of any incoming events enabling the
absence of required events to be detected.

•

2.5.1.9.

Rate Nodes. These calculate the rate at which events are passing through the node.

Review

OpenView has evolved from its early days as the leading network management platform to a full
function enterprise management platform. From the beginning of this thesis it was OpenView
NNM that was used as the network manager (see Chapter 5). From the second generation
onwards of the event management solution, the other components of OpenView - especially the
OpenView Operations and the SPIs were the core of the commercial part of the solution.
However, as Chapter 5 shows, several significant additions were necessary to provide a full
service event management solution.
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The event correlation provided by OpenView (detailed above) is considered the most advanced
available by Gartner [CURT06] but it has two drawbacks. It is primarily focused on network
event correlation and so is tightly coupled with NNM which means a similar sophisticated event
correlation is not available for the rest of the events not traversing OpenView NNM, and it is
complex to configure. The author has not seen a single customer that HP’s Managed Services has
taken on for outsourcing have the ECS components running - despite the fact that nearly every
customer has OpenView NNM.

Over the last few years OpenView has moved further from its “network management only” roots
with the addition of full function workflow (first OpenView Service Desk and now Peregrine
ServiceCenter), and with the acquisition of Peregrine (AssetCenter and ServiceCenter),
Novadigm (Radia) and in July 2006 the announcement of Mercury Interactive, it is being
positioned as a complete end-to-end enterprise management solution. The acquisition and
integration of Radia in particular greatly enhanced the configuration management capability for
event management, and also provided a mechanism for automated agent distribution, both of
which were utilised in the solution deployed in Chapter 5.

2.5.2.

Computer Associates Unicenter TNG

Although it has had several names over the last few years, this thesis will refer to the enterprise
management solution available from Computer Associates as Unicenter TNG (where TNG stands
for The Next Generation) as this was its name when it was used in the implementations covered
in Chapter 5.

Other names have been Unicenter, Unicenter TND (The Next Dimension) and its current name Unicenter NSM (Network and System Management).

Unicenter TNG provides a single-point-of-control for administering hardware, software, and non
IT critical resources, regardless of vendor. The end-to-end management capabilities optimise
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system availability, improve overall performance, and can predict when system outages might
occur. Unicenter TNG is made up of the following components:

•

Unicenter TNG framework
Provides the set of common services and cross-platform support for an open and
extensible environment. These services include:
-

Enterprise discovery

-

Event Management

-

Calendar Management

-

Virus detection

-

Report generation

-

Common Object Repository (COR) that stores information about managed
objects, their properties, and the relationship between objects

-

Real World Interface (RWI) that displays information in two or three dimensions
as well as by object or business process

•

Unicenter TNG base
Including the Unicenter TNG Framework as a standard component, the base adds
fundamental management solutions for Network Management, Workload
Management, Security Management, Storage Management, Performance
Management, Problem Management, and Output Management to provide a tightly
integrated BASE for an Enterprise Management system.

•

Enterprise Management
A wide variety of specific management applications (options and agents) that allow
users to customise Unicenter TNG to enterprise specific requirements.

•

Neugents capabilities
Performance Neugents help provide the 24 hours a day, 365 days a year availability
required in the eBusiness environment.

•

SDK
The Software Development Kit (SDK) provides the APIs necessary for partners and
third party vendors to integrate their applications into the Unicenter TNG managed
environment.
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•

Real World Management
This provides the ability to manage non-IT devices such as HVAC, vending machines,
and so on.

2.5.2.1.

Architecture

The basic architecture of Unicenter TNG is shown in Figure 2-20. A key component of the
architecture is the Common Object Repository (CORE). The CORE is the location where all
Unicenter TNG management functions store information about managed resources, their
properties, and relationships. Third party applications and all Unicenter TNG components access
CORE. The information displayed in the Real World Interface, for example comes from
Unicenter TNG’s CORE.

The CORE is an object repository that is database independent.

Real World
Interface

Real World

Real World

Third Party

Worldview

Common Object Repository

Other manager

Event Manager

Security Manager

Workload manager

Third Party Manager
application

Enterprise
Management

Third Party

Figure 2-20

Agents

Unicenter TNG.

A large number of components that comprise Unicenter TNG have come from Computer
Associates acquisitions of other commercial products, so that means large parts of the architecture
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act more as a framework rather than a true integrated archictecture. Over time CA have been
moving these acquired products into tighter alignment with their architecture.

This thesis will only cover a few areas that are related to event management, these are the Event
Manager, Real World Interface, Neural Network Agents (called Neugents) and the Distributed
State Machine (DSM) for manager/agent interaction.

2.5.2.2.

Event Manager

Unicenter TNG has a sophisticated event manager that stores all events received in an event log
and provides an event console to view these events. In addition they are used to update status
information on the real world interface.

From the event console it is possible to sort and filter displays of events based on a variety of
pattern matching algorithms (i.e. display all events concerning node “X”). The event manager
also contains an event message/action engine that examines each event message and compares it
against defined patterns before placing it in the event log. If the event matches one of the patters,
the engine executes any actions defined for that message pattern. Those actions allow message
filtering, forwarding to other managers, modification of the message, defining how the message is
to be displayed, and most importantly, invoking any command, including those that may repair
the problem. A limitation of this automated command response is that the command is executed
on the event manager itself, and so needs quite a bit of work to remotely execute commands on
systems where agents reside, and where the actual problem was detected.

As Unicenter TNG was the commercial solution used in the first generation of the event
management solution documented in Chapter 5, it was thoroughly tested in a production
environment and performed reasonably well. The event manager showed itself to be capable of
handling very high event volumes, the limiting factor often being the CPU and memory capability
of the server on which it was running.
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2.5.2.3.

Real World Interface

Unicenter TNG’s Real World Interface component provides the enterprise with a graphical user
interface. It provides browsers that present two-dimensional and - uniquely - three-dimensional
views of the enterprise. The real world interface draws on the Common Object Repository to
generate management maps dynamically. Unicenter TNG automatically creates these geographic
and topological maps, which the user can deploy.

Users can arrange objects on backgrounds manually or, if more convenient, automatically
position them on maps using longitude and latitude, global positioning systems (GPS)
coordinates, city names, or telephone numbers. A representation of the IT world within an
enterprise may be setup using any or all of these methods.

Using the real world interface, operations staff can resolve problems via “travelling” throughout
the enterprise, identifying and viewing the status of the system, network, database, application
resources, and even the physical environment. This three-dimensional representation of real-time
status of information is useful for managing non-computing devices and for maintaining and
servicing these resources. The effectiveness of this non-computing management was witnessed
by the author when he visited CA’s head office in Islandia, New Jersey and watched the entire
building complex be managed through the real world 3D interface.
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Figure 2-21

Unicenter-TNG Real World Interface.

Note the red “ball” above a building to the left of the Eiffel Tower. From here it is possible to
“drill” down the hierarchy to individual computer rooms, as shown in Figure 2-22.
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Figure 2-22

Unicenter-TNG Real World Interface.

Now we have “drilled down” into the building to the the left of the Eiffel Tower and have reached
one of the floors of that building. Having identified the individual system, the hierarchy can be
moved further down, even to components within an individual system (such as disks). Software
and business views are also catered for as shown in Figure 2-23.
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Figure 2-23

Unicenter-TNG Real World Interface depicting software and management views

of the enterprise.

In addition to the 3D maps and views, Unicenter TNG contains the more “standard” 2D view with
topology maps and all the usual functions associated with a graphical user interface.

While the 3D views are a great tool for customer demonstrations and marketing, in reality they
did not prove practical when implemented in the examples shown in Chapter 5. In large scale
event management there is simply far too much activity to have time to “travel” through networks
and IT environments, and even off the planet (in one case where satellites were also being
monitored!).

2.5.2.4.

Neural Network Agents (Neugents)

Neugents are CA’s application of neural networking and adaptive pattern recognition
technologies within the IT infrastructure. Neugents complement policy-based initiatives by
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learning about situations without explicit intervention. By watching how circumstances develop
over time, Neugents effectively reorient themselves as an environment evolves. Neugents can be
used to suggest policy changes or even re-engineer a business process because they use adaptive
patter recognition.

Neural network technology is software that functions much like a biological neural network (such
as the human brain) in that it has the capability to learn, identify patterns, accumulate knowledge,
and apply this knowledge to new situations. Adaptive pattern recognition technology employs
neural networking, along with various sother technologies, to form the backbone of CA’s
Neugents.

Adaptive pattern recognition technology grew out of research into the use of mathematical
formulations to model the functioning of the human nervous system. Of particular focus was how
humans can extract meaningful information from the flood of sensory data that they receive daily.
The resulting technology is now being applied in a variety of business scenarios. CA claim probably fairly - to be the first IT vendor to provide this technology in the enterprise management
space [STUR99].

Fundamentally, neural networks recognise and learn patterns and relationships in data. These
learned patterns and relationships can originate from a wide variety of sources: credit card usage;
consumer spending habits; the results of a manufacturing production process; the decision of a
loan officer given a set of loan applications; or system status data from Unicenter TNG.

Traditionally, a programmer needed to code every facet of a problem in order for a computer to
“understand” a situation. Neural networks, however, do not require such explicit specifications.
For example, a neural network needs only raw data to create a model that performs a sales
forecast. This data might consist of sales history, prices, competitors’ prices, and other economic
variables. The neural network sorts through this information, gaining an understanding of the
factors effecting sales. The model can then be called upon to generate a prediction of future sales
based on a forecast of the key factors.

In the same way, adaptive pattern recognition technology can be applied to the myriad variables
that represent the functioning of a Windows 2003 server - memory utilisation, log file access,
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disk space utilisation, file reads and writes, and so on. A similar model can be created to generate
predictions about system performance, available disk space, potential memory bottlenecks and so
forth.

These predictive capabilities are due, in part, to the implementation of adaptive pattern
recognition learning guidelines, which are the algorithms used to “learn” the relationships in the
data. These guidelines enable the neural networks to “gain knowledge” from the available
information and apply that knowledge to predict future behaviour - whether it’s consumer
spending habits or Windows 2003 server availability.

As remarkable as human cognition is, tracking more than a handful of objects in three dimensions
overwhelms most of us very quickly. On the other hand, a full-scale Microsoft Windows 2003
server is composed of about 1,200 measurable parameters. Even if we concentrate on the 20something parameters that most directly impact server performance, reconciling causality in a
20x20 matrix (and this is only a two-dimensional model) exceeds the capacity of even the most
meticulous and motivated human administrator. Now consider remembering how these
parameters vary over time. There is no question that when people are allowed to focus properly,
they learn from experience to successfully manage an asset’s availability and performance.
However, IT environments are notoriously diverse and dynamic; IT administrators are seldom
allowed to retain focus on a single problem.

CA Unicenter TNG performance neugents study their target environment. They become familiar
with its normal range of behaviour, whether good or bad. After labelling the modes, the next step
is to map transitions between modes. This is important because the key to predictive
management is identifying a sequence of conditions that presage a transition to problem status.
Referencing past behaviour to identify transition states enables performance neugents to predict
potential failures and bottlenecks (using statistical probability) with enough lead time for
administrators to take preventative actions.

In order to start performing proactive management, performance neugents first must be “trained”.
Their education requires collecting statistical information (about two weeks of data for the typical
server) from the subject system. Basically, this entails recording the values of parameters, such
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as queue length or utilisation level, at set intervals. This data can normally be collected and input
from “classic” performance agents.

Having collected the data, an analysis is performed in order to build a performance profile that
accurately captures server behaviour under the vagaries of its typical application workload.
Think of the result as a multi-dimensional - where total dimensions equal the quantity of
measured metrics, plus one - the dimension of time - performance envelope as opposed to a
linear statistical projection.

The resulting numerical depiction of server status is parsed to discover a set of operational modes.
For example, a cluster of activity that occurs at the same time, every day, at a bank representing
an upsurge in CPU, disk, and memory utilisation might logically be considered check sorting and
labelled good (or at least normal). After all the various operating modes are identified and
labelled, performance neugents analyse the likelihood of transition between these various modes,
assigning probability to each.

Interestingly, the bulk of false alarms occur when typical workloads are executed under atypical
circumstances. When an unanticipated backup or ill-timed batch job is run, alarms are raised
because the existing management mechanisms - which generally rely upon static thresholds for
monitoring - have no context to understand, let alone anticipate the transitions. In practical
terms, embedding the management infrastructure with a means to interpret performance
parameters in the context of applications will greatly reduce false alarms.

Using pattern matching and statistical probability techniques, performance neugents predict what
effect changing system characteristics - fluctuating workload, system activity, and memory
utilisation for instance - will have on system availability. Although these characteristics may not
be currently affecting system performance, they could lead to a future critical situation if not
corrected. Based on their analysis, performance neugents can generate a predictive alert, such as,
“There is a 70% chance the system will experience a network bottleneck in 30 minutes”. By
adding this critical time dimension to the scope of systems and network management, CA
Unicenter TNG Performance Neugents were one of the first enterprise management solutions to
deliver true predictive management capabilities.
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These neugents were deployed in the first generation of the event management architecture
detailed in Chapter 5. An example of what they looked like in a topology and functionality map
is shown below in Figure 2-24.

Figure 2-24

Unicenter TNG Performance Neugent running on a production system (status

is Green).

The deployment of these agents did create some unique challenges for event management.
Managing events that were predictions of what may happen in the future did stretch the
operational processes that were running at that time!

Eventually, neugents were discontinued in the event management architecture. Their limitation
was that the CA Unicenter TNG Performance Neugents were designed to only understand
individual systems, they did not understand clusters or distributed groups of systems and the
interactions between them. Given most Wintel servers operate in distributed groups this was a
significant shortcoming, and greatly reduced their effectiveness.
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2.5.2.5.

Distributed State Machine (DSM)

Unicenter TNG includes a sophisticated manager-agent construct called a Distributed State
Machine (DSM). This tracks the status of objects across a network. One such object might be a
shared laser printer. The printer can be in different states. It might be out of paper or toner. It
might be jammed or offline. It might have too many jobs waiting to be printed, or it may be
running fine. The DSM’s job is to collect information from this printer, its brethren, and all the
workstations under its surveillance in order to track their status.

The DSM pulls information from agents and from the repository. The repository is used to
determine which systems are in a DSM’s domain, as well as the class of those systems. Object
classification was performed during network discovery.

The DSM talks to Unicenter TNG software agents to collect information about the monitored
resource. It periodically asks (or polls) the agent to get data. The DSM can retrieve information
like the number of jobs queued for printing. It can also accept unsolicited events, in particular
SNMP traps, sent from the agent.

The DSM even has its own discovery process. In the same way network discovery finds the
elements on a network, the DSM discovers what resources exist inside monitored systems. The
discovery process provides greater detail on what software and hardware resources reside on a
system. For example, it would identify the Microsoft SQL Server database and Exchange
application on a groupware server. DSM’s reason for finding these objects is to keep their status
up-to-date via its state machine. In summary the DSM knows an object’s state, remembers how it
has changed, and stores the object’s current state in the repository.

In the repository, the status of the object is mapped to a severity using alarm sets. Alarm sets are
simple tables mapping status to severity. They can be applied to specific objects, which allows
operators or users to apply whatever policy they desire to a given severity level. In some
situations, you can simply remove certain status values from consideration if they aren't relevant.
A DSM policy can be thought of as a collection of rules. A policy tells the DSM what objects
should be watched, how to find them, what their potential states are, what data to poll for, how
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often to poll, what events to accept (collect), and most importantly, how to make state changes as
various things happen.

Basically, rules are distilled from knowledge about how an object works. However, they can also
be customised to reflect desires about how things ought to work. For example, a rule can set
polling frequency. Polling more often detects problems faster, while polling less often keeps
network traffic down. You can change the threshold level on a print queue to reflect exactly what
you mean by too many jobs queued. Whoever sets policy determines what really matters. If
operators are not responsible for re-filling supplies, they can alter policy so that a printer doesn’t
enter into a problem status when the paper runs out.

DSM policies are defined on classes of objects and then applied to instances. What this means is
that we only have to develop a policy once, and then the DSM automatically applies it to all the
objects of that class within the DSM’s domain. Potentially, this saves tremendous amounts of
work. For example, if your management domain contains 1,000 servers of a similar type and
role, you need only develop policy for one an apply it them all.

2.5.2.6.

Review

CA Unicenter TNG proved to be a reasonably good enterprise management solution, especially in
the server management arena. Parts of its architecture such as the DSM and its object-oriented
approach were quite advanced, as was the real world interface and the initial attempts at
predictive management using the neugents.

However, Unicenter TNG came about as a collection of commercial products and this shows.
There is not a complete overall, consistent architecture. While the DSM is advanced, not all
agents used it or could be managed by it. The event manager had limitations in that it “pre-dated”
the DSM and the common object repository and so was not integrated. The event log was a Bat
file that was re-created each day. The format of the event log was “confidential” and this, along
with the fact it was not a relational database, greatly restricted the ability to produce the advanced
event management functions detailed in Chapter 5. Eventually the Unicenter event manager
functions were “relegated” to mid-level manager status in our system, as EMU was developed to
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produce the required event management functions based on a relational database which stored all
events (see Chapter 5).

The network management support provided by Unicenter TNG was average, but it did work well
in security-conscious environments with its non-reliance on SNMP for communication and event
forwarding.

2.5.3.

IBM, Tivoli and TME 10

IBM’s network management product is called NetView. There are twocompletely different types
of NetView offered by IBM. One is the mainframe product for managing IBM SNA networks, the
second is the UNIX based product called “NetView for AIX” (previously called NetView/6000).

IBM purchased a copy of HP OpenView 3.1 to use as the original base for NetView for AIX.
Subsequently, IBM has extended it considerably and integrated it with other software to create the
NetView for AIX product family [UMIC94],

When acquired by IBM, Tivoli was one of the leading system management vendors. Tivoli had
not provided any (major) network management product. It had defined TME so that it could be
integrated with virtually any network management products.

After acquiring Tivoli IBM let Tivoli continue to function as an “independent” company. In fact,
IBM transferred responsibility for all system and network management to Tivoli. The objective
was to let Tivoli take the “best” components out of both companies’ system management
products, add NetView, and place the result in the TME 10 “architecture”. This is illustrated in
Figure 2-25. Tivoli is fortunate in that NetView is only a set of programs and does not have an
architecture of its own. This could have caused “complications” (i.e. a major product re-design).
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Figure 2-25

IBM and Tivoli’s plans for TME 10.

The remainder of this section reviews Tivoli’s Architecture, and the two major products which
will, eventually, comply with this architecture, Tivoli Enterprise Console and NetView. Particular
attention is paid to TME,, framework or product, because this is the first major attempt to truly
integrate network and system management.

2.5.3.1.

Tivoli’s Architecture

Tivoli’s view, is that today’s distributed client/server environments are highly complex. They
include both physical and logical resources; network devices as well as computer systems,
operating systems, databases, applications, end-users, and both permanent and ad hoc work
groups. Holding it all together is a complex web of relationships [TIV096a] [LEND98],

Tivoli also consider that, while there are a variety of well-established network management
models for managing client/server environments, there is also a need for standards, tools and
applications that can address systems management in open computing environments. One option
is through network management; the other is through distributed systems management (DSM).
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Tivoli defines network management and base technologies as geared to monitoring and data
collection. The resources they deal with are primarily physical or logical elements of the network;
the nodes, media and protocols that comprise the network infrastructure. As a result, network
management systems, as defined by Tivoli, are uniquely well-suited to monitor, alarm and
troubleshoot the network layer of a distributed client/server computing environment [LEND98]].

Distributed systems management environments, as defined by Tivoli, deal with the software and
logical structures that function on the machines in the network; both for applications and the
systems themselves. The management functions cover not just monitoring and alarming but also
control and configuration management. These last two functions are critical tasks in the
management of system and application environments [TIV096a].

A management system is only effective if users can control all their system resources. A visual
model of a management domain makes this task easier. However, visualisation models within
network management and systems management differ significantly.

Network management systems present a physical model of a topology of the network on a display
called a map. This network hierarchy can be traversed and displayed at varying levels of detail.
This visual mechanism is very useful for noting problems, planning and troubleshooting. In
contrast, systems management platforms must be object-oriented, be more flexible, and offer
more general purpose resource viewing. For instance, an administrator might want to see the files
that are included in a software distribution package, or the host machine on which a particular
user has an account on [TIV096a].

Network management systems consider only network elements and connections. In systems
management, network-, system-, or application-level resources must be defined and managed by
an application. Systems management platforms must be configured to show any grouping of
resources suitable to a particular management style (e.g. by geography, organisation, or resource
type). In contrast, network management systems present a view of the physical connectivity of the
network [TIV096a][LEND98].

Consequently, Tivoli identifies two frameworks for network and systems management: a network
management framework and a distributed systems management framework.
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2.5.3.2.

Network Management Framework

Tivoli does not define its own network management framework. Instead it uses the frameworks
defined by the various network management vendors..

Tivoli defines network management to include five functional areas. Applications in each of these
areas must have a set of application services provided through the manager in order to operate
effectively. Each functional discipline in network management uses the characteristics of the
framework along with specific real-time and historical data to create individual applications. The
five functional areas of network management are [TIV096a]:

•

Fault Management - fault management detects and isolates problems in network
communications as well as in the protocols that run over those connections. Actions
can usually be triggered if a condition is sufficiently isolated.

•

Device Configuration Management - names and visually represents the managed
elements on the “network map”. This definition by Tivoli is a very restrictive
definition of configuration management in a network management environment, and
perhaps, shows Tivoli’s system management “bias”. As will be seen later in this
section, Tivoli define a lot of configuration management functions to be in the system
management domain.

•

Performance Management - performance management measures the response time
and general well-being of the network. It also proactively models and automatically
re-routes network traffic. As with configuration management, performance
management tends to be reactive because it is based on current and past information
gathered by the agents.

•

Accounting Management - accounting management measures network usage and
provides network managers with a log by which to judge this usage. Other accounting
functions include budgeting, billing and accounting verification. Most network
management platforms have not addressed this area.

•

Security Management - security management controls access to data, protecting it
from unauthorised modification or access during transit. Controlling data access has
not been adequately addressed in today’s standard communication protocols.
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2.5.3.3.

Distrib uted Systems Management Framework

Tivoli identifies that the DSM framework must satisfy eleven basic requirements for system
administration applications. The requirements are [TIV096a]:

•

Scaleability - A successful DSM framework must grow easily and manage many
resources without sacrificing response time and system throughput.

•

Security - Security is basic to system administration applications. When accessing
information, an administrator must have proper authority. New security problems that
can arise from distributed object systems include [TIV096a]:
-

a mismatch between the object boundaries and the underlying operating system
security settings.

-

concurrent distributed execution at a high privilege level (root).

-

exposed communication between objects (i.e. traffic can be seen).

-

delegation of privileges to those who normally do not have them.

-

the need to administer a security configuration containing many independent
objects and principles.

•

the need for co-operation between mutually suspicious objects.

Policy - Policies are the rules placed on the system that allow administrators to
customise applications. Defining policy or administering functions during application
development is not possible because policy associated with functions is often sitespecific, and frequently changed.

•

Conformance to standards - Frameworks need to conform to industry standards so
that applications written for them are interoperable and can function across different
hardware platforms and operating systems.

•

A fully distributed architecture - Distributed environments create special challenges
for applications developers because they increase the number of possible failure
points. For example, within an application a service request can fail due to
communications problems or hardware failures. Such failures can break boundaries
assumed by the developer. An underlying distributed architecture can resolve this
problem and shield the developer from worrying about these types of problems.

•

Customisation, extensibility and integration - A fully-functional system
administration framework must easily allow end users to define extended functionality
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for site-specific needs. Additionally, vendors often need to integrate their applications
into a single application environment.
•

Heterogeneity - For a system administration application to be successful, it must
provide a single administration paradigm for managing a heterogeneous environment.
This will lower the costs associated with staffing and training.

•

Reliability - Applications developers must be able to deliver reliable applications. This
drives the need for robust exception-handling capabilities and distributed transactions.

•

Internationalisation - The advent of wide-area networks and enterprise computing
environments means a single systems management application may be administered in
several environments and possibly in several languages. It is critical to meet
internationalisation requirements for implementations of these interfaces.

•

Integration with various executable types - A systems administration framework
should not require administrators to write in new programming languages or to
abandon familiar tools.

•

Interoperability - To deploy distributed, heterogeneous applications practically, the
applications must be interoperable and portable to environments that include different
implementations of the Object Management Group's (OMG’s) Object Request Broker
and services. This requires vendor co-operation at the interface level and with the
method invocation protocol.

To meet these requirements the DSM framework can be broken into the following five areas
[TIV096a] [LEND98]:

•

Systems Configuration Management - Most administrators believe this is the major
component of DSM. It includes remote distribution, updating and configuring
application software, policy enforcement, directory management, and managing
administrative data and operating systems. This definition by Tivoli includes some of
the configuration management functions usually included in network configuration
management, such as software distribution and installation.

•

Fault Resolution - This is a set of automated actions that detect, locate and isolate
problems and automatically trigger corrective actions.

•

Security - Security protects against unauthorised modification of files and/or
administrative data; provides secure and reliable transit of data to and from local and
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remote machines; delegates responsibility; and allows users to act on behalf of other
users. Secure delegation allows a local administrator to reset a printer queue (an
operation normally requiring root permission in the Unix operating system).
•

Performance Management - This includes measuring capacity and response time, and
helps improve the health o resources and systems in the network.

and the most mature of the DSM application disciplines:

•

High Availability - High availability includes the backup, restoration, storage and
management of data media.

Most DSM services and applications rely on a framework that handles unique characteristics such
as a high level of customisation and role delegation capabilities. Yet it must be optimised for a
generic push-type operation. In a typical installation, a systems manager updates, changes or
monitors tasks. For example, this person can add a new user to a password file, update the list of
hosts from which root login is permitted, or add new mail aliases for new users in the system.
Once changes have been made, they must be propagated throughout the network so each host and
user can access the same information. This is typically done through a file push and an initiation
of actions across the network with some merging or overriding of local attributes [LEND98J.

The physical and logical resources of systems management do not necessarily have the same type
of designated grouping as network management (e.g., LANs, subnets, and IP addresses). Instead,
systems managers create policy regions to perform secure, delegated operations upon a group of
machines or users. Regardless of the systems management function, the architecture of the
framework and the applications performing these functions must be fine-tuned to handle pushing
information, manipulating information and initiation of action [TIV096a].
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2.5.3.4.

Tivoli Management Environment

Tivoli’s solution to the requirements of the DSM framework is the Tivoli Management
Environment (TME). TME comprises a set of multiple-level services and interfaces including
[TIV096a][LEND98]:

•

Management tasks or management applications

•

Managed objects

•

Services

•

Communications

•

Data Storage

•

Security

•

OMG objects

•

Management

•

Common facilities

The TME Architecture is illustrated in Figure 2-26.
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TME is structured as a three-level management framework. At the highest level, a set of
management services provides an API for building distributed systems management applications.
At the middle level, a set of object services controls the generic behaviour of object interaction.
At the lowest level, an object request broker is responsible for basic communication between
objects [TIV096a].

Tivoli has used object-oriented techniques in the specification for a DSM framework. Using these
techniques does not require an object-oriented implementation, but it is preferable. Object
orientation meets the requirements of systems management better than conventional client/server
approaches or unconventional techniques, such as expert systems and rule-based programming.
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The core technology of the TME architecture is the object request broker that conforms with the
OMG/CORBA specification [LEND98].

TME uses an object request broker for communications and management rather than SNMP or
CMIP, and MIBs. The broker is used because protocols such as CMIP and SNMP, as well as
communications between agents, managers and managed elements are not considered secure.

The Object Request Broker is at the centre of TME and provides the fundamental mechanisms by
which objects transparently make and receive requests, regardless of physical location on the
network. TME, like most object request broker implementations is general with few managementspecific features.

The object services are a collection of basic services (interfaces and objects) that provide the
fundamentals for using, interacting with, and implementing objects. These services define the set
of general purpose operations that all objects in a distributed, object-oriented application can
inherit, implement or invoke [TIV096a].

The management services provide the fundamentals for logically modelling physically storing
objects to manage. These services define the set of intrinsic operations that all systems
management objects should implement or inherit. The bulk of the X/Open Resolution 20-6
submission details a set of management services that promote the portability and interoperability
of DSM applications.

Managed objects allow modelling the physical resources managed by the applications developed
within this framework. Additionally, they remove platform specifics that can make portability and
interoperability problematic. These resources provide a basis for application developers as they
implement applications for managing resources on the network [TIV096a].

TME allows users with different levels of authority to perform the functions they are allowed to
execute. TME allows senior administrators to grant more capabilities (e.g., the ability to reset a
printer queue without knowing the root password) to certain users. Besides having a reliable,
secure protocol, TME also includes a full range of activation models and allows for the delegation
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of control and access while still authenticating the identity of the user for each operation
[TIV096a].

In TME the administrator can define how groupings perform different functions. For example,
one company may want to maintain all user information in a Sybase database and provide no
ability for local overrides of user entries. Another company may want to allow local overrides and
have the create user command add the name to the e-mail alias file. Finally, TME pushes
information and initiates actions. Unlike network management monitoring, which occurs
constantly, much of DSM involves pushing specific information at specific times (e.g., when a
new person joins an organisation). TME uses a peer-to-peer, multiple-manager architecture that
allows operations to be performed effectively [TIV096a],
Tivoli’s main implementation of the TME is the Tivoli/Enterprise Console (TEC).

2.5.3.5.

Tivoli/Enterprise Console

The Tivoli/Enterprise Console (TEC) is designed to provide a “mission control” centre for the
entire computing environment. TEC processes and responds to the thousands of events and
alarms that occur daily from network devices, hardware systems, database management systems
and applications.

TEC creates a “closed-loop” management system comprised of three steps. First, you specify the
resources to monitor and the conditions, or events, to detect. Next, you decide how to process, or
handle these events. Finally, you determine which staff should receive an event and if automatic
actions should take place [TIV096b].

TEC automation capabilities include:

•

Filtering

•

Grouping

•

Correlation

•

Forwarding

•

Notification

•

Trouble Ticketing
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Corrective Actions

2.5.3.5.1.

Generating Management Events

In client/server environments, a management event is any significant change in the state of a
system resource - both problems and successful completions. Critical resources include CPU, disk
storage, network connectivity, and performance levels of applications and databases.

Tivoli/Sentry, an application integrated with TEC, provides intelligent monitoring of distributed
systems. It allows setting or changing of monitoring parameters for related systems distributed
across remote sites with a single operation.

Tivoli/Sentry enables proactive local management and can be customised for new or site-specific
monitoring criteria. Tivoli/Sentry sends events to TEC for event correlation and/or central
management [TIV096b].

2.5.3.5.2. Management Event Processing

TEC offers event processing capabilities that allow:

•

prioritising events by their level of importance

•

filtering redundant and low priority messages

•

correlating events with other events from different sources

•

determining which IT staff should see and handle a specific event

•

initiating automatic corrective actions

TEC organises and prioritises information using three techniques TIV096b]:

•

Event Filtering. Reduces redundant and low-priority messages. Staff can set event
filtering criteria for a constant level or can use TEC to make dynamic, real-time
changes to filtering thresholds, based on time of day, number of events and other
criteria. Event filtering prevents “information overload”, allowing staff to “zoom in”
on the most critical problems.
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•

Event Grouping. Allows the organising and consolidation of information to match
staff members’ responsibilities. Certain staff members, such as help desk personnel,
may need to see all events and others may only need to see a subset. Events can be
grouped by type (e.g., router, network connections or server messages), by location
(e.g., all events on the third floor go to John and all for the Melbourne office go to
Tony), or any other way appropriate for the organisation. Event grouping ensures that
information is presented in a logical way, based on how the computing resources are
managed.

•

Event Correlation. Provides information on the relationship between disparate events.
TEC correlates more than SNMP events - it also correlates system, application, and
database events. Based on data collected from distributed computing resources, TEC
processes events according to pre-set rules. In client/server environments, problems
are often related. Event correlation allows for more efficient pinpointing of the root
problem. Correcting the root problem will normally solve most related problems.

2.5.3.5.3. Automated, Corrective Actions

A proactive event management system needs to do more than merely present information - it
should also provide a way to automate responses to routine day-to-day problems. Pre-defined,
automatic corrective responses reduce system and network downtime and eliminate most user
service interruptions.

2.5.3.5.4. TEC Architecture

TEC architecture consists of three components: event adapters, an event server and operator event
consoles. This is illustrated in Figure 2-27 [TIV096b].
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TEC Architecture [TIV096a] [LEND98].

Event Adapters. Event adapters collect information, perform local filtering, and translate relevant
events into TEC-readable format. Translated events are forwarded to the event server. Each event
adapter resides at or near its event source. Because of their proximity to the event source and their
filtering features, event adapters are highly efficient, creating little additional network traffic.
They also use minimal system resources.

Event adapters are available from Tivoli as well as third parties. Events exist in many different
formats, such as ASCII system logs, SNMP traps, or application- or database-specific formats.
TEC translates these events into a common format to allow event correlation.
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Event adapters can automatically perform a variety of tasks. They can:

•

receive messages from a source that actively produces status messages

•

check a file at pre-defined intervals if the source updates a status or log file

•

run commands or an application at pre-defined intervals, then interpret and forward
the resulting information to TEC

TEC comes with event adapters from network management systems and systems management
applications. In addition, third parties are developing event adapters for database, performance,
backup, LAN, and output management events.

Event Server. The event server processes, maintains and manages the status of all enterprise
events. The event server maintains this information in a standard relational database. The event
server collects, consolidates, filters and correlates events using a set of pre-defined rules that
come with TEC. These rules can be modified, or new ones created, using TEC Rules Editor.

Operator Event Consoles. Distributed operator event consoles provide up-to-the-minute event
status to members of the IT operations staff. Operator event consoles can be physically remote
from the event server, allowing operations staff to be located anywhere on the network. TEC
allows customisation of each operator event console so that staff view only those events relevant
to their specific areas of responsibility. For example, John can only see the status of machines or
applications used by Customer Service, and Tony can only review the status on systems in
Shipping.

At the same time, all operator event consoles share a common view of the event database. When
an operator changes an event’s status, the change is automatically reflected on all operator event
consoles across the system.

While TEC comes with some event adapters, additional event adapters can be added using
another Tivoli product, called Tivoli/EIF (Event Integration Facility).
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2.53.6.

IBM NetView

Although NetView is not an implementation of TME, it will become an implementation of TME
10 in the near future. As already mentioned, NetView does not currently have a true architecture.

Announced in 1986, IBM NetView was the textbook example of a centralised network
management system based on the IBM mainframe. Therefore, NetView incorporates three types
of interfaces: focal points, entry points, and service points. The focal point supports centralised
network management including data collection and analysis, and the user interface. Systems
Network Architecture (SNA) devices connect via entry points, which also extend the network
management functions to attached peripherals. Service points allow NetView to manage nonSNA protocols by allowing incompatible systems to support the NetView protocols. The protocol
for network management applications is called the Network Management Vector Transport
(NMVT) [MILL93a],

One way to integrate the NetView system on the mainframe with information from non-SNA
systems is to use the AIX NetView Service Point option, which comes with NetView for AIX.
NetView for AIX is a network management solution for heterogeneous networks. NetView for
AIX can manage all IP-addressable SNMP and CMOT devices. The NetView Service Point
option is one of NetView’s strong points, since it allows NetView to manage a distributed
network. It works by converting SNMP trap messages to SNA alerts, then sending them to
NetView. Conversely, it can use NetView management facilities to generate SNMP commands.
Other strengths of the system include the dynamic device discovery and mapping, a MIB
compiler for integrating Internet-standard and vendor-specific MIBs, and network monitoring for
fault and performance measurement [MILL93a].

NetView for AIX’s architecture contains several cooperative processes, three of which comprise
the core of the software [CHOU92]. The internal structure of NetView for AIX is shown in
Figure 2-28.
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Internal structure of NetView for AIX [CHOU92].

The trapd process receives SNMP traps from the managed nodes, and significant events from
other processes. The netmon process provides node discovery and node status information, and
polls those nodes with SNMP agents to determine MIB information. It enters the information it
discovers into a topological database. The xnm process generates the graphical end-user display.
Other processes include the xnmevents, which records pending but unacknowledged events;
xnmappmon, which initiates and displays results of diagnostic tests; and a data collector that polls
nodes on a periodic basis for MIB values [CHOU92].
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2.5.3.6.1. Standards Conformance

NetView supports CMOT and SNMP, and provides that standard X/Open XMP and XOM API’s.
Although the full XMP API and GDMO compiler is provided by NetView, there are no
applications which support OSI objects, and there is no OSI autodiscovery process.

2.5.3.7.

Merging the two product sets to produce TME 10

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the objective is to merge the two product sets
into a common “framework” called TME 10. NetView and TEC are both planned to be in this
framework but it still remains unclear which other products will be included. It is also unclear
how TEC and NetView will be integrated. For example, will TEC handle all events or will it pass
them on to NetView? Which of the two products will be “on top”?

2.5.3.8.

Review

The Tivoli architecture is one of the better - more comprehensive - approaches to event
management and in particular has very sophisticated ways of dealing with several of the major
challenges in event management. NetView has a good ability to filter and correlate information
and to sue thresholds to reduce the number of SNMP alerts which are treated as actual alarms.

It is however, still unclear how far NetView and the other Tivoli roducts have now been integraed
into one common architecture (see 2.2.5).

2.5.4.

BMC Patrol

BMC Patrol is an enterprise management framework that is primarily targeted at the higher-level
management arena. It is focused on database and application management and relies on other
products to provide the “lower level” network and to some degree system management functions.
It is included in this review because it does have an interesting approach to agents in event
management and because the author encounters it many times in outsourced environments and it
needs to be integrated into the larger event management framework.
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One of the unique features of BMC Patrol is its architecture. The autonomous agent is a key
component of this architecture. Other features are the Patrol Scripting Language (PSL) and the
concept of Patrol Knowledge Modules (KMs).

The key concept of the BMC Patrol architecture is the autonomous agent, which is the centre of
the architecture. A console connection, or a manager, is not a requirement and an agent can
continue monitoring, notification, and correction actions in a lights-out environment. In fact,
many consoles or integrated components can connect to a single agent without interfering with
each other. This capability allows multiple views of the same objects and permits backup
consoles as well as consoles that come and go at the whims of the end users. None of this affects
the autonomous agent’s continuous processing to perform monitoring of the application
[SPUL99].

The provision of autonomy is mainly one of configuration and internal design. Specifically, this
autonomy is achieved through the offering of the following three features:

•

Local control

•

Local execution

•

Local storage

Local control is achieved by making the agent perform its own decisions. The agent does not rely
on the console/manager to tell it what to do. Certainly the console/manager can affect the
behaviour of the agent and change its configurations, but the agent does not require this direction.
Instead, the agent will begin its own execution sequence according to its loaded Knowledge
Modules, right from the start of the agent’s execution. It does not wait for the console/manager to
connect to tell it what it needs to do.

Local execution is achieved via the internal execution and scheduling engines within the agent.
The Patrol Scripting Language (PSL) interpreter runs fully within the agent’s internal
architecture. It is self-contained. The scheduler is also run according to the agent’s own
configuration and does not require any external interaction. Right from the start of the agent’s
execution, the sequence of interpretation and scheduling of commands begins.
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Local storage is critical to autonomy for two reasons: knowledge and data. The local storage of
KMs, and particularly the PSL code, permits local execution to occur. Without it, the agent
would need to wait for a console to connect and give it the knowledge. The agent automatically
loads the required KMs from its local knowledge repository and begins execution of the
knowledge. It continues to run discovery scripts, parameters, and can run corrective recovery
actions, all without a central monitoring console [SPUL99].

The second point is that the local storage of parameter data values and events is required for
autonomy. Although the agent could still run autonomously without a local storage area, it would
have to discard all data and events. With the local storage database for parameter history and
events, the autonomous agent can store its data and events without worrying about whether a
console is currently connected. Whenever a console connection does occur, the agent can serve
up the current and historical data as requested by the console. The console can get the
information, but the console is not required there to help store it.

A particular example of local intelligence is the BMC Patrol agent’s handling of alarms. The
agent itself performs the decisions about whether to raise an alarm by comparing a parameter
value to its threshold. This avoids the need to send values to the console, which could cause a
scaleability problem.

This local decision-making is not limited to the raising of the alarm. The agent can respond to the
alarm via a locally launched recovery action. This avoids the inefficient round-trip decision
making messages that would occur in a console/manager-centric architecture. The recovery
actions can execute a “write” action on the application, if configured to permit this. Or it can
perform other operations not directly changing the application, such as storing information for
post-mortem reporting; or generating a notification command via email, pager, or SNMP trap; or
integration with another framework.
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2.5.4.1.

Knowledge Module Architectures

The Knowledge Module is a key component of the BMC Patrol architecture. Some of the key
architectural aspects of a Knowledge Module include [SPUL99]:

•

The abstraction layer exists between the application and the agent’s data model

•

Declarative and procedural components together comprise a Knowledge Module

•

The agent’s resources are shared by each Knowledge Module for efficiency

The Knowledge Modules represent an abstraction layer that translates the details of the database
or application into the simple data model used by the BMC Patrol agent. By encapsulating and
application-specific logic into rules within the Knowledge Module, the next level of services can
be independent of the underlying database or application.

The abstraction layer is partially achieved via the Patrol Scripting Language (PSL). This reduces
the amount of platform-dependent logic that is required for each application. However, this is
portability for the same application across multiple platforms, but not abstraction over different
applications or databases from different vendors. This cross-vendor abstraction layer is achieved
via the back-end implementation of the Knowledge Module. This is the lower-level layer
whereby the PSL or C code that comprises a Knowledge Module processes data and objects that
are specific to the monitored application. This is the lowest level of the abstraction, where all the
application-specific logic is embodied. This layer gathers the data that is plugged into the agent
data model that represents all the objects discovered by the Knowledge Module.

This data model is a relatively simple model that logically represents all the database or
application components. The basic components of the model are the “instances” that represent
the actual software entities (e.g., a server component of a database), and “parameters” that
represent the measured data for useful metrics about the component (e.g., response time or
throughput of a component). This sort of information is plugged into the data model.

A clear separation exists in the underlying data model for Knowledge Modules into declarative or
static knowledge and procedural or dynamic knowledge. The surrounding structure of a
Knowledge Module represents the declarative logic, such as what type each data value is (e.g.,
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percent, ratio, absolute value), or alarm threshold settings and scheduling components. All of
these are declarative or static values, although some of these apparently static values can be
overridden for more dynamic behaviour using the procedural features.

The procedural component is achieved via Patrol Scripting Language (PSL) - an internal agent
script language that is executed internally by the agent. As a fully functional programming
language, PSL offers the full suite of procedural logic capabilities. Issues that are typically
solved in procedural ways are the dynamic aspects of parameters, discovery, and menu
commands. These involve how to gather the data from an application (i.e., what commands to
run and how to process the returned data), how to discover the application components (e.g., what
processes to look for), and what to do for administrative menu commands. Recovery actions are
another clear dynamic requirement because they perform actions against the application itself.

Both declarative and procedural services are provided by the agent. Each Knowledge Module’s
requirements are shared by the agent such that multiple Knowledge Modules do not require
multiple agents. This approach permits efficiency and also simplifies the deployment of
additional KMs into an existing monitoring scheme. Procedural aspects of the KMs are shared
within the agent via scheduling algorithms that timeslice between each PSL script. The
declarative aspects are shared by the agent through processing of declarative constraints
whenever new data is generated from the procedural components or from external accesses to the
agent [SPUL99].

The purpose of an application management tool is to automatically detect problems. Therefore,
to have pre-packaged event generation expertise is desirable - some would say essential. In BMC
Patrol, this is what KMs represent. They contain information that tells the agent what is
considered a problem and requires an alert event.

The first role of the KMs and their packaged event detection is to know what collected metrics
represent. The meaning of a value affects its event characteristics. For example, an operating
system KM, such as the Patrol KM for Unix, distinguishes different types of metrics. The fact
that CPU utilisation measurements are more volatile than filesystem capacity measurements is
encoded as part of the knowledge. So the KM smooths the alerts on CPU utilisation unless they
occur for too long a period of time, but can immediately issue an alert if filesystem utilisation
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jumps to a percentage that is too high. This type of simple encapsulated event behaviour is an
issue for all KMs. The Patrol KM for Oracle handles cache hit ratio alerts differently from
tablespace extent alerts.

The underlying KM architecture is good enough to express most alert types. Some of the
simplest forms are specifiable as declarative types on parameter metrics, such as simple
thresholds and peak smoothing. More advanced analysis such as rate of change, statistical
analysis, and historical predictions can be coded in PSL through the use of the PSL history,
mathematical, and arithmetic functions [SPUL99].

Correlation is another aspect that can be encoded into a packaged form. For example, the Patrol
KM for Oracle can inter-relate events from the database and filesystem objects. This capability is
localised node-level correlation. Another example is the Patrol KM for Sybase that takes its own
metrics and outputs a higher level event according to the problem it detects. This is pre-packaged
problem diagnosis via node-level event correlation.

Application-level correlation is another aspect that can be pre-packaged. This can be single or
multi-node correlation, depending on the application architecture. This means that SAP R/3
problems are sorted into their components’ relalted alerts. For example, an R/3 alert can be
correlated against database or filesystem problems, giving an overall view of the application
itself. This is multi-node correlation because the R/3 application is physically dispersed across
multiple machines, and the KM brings this multi-agent data together.

Not all levels of correlation can be encoded into pre-packaged components. Although simple
correlation can help diagnose Oracle or R/3 problems, no way exists to pre-package the sitespecific inter-relationships. Although everything that that is under control of the R/3 architecture
can potentially be correlated to some level at the application level, not all components are this
way. The higher-level business logic is not something that can be pre-packaged. Configuration
of event generation and the use of console-type event correlation or generalised root cause
analysis is therefore something that complements the expertise that can be pre-packaged.

The pro-active nature of recovery actions arises from a combination of the KM design and the
autonomous agent architecture. The recovery action is an agent-executed corrective action that is
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launched once a problem is detected, in order to attempt to correct it. Recovery actions are pro
active in nature because they attempt to automatically resolve the problem and do not require user
intervention. Indeed, the console-independent autonomous agent architecture ensures that no
console is needed at all.

Recovery actions can also have escalated multiple actions. A sequence of recovery actions can be
defined to attempt alternative solutions to an alert. Recovery actions are also automatically stood
down if the problem is found to be resolved. Recovery actions can take a wide range of actions,
such as reports or deep analysis for annotation with post-mortem data. Another use is clearly to
perform notification via pager, email, SNMP trap, or third-party integrated consoles [SPUL99].

2.5.4.2.

Patrol Scripting Language

Patrol Scripting Language (PSL) is a programming language that executes on Patrol agents.
Syntactically, it is similar to procedural languages such as C, Pascal, and Perl. PSL is a
procedural language with all the standard constructs such as variables, conditional statements,
functions, and loops.

The Patrol agent executes PSL with its built-in interpreter. This provides an abstraction layer
above the operating system that makes PSL portable to all agent platforms. PSL supports both
interpreted text versions and compiled binary versions. It also provides support for user-defined
libraries of functions to be compiled into a library format to support sharing of code.

The Patrol environment has various tools that work on PSL. The Patrol Developer Console is the
main owner of some of these tools, such as the editor and debugger. A basic text editor for PSL
is part of the console. Also, a graphical debugger exists for operations such as stepping through
code.

The basic features of PSL are complemented with a wide range of built-in functions. These
extend the basic capabilities of the language in a number of simple ways and a number of
complex agent-dependent ways. The simple enhancements include functions in areas such as
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mathematical and string manipulation. The complex agent-specific built-in functions include
[SPUL99]:

•

SNMP - trap sending, trap receiving, SNMP get/set/getnext requests

•

Command launching - synchronous and asynchronous execution

•

File operations - access, creation, read, write, etc

•

Locking and concurrency

•

Global channels for efficient channel access to applications

•

Inter-agent remote access operations

•

Event generation and processing

•

Console-related GUI operations

2.5.4.3.

Patrol Event Manager

The Patrol Event Manager component is an important component of the Patrol architecture. It is
also sold as a standalone product by BMC as the “BMC Event Manager” and works with analysis
tools such as the “BMC Impact Analyser”. Events are central to the architecture and affect
almost every architectural component. The first architectural issue is the make-up of the events
themselves.

Events are the key component of the monitoring performed by BMC Patrol and its KMs. The
agent is the main creator of the events. KMs can monitor their applications for problems and
raise events called alerts. These alerts are just one type of event possible in BMC Patrol. State
change events are a little more general than these alerting events (i.e., warnings or alarms) and
occur whenever a monitored objects changes its status. Also, informational events take place for
a variety of different occurrences.

Events have a variety of attributes. They belong to a class of event that is either built-in or
defined by a KM. They contain context information such as the originating node and object
name, along with any other information pertinent to the event such as the parameter value and
threshold that was violated, in the case of an alarm event. Events also contain an event
description as well as expert advice sections containing textual material to help users deal with
events [SPUL99],
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The events are processed throughout the architecture by the different components. Each
component has a different role in the event lifecycle. The whole approach to event management
in BMC Patrol is illustrated in Figure 2-29 below.

Propagate
Threshold
Execute
Correlate
Abstract
New/Update

Event Repository

Regulate
Filter
Refine

Events

Figure 2-29

Robustfunctions offer adaptive event management [BMC04].

However, much similarity occurs in event handling throughout. Some of the components that
deal with events are [SPUL99]:

•

Agents

•

Consoles - UNIX, Windows, Patrol Event Manager

•

Ingerated third-party console views - PATROLVIEW

•

Web browser views - PATROLWATCH

•

PSL

•

Patrol CLI

•

Patrol API
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The agent typically creates the events according to some internal agent action or through creation
via a KM alarm or a PSL operation. The events are stored locally in the agent’s repository on a
local agent disk. This location is necessary to offer the autonomous agent architecture without
losing events when no consoles are connected. In fact, the agent always maintains a copy of the
eevents, even if it does forward an event to a console or another component.

The Patrol console for Unix or Windows also has various event processing capabilities. It
includes a graphical display of event information through GUI windows. This allows the viewing
of events either historically or in real-time. Events can be acted upon such as by closing,
acknowledgment, annotation of the event diary, or deletion.

The underlying event access mechanism is the Patrol API. This allows a range of event-related
actions with a local or remote agent. Support is available for both synchronous and asynchronous
queries about events. The synchronous queries are useful for user-initiated queries from consoles.
The asynchronous queries offer a registration mechanism that allows the API to wake up the
client when a new event has been created by the agent. This permits real-time event viewing in
consoles and PATROLVIEW without an inefficient polling architecture.

The Patrol CL1 is based upon the API and offers similar event management features. This
permits users to easily analyse events from a text window in the interactive mode. The batch
mode also permits scripts that perform event-related activities.

PSL has various event management built-in functions. Clearly, events can be created at the agent
via PSL. However, also available are feature sto query the event repository, perform actions such
as acknowledgement of events. PSL contains support for both local and remote inter-agent event
actions [SPUL99].

2.5.4.4.

Review

BMC Patrol was seen as a leader in database and application management at the start of this
thesis and the KMs were deployed heavily in many customer environments. Its agent-centric
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architecture is well suited to a relatively small number of critical applications where there is the
expertise to develop KMs with sophisticated instrumentation.

Over time this heavy-footprint agent approach has lost favour as the size and complexity of event
management has increased. It is difficult to deploy such large agents and BMC Patrol does not
provide easy distribution of agents or policies associated with agents.

Other “enterprise management” solutions such as OpenView with its Smart Plug-Ins (SPIs) have
now encroached into this application and database space with the extension of their system and
network management solutions and it is these solutions which seem to be better suited for a full
event management approach.

BMC Patrol is best viewed as a very much a niche player and it is possible to use it as such for
critical application monitoring where detailed application instrumentation is needed, but cannot
be applied within the application but has to be outside the application (i.e. treating it as a “black
box”).

The approach to the “self-contained' or “self sufficient” agent was developed in this thesis with
the System Management Smart Plug-In (SMSPI) that is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. This
SMSP1 was deemed a far better lightweight agent alternative to the BMC Patrol KM approach.

2.5.5.

Review of commercial architectures

The four major network management products reviewed in this chapter all have strengths and
weaknesses relative to event management. There are some outstanding technology components
that show great promise, such as the OpenView ECS and the CA Unicenter TNG neugents, but
they are still being applied to narrow areas. BMC Patrol shows what can be achieved with a very
good agent architecture and Tivoli gives a good overall architecture but not all the products - still
- conform to it.

A disturbing trend that has been witnessed by the author over recent years (2000 onwards) is the
move away from publicising what the architecture/framework is and a move - back - to selling
“point” products. The best example of this is Unicenter, but it applies to all the large commercial
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solutions in this space. Whereas the preceding years (1996-2000) were all about the “big picture”
and how everything was planned to work together, we now seem to be back where we were to
some degree in the mid-1990’s.

The same applies to adoption and support of standards, both industry and standards bodies based.
The endless discussions around SNMPv2 and V3 and the non-adoption of most of the ISO
standards outside telecommunications environments, plus the endless round of new industry
consortium (anyone still remember DME? OSF?) have made the products of 2006 look more
proprietary than they did in 1998. At least back then the vendors said they would adopt
standards. Today they do not even feel the need to do that.

It is being left up to IT shops or outsourcers to put all the pieces together themselves. With the
increased focus on “business value” and “service management” this trend away from “enterprise
architecture” will continue, and in fact accelerate.

On the positive side the focus on service management may help bring about a consistent
framework for the technologies to operate within. On the negative side we may be back to where
we started 10 years ago!
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3.

Tools and Enabling Technologies

This chapter looks at the various options and requirements available for agents in an event
management architecture. It also looks at various enabling technologies that can be used for
building an event management architecture, including SQL databases, object-orientation and high
availability solutions. The chapter also discusses the role of firewalls in most modern IT
environments and the unique challenges this presents to event management.

3.1.

Agents

Agents are components that undertake management tasks in a local context. Some agents have
relatively simple structures, in others, raw data from the managed environment is locally cached
and processed. The scope for an agent’s tasks can be limited to a single device such as a router, a
single host or a single application component. Scope can encompass, for example, a whole sub
network of some tens of devices. The scope for system management and application management
agents is usually limited to a single host.

In the simplest sense agents have functions to compute the values of variables defined in a
schema called the Management Information Base (MIB). Access to the results of these functions
is invoked through the protocol between the agent and its manager.

Agents also play more complex roles, such as monitoring specific types of traffic against a
“baseline” model of traffic activity. Only exceptions to these baseline conditions are notified to
the manager.

The protocol between the manager and the agent determines the “type of things” an agent can
communicate about. The structure of the agents is therefore largely influenced by the protocol.
SNMP is by far the most prominent protocol in use today and therefore most agents that are built
use SNMP.

The figure below (Figure 3-1) shows a taxonomy of agents, that are further examined in this
section. The first distinction is between static and mobile agents. THE former are permanently
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associated with a device or host, while the latter form temporary relationships with executing
hosts, which are terminated once a task is completed.

Static agents are further subdivided between MIB-based agents, and pattern-matching agents.
The former are driven by a pre-defined MIB specification, including the data encoding values to
be used in the manager-agent protocol.

AGENTS
--- r----------Pattern-recognition

MIB-based

Simple

1

Autonomous

i Regular expression- i
based
i

Computed value
based

Scaling

Mobile

i

|

File based

; j
i ;
• i

Dual-role SNMP

;
!

Object based

|
! i

General scaling
services

i

Smart

Figure 3-1

Taxonomy of agents.

Pattern-recognition agents are driven by a database of “patterns” to match against. The manageragent protocol and encoding rules are proprietary in this instance.

General scaling agents are strictly speaking enabling mechanisms - they allow the current
manager-agent model to be scaled to enterprise levels. In the course of this objective they
provide important new functionality. MIB-based smart agents can sometimes play the role of a
scaling agent [VARU97].
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3.1.1.

Simple SNMP Agents

Simple agents are most commonly seen embedded in network devices such as routers, hubs and
switches. By and large they support the MIB-II standard with enterprise specific extensions.

The main behavioural characteristic of simple agents is that they wait to be polled before
responding with the current values of the requested MIB objects. This polling is done by the
manager through the manager-agent protocol.

In addition, agents can notify the manager through the same protocol of a finite set of internal
events. In SNMP these notifications are called traps. One type of trap is an enterprise-specific
trap used by vendors to indicate device-specific events.

In many cases it is the enterprise-specific MIB objects and enterprise-specific trap values that
make most vendors’ agents useful in management. These extensions represent device and vendor
specifics that cannot be covered by a general standard such as MIB-II. Such values may therefore
be duplicated in different device MIBs, and will vary from vendor to vendor, making them
nonunique to the manager station. The enterprise specific MIB subtree and trap values returned
by agents are distributed in a format to be compiled onto specific management platforms.

Simple agents are not always embedded just into network elements and devices. They may be
part of a protocol stack such as TCP/IP, or may be part of an operating system. In such cases the
agent will be installed onto every host on which the stack or the operating system is installed.

Availability of agent building toolkits has resulted in many specialised MIBs being defined and
simple agents being developed to solve enterprise-specific management problems. The agentmanager protocol determines the environment in which the agent may reside. The term native
agent is used to describe an agent that operates in the native environment of the agent-manager
protocol. Hence in the case of SNMP a native agent operates in a TCP/IP environment.

Agents can also be used to develop a management bridge between two environments. A private
MIB can be defined to manage a device that does not have a TCP/IP stack. Such an agent is
called a proxy agent.
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3.1.1.1.

Native Agents

These reside and operate in the native environment of the agent-manager protocol. These agents
have close inter-process associations with the managed entity and by and large share the
computing resources (CPU, memory, interprocess communication and operating system
interfaces) of the managed environment.

Native agents are usually developed as part of product development of the managed entity due to
the close coupling between the agent and the managed entity. General principles that native
agents have to conform to include:

•

Its resource footprint (in both memory and CPU cycles) should not impact the
functions or performance of the entity being managed.

•

It should be able to compute and post results in a timescale where they can be usefully
acted on by the management station.

3.1.1.2.

Proxy Agents

Proxy agents have two discernible interfaces. At one the agent talks the protocol of the manager
and at the other it talks the protocol of the managed device in the alien environment. Proxy
agent software is sometimes executed on a dedicated platform with a physical interface to the
proxied device.

Figure 3-2 shows the structure of a proxy agent used to manage a device that does not have a
TCP/IP stack (or one that has a TCP/IP stack but does not have a SNMP-based management
agent).
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Proxy agent structure.

Proxy agents are still driven by an M1B, given the standard protocol interface with the manager.
The MIB is however a private MIB. Private MIBs and the conversion procedures to the proxied
device’s protocol are developed using toolkits. Guidelines are available on writing MIBs.

Proxy agents are viable as monitoring agents, however the security issues of SNMP have stopped
their use in configuration and control of proxied devices [VARU97].

3.1.1.3.

Structure of Simple Agents

Simple agents form the basis of more complex types of agents discussed in this chapter. It is
therefore worthwhile to look at the logical and service level structures of simple agents. Figure 3
3 shows and describes the functional components of a simple proxy agent. The services provided
by a simple agent are:

•

Status determination - Most native agents periodically execute relevant procedures to
determine values of status variables defined in the MIB. This information is cached in
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a local MIB database for future reference by a management station through a GET or
GETNEXT command. Depending on the level of internal coupling between the agent
process and the managed entity’s logic, the managed entity may undertake to inform
the agent of any status change.
Determining the status in the case of a proxy agent involves polling the proxied
device, processing the response through a mapping to an MIB variable and caching a
value for it in the MIB database.
Some status variables define the physical or logical configuration of the managed
entity. In the case of native agents, populating such variables may need polling
procedures to ensure that configuration changes that occur through causes other than
at the agent’s behest are reflected in the MIB in a timely manner.
•

Alarm processing - For native agents, the managed entity usually notifies the agent of
its internal exceptions or change of status. The agent may in some case poll for
change of status.
In the case of proxy agents an alarm message sent by the proxied device needs to be
parsed and recognised as an alarm.
In either case the agent needs to determine whether the alarm warrants the generation
of an SNMP trap. It then generates an appropriate mapping to an SNMP trap
including the insertion of a value for the minor trap identifier.

•

Configuration - In both native and proxy agents the manager initiates configuration
change. This is done with an SNMP SET command. For native agents, the manager
executes a procedure to change the respective parameter at the device.
A proxy sends the proxied device a message mapping to the SET command on the
respective variable.

•

Security - The manager-agent protocol defines the minimum security functions the
agent has to implement. In both native and proxy agents the SNMP community
scheme needs to be implemented for access control rights to MIB objects and the
authentication of the manager to the agent.
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SNMP Trap Generator - an SNMP trap is generated as a result input from the Alarm Manager.

Figure 3-3

Functional components of a simply proxy agent [VARU97].
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3.1.2.

Autonomous Agents

The term autonomous agent is used to differentiate behaviour from simple agents which are
passive in that they wait to be polled for MIB values. Autonomous agents on the other hand,
once configured, work independently without the prompting of manager stations.

Infrastructure management that extends over an enterprise’s intra-network involves monitoring of
each networking component, subnet, host and application. Extending the polling model is clearly
not viable when applied to simple agents.

An autonomous agent is exemplified by the RMON standard specified in RFC 1271 by the IETF.
This is essentially an MIB definition. However, this standard has had a major influence in the
definition of autonomous monitoring agents in other areas such as at the host management and
application levels.

For autonomous agents to be really useful in an infrastructure management, applications are
needed to take the raw data captured and held by the agents and to process it into easily digestible
information for operators. Three different agents that fall into this category are described below.

3.1.2.1.

Remote MONITOR (RMON)

The Internet RMON is a remote monitoring agent that is used as a standard way of monitoring
subnetworks and indeed for distributing much of the packet-level processing to remote compute
engines of the remote monitors. Each monitor operates in a promiscuous mode, viewing every
packet on the subset, analysing and producing summary statistics such as:

•

Errors on the network media - e.g. collisions and number of undersize packets.

•

Performance on the network media - e.g. utilisation and packet size distribution.

Prior to capture, packets are filtered on the basis of packet type and other recognisable
characteristics in the packet data. In addition to packet capture other processing may be done in
the background on previously captured packets of data.
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The RMON (defined largely by an MIB specification) has significantly contributed to the
acceptance of SNMP as a viable network management protocol. Its main goals are [STAL99]:

•

To allow continuous, proactive polling, independent of polling from the manager
station. The monitor is configured so that the parameters for proactive polling are
locally available to the monitor.

•

The monitor holds local logs of monitoring results, so that it can provide a manager
station with local summaries on an infrequent basis. The monitor may be associated
with more than one manager station, hence it has mechanisms to recover from
potential conflict.

•

The monitor can run applications to analyse locally collected data so that information
returned to the manager station has been processed to add informational value to the
raw data.

•

The monitor can be configured for exception recognition, where threshold values
define exception boundaries. The monitor can also be configured to notify manager
stations when exceptions occur.

An interesting side effect of these goals is that an RMON agent can identify all devices on the
subnet that use the TCP/IP suite. This can be used to inventory changes to the subnet
population. Another use is to identify SNMP based agents for a manager station. Given the
possibility of multiple agents on any single host, the RMON plays a role in auto-configuration.

Controlling the RMON. The RMON MIB is organised into nine functional groups defined
further on in this section. Each remote monitor needs to be configured for data collection. Each
such configuration defines baseline conditions in the respective environment. Within each
group there is at least one control table and one data table. In some groups such as statistics the
two are combined since the control table is very small.

The control table provides the configuration mechanism for the RMON. They contain
parameters that describe the data in the data table. The manager station sets the appropriate
parameter in the control table to configure the collection of the associated data.
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Information is then collected according to the parameter settings of a control row. This is stored
in rows of the corresponding data table. The parameters are set by adding a new row to the
control table or by modifying an existing row. To modify any parameters it is necessary to set
the current value to invalid. This deletes the row which in turn causes the deletion of all
associated rows in data tables. Deletion of data tables rows allows their resources to be
reclaimed [VARU97].

RMON Groups. The RMON MIB has a subtree identifier 16 in the MIB II definition. The
RMON MIB consists of nine groups. All of these are optional, however, some groups are
dependent on other groups being implemented:

•

Statistics - Holds basic statistics for each monitored subnetwork. This is held in a
single table with a row for each subnet monitored by the agent. All objects are
counters that get zeroed when the row is created.
The group contains objects for Ethernet. Vendors have defined extensions for other
LAN interfaces including Token Ring and FDDI. These two are however likely to be
part of the standard definition.
The statistics group provides a good overview of the load and general health of the
subnet.

•

History - The history group defines the sampling function for the monitor’s
interfaces. It consists of a control table that defines the sampling function and a data
table that stores data for each network medium supported (Ethernet, FDDI, Token
Ring, Wireless).
The specification recommends that there are at least two sampling activities for each
interface: one a short sampling period such as 30 seconds to monitor sudden changes
in traffic behaviour. The other to capture the steady state behaviour (for possible
archival purposes).

•

Alarm - The alarm group defines the thresholds for network performance. When a
defined threshold is crossed in the defined direction an alarm is sent to a manager
station. The specification defines a hysteresis mechanism to avoid minor fluctuations
triggering alarms.

•

Host - The host group is used to gather information about specific hosts on LAN.
Information is gathered for each interface of the monitor. New hosts are discovered
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by observing the source and destination addresses at the MAC level of “good” packets
seen by the monitor. Statistics are maintained for each host that is seen. These
statistics are also available directly from each host equipped with an SNMP stack and
which supports MIB-II.
•

HostTopN - The hostTopN group defines a set of hosts at each interface of the
monitor that top a list. The criteria for the lists are based on a control parameter. The
list basis includes data packets, data octets, errors, broadcast and multicast packets.

•

Matrix - The matrix group records information about traffic between pairs of hosts on
the subnet. This is stored as a matrix indexed by source MAC address as well as
indexed by the destination MAC address. Traffic statistics captured are number of
packets, number of octets and number of errors.

•

Filter - The filter group allows a manager station to configure an RMON agent to
capture statistics on selected traffic. The selection criteria is defined either by a data
filter consisting of a bit pattern on a masked portion of the packet or by a status filter
consisting of status (good packets, long error, short error) of a packet. The filter
group introduces the concept of a channel which is a logical path through one or more
filters. Filters may be combined by a logical OR.

•

Packet capture - The buffer capture group allows the manager station to set up a
buffering scheme and to define packet data sent to the manager station or cached
locally on the RMON’s local environment. Packet capture may be related to a
channel in the filter group. Captured packets are stored in a sequence.

•

Event - The event group allows the manager station to define events to be generated
by conditions occurring elsewhere in the MIB. The event may result in an SNMP trap
being generated and/or cause the event to be logged in the data table.

RMON Applications. RMON applications take data recorded in RMON data tables and add
informational value to it. Applications also ease the problem of managing the life-cycle of
RMON configurations.

The usefulness of RMON is largely due to its ability to be configured to recognise nominal
conditions in the subnet being monitored. An important role of RMON applications is to provide
user interface and scripting tools for the easy configuration of the groups. However, as the
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number of RMON agents increases, and they get integrated into management client/server
“service paths”, applications that configure one RMON interface at a time become inadequate.

What is needed is the ability to reconfigure arbitrary collections of RMONs that reflect the
service paths being managed. The ability to reconfigure RMON groups dynamically makes them
viable as a diagnostic tool rather than a baseline monitoring tool. This is an area of tool
development in many mature management organisations.

Applications in this area include analysers for inter-network traffic, tools to recognise steadystate conditions automatically, a time series database engine and query tools to examine data at
different “timelines”.

While it should theoretically be possible to make RMON probes and applications from different
vendors interwork, the fact of life is that this is not the case. Most RMON probes work reliably
only with RMON applications from the same vendor [VARU97].

Future of RMON. The RMON specification is a cornerstone of SNMP based management.
The RMON specification has recently been revised as part of the SNMPv3 specifications, and a
new specification released, called RMON II [STAL99],

The revisions in RMON II primarily allow for application layer monitoring and multi-segment
monitoring. With these upgrades, applications can be developed that can monitor client/server
applications end-to-end. The ability to see bandwidth utilisation or multi-segment traffic patterns
by application, by user or user group make the next generation of RMON II products better able
to support the requirements of infrastructure management.

With the development of sophisticated applications that RMON II allows, a possible evolution
would be the emergence of an infrastructure analysis server. This would service the diverse
monitoring and analysis needs of a set of LANs or a whole site’s infrastructure. This would also
provide a point of integration for additional agents and analysis applications to process in situ,
the data monitored by the agents.
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While RMON has revolutionised the way multi-segmented LANs are managed, many networks
are in the process of re-engineering to the use of switch-based designs. The main driver for this
is to cope with network bandwidth requirements of powerful workstation and server hosts. There
are essentially two types of switches used: workgroup switches deliver bandwidth to the desktop.
Backbone switches connect workgroup switches.

Some switch vendors have been deterred by the complexity of embedding RMON into their
products and have left it out. Others have been deterred by the CPU cycles needed for RMON
and either support a limited set of RMON groups or allow data collection on a few ports at a
time.

This has serious implications for infrastructure management. Support of just MIB-II without
RMON is not very useful for traffic analysis. While stand-alone probes can in theory be attached
to every port, this clearly is too expensive for most environments. The problem is especially
acute in network architectures that are specifically designed to cater to the latency and burstiness
characteristics of distributed computing (of which the client/server model is but the beginning).

The backbone switch plays a major role in providing low latency for core server-based services
such as real-time message distribution to subgroups of users. Without the RMON on these
backbone switches, end-to-end management is impossible.

3.1.2.2.

Host Management Agents

The concept of a Host Resources MIB was originally developed to inventory hosts and to
monitor a host’s runtime configurations. This is defined in RFC 1514. Several vendors have
however developed this MIB into very useful products as far as infrastructure management is
concerned. These developments include [VARU97]:

•

Implementation of the MIB for multiple operating systems - in effect giving
enterprises with the respective environments a de facto standard to implement asset
management applications.
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•

Extension of the MIB to include other aspects of a typical UNIX environment allowing a single source of management information that previously had to be
gathered through as many as a dozen or more different means.

•

Extension of the MIB with control and thresholding mechanisms - borrowed from the
RMON, allowing such agents to be configured with threshold conditions pertaining to
capacity and performance states.

Also, several large enterprises have expanded development efforts in extending capability around
this basic MIB. This has huge payback in terms of streamlining costs of asset management, basic
performance monitoring of hosts, understanding usage, related patterns, etc.

The model for several of these orthogonal developments around a standard MIB has been
influenced by the utility and success of RMON. As such these MIBs have set very similar goals
for continuous monitoring, local caching, presentation of data to value-added applications and
configuration for notification thresholds.

Host Resources MIB. Although the Host Resources MIB does not define the workings of an
autonomous agent, many products built around it do. The Host Resources MIB is therefore
briefly described in this category of agents. It has the following six groups.

•

hrSystem - provides information about the host as system.

•

hrStorage - defines logical storage structures seen by applications.

•

hrDevice - defines devices contained by the host and information including status and
errors on each device.

•

hrSWRun - lists the software that is currently running on the host system.

•

hrSWRimPerf- defines the performance of currently running software.

•

hrSWInstalled- lists the software currently installed including version information
and list of patches applied.

Value Added Applications for Host Resources. Products built around and including the Host
Resources MIB offer raw data for a unique set of applications that otherwise would not be
possible.
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•

Asset management of hardware and software resources including software version
consistency between hosts, calculation of licence adequacy criteria, uptime metrics for
SLA management.

•

Automated tracking of hosts that move between different parts of the organisation.
Especially since lifetimes of hosts are in the order of two years, departments are keen
to be attributed only proportional costs.

•

Host management in terms of failure patterns and processor load management. Also
tracking patterns of memory, disk and buffer usage provides early indications of
changes in user activity.

3.1.2.3.

Application Management Agents

Application problems usually manifest themselves as network-related problems; degradation of
service, loss of connectivity, application timeouts, and so on. Network management staff are
increasingly involved in solving problems associated with applications. Some studies [VARU97]
have shown that 30% to 40% of network management helpdesk resources are expended on such
problems. Indeed, it is this very phenomenon that has prompted many enterprises to look to
extending the remit of network management to include network application management.

Many enterprises are looking to provide support staff with the information to aid in such problem
management. User definitions of problems are notoriously difficult to reproduce. Some
enterprises have designed ad hoc tools for the helpdesk to reduce dependency on user definitions
of problems. Others have initiated task force type helpdesks with more on-hand expertise of
application components.

In any case, specifying manageability as a primary criterion is increasingly common for a
distributed application to be considered for enterprise-wide deployment. This is viewed as an
area with a huge payback to the enterprise. This payback is in terms of controlling the
complexity and service elements of deploying client/server applications on an enterprise scale.

Unlike the developing MIBs for host resource management that interface with existing operating
system functions, application MIB development requires cooperation from in-house developers of
applications as well as vendors. The agent needs to be configured on installation. It can
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subsequently be dynamically reconfigured. Uses of this agent are in inventorying, aspects of
security monitoring and performance management. It really requires the development of a
custom application (e.g. written in TCL/TK) that can provide screen-based dialogues for dynamic
reconfiguration.

Application functions are not widely published nor easily interfaceable without an API. Also,
applications have complex life-cycles. Operating system versions with new features are changed
relatively rarely, while application versions have shorter lifetimes. One of the reasons is that
vendors and in-house development teams undertake incremental delivery of function.

Application life-cycle. Application environments differ markedly from each other; however,
distributed applications have a life-cycle which makes the population of MIB objects dependent
on a number of sources. Figure 3-4 shows a three stage life-cycle:

•

The installation phase is undertaken by a software distribution tool. At this time
values of a number of MIB variables can be evaluated. Examples include name of the
application, version number, file names.

•

The software distribution tool is essentially responsible for transporting images of the
applications and other resources such as configuration scripts to each host - setting
the stage for integrating it into the operation environment of each host. This is the job
of a configuration tool which provides values for another class of MIB objects.

•

Once configuration is complete the application is essentially operational. MIB objects
reflect values as updated by the interface procedures with the operational
environment. This group of objects may also include objects that act as controls for a
version control tool.

•

The cycle starts again when the application is changed (under a change control
process). New versions with incremental features, new deployment design to cope
with demand patterns etc. drive this. The respective MIBs are updated.
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Life-cycle of distributed applications.

Another life-cycle issue with client/server applications is that some of the agents are as transient
as their hosting application components. Components that reside in workstations are controlled
by the user. An application is launched, made idle, and terminated through these components.
Agents reflect these existential states of the hosting component.

The SNMP manager-agent protocol is not designed to handle agents that are transient. The
application MIB designer has to take this into account. The transient behaviour of application
agents needs to be effectively hidden from the manager.

Application MIB information. An application MIB needs to provide different types of
information. Client/server applications software consists of many elements that may fail
independently or in a cascade manner. Client/server applications rarely work in self-contained
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isolation. They interact with other services, database engines, user interfaces and so on by their
very definition. The key types of information provided in the MIB are:

•

Inventory type information - define relatively static information that enables the
unambiguous identification and instance details of the application.

•

Existential type information - define the status objects.

•

Relationship type information - define intra-application relationships.

•

Dependency information - define relationships with services and infrastructure
external to the application.

Figure 3-5 shows an information tree for a private application MIB developed by a large bank.
From this model a hypothetical set of MIB groups were defined:

•

Installed Application - contains information equivalent to DMTF Minimum
Interworking Functionality. Information includes vendor name, product name and
version number. There is one such table per application. Information is placed into
this table by the software distribution application.

•

Configured Unit - contains information about each part of the application that is
discernible as a discrete computing unit. An application consists of a number of these.
Some units may be resident on client hosts, while others may be on several hosts. The
table has an entry for each unit that gets configured. Columnar objects include the
type, name and address of the host on which the unit is resident, the communication
stack used at the host, the operating system at the host, existential variables show
information on whether the unit has invoked its processes.
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•

Information tree for client/server applications.

Configured Resources - contains information about resources configured for each
configured unit. There is a corresponding entry for each entry in the configured unit
table. Columnar objects include swap space, memory, file system, operating system
objects such as queues.

•

External Services - contains information about the external services used by a
configured unit. There is a corresponding entry for an entry in the configured unit
table.

•

Intra Relationships - contains information about the relationships between configured
units.

•

Process - contains information about processes related to each configured unit. There
is one such table for each configured unit. Process ID, process state, current number
of threads.
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Application Monitor Products. There are currently no known commercial or public domain
products based on an SNMP MIB.

3.1.3.

Smart Agents

Smart agents are differentiated from simple and autonomous agents by their ability to process
raw data using an internal model. This processing may result in a set of actions being taken.
Smart agents are generally used to monitor “patterns of activity” across multiple agents (or
devices) being managed against some internal model of the activity.

Internal models represent relationships that are inherent and unique to an enterprise’s network
topology or host and application deployment. Smart agents provide the ability to express these
tools as stand-alone applications. They are a means of distributing intelligence to the points on
the infrastructure. As such, smart agents are fairly complex applications. One issue is how to
maintain these applications in line with the changing environment. This requires serious software
engineering abstractions to be applied.

Smart agent technology therefore exists mostly in the form of toolkits to build these agents using
prefabricated mechanisms. Common uses of such internal models are in complex monitoring
scenarios. For example:

•

Existential state of application servers - A host responding to Ping only indicates that
the host is reachable on the network and the basic TCP/IP stack is functional. In order
to be assured that an application server such as a database server is functional (to
actually process application requests), some sequence of operations needs to be
executed. These need to return uniquely verifiable results that indicate the target is
“live”. A smart agent that periodically executes a script to test and verify
functionality of an application service needs an internal model such as a finite state
machine as the verification procedure.

•

Event correlation - Another common area for smart agent capability is using an
internal model to find relationships between individual events in an event stream. A
common use of a correlation engine is in managing wide area networks based on
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meshed leased lines, multiplexers and routers. The serial relationships between the
components means that when a fault occurs anywhere in the chain, multiple secondary
faults show up. The automated isolation of the primary cause from the side-effects
has major implications for time-to-repair quality metrics. An internal model for this
type of correlation requires the explicit definition of the events and dependency
between individual parts of the chain in terms of these events. One commercial
product (NetCortex from BIM) even uses a Prolog based database of facts and
relationships [VARU97].

3.1.4.

Pattern Recognition Agents

Agents based on pattern recognition are essential for a whole class of monitoring situations where
the definition of a MIB is impractical. Impracticality is partially due to the time cost element of
developing MIBs and associated application software. More importantly, some environments that
need to be monitored right now are intractable for MIB definition - in many cases because the
MIBs are not powerful enough to satisfy the complex structure of the environment.

Most operating systems and applications are capable of logging a variety of information
concerning the status and health of respective components. Another case in point is security logs.
However in many enterprises these capabilities are not configured. Certainly, operating systems
such as UNIX require meticulous crafting of the parameters by knowledgeable systems
administrators. Even when these capabilities are well configured, they are often logged in unsafe
places - prone to deletion, modifications or simply being forgotten until some crisis occurs
[VARU97],

In a large enterprise the systems administrator may be responsible for hundreds and sometimes
thousands of systems. A system of pattern matching agents can leverage the existing information
in these systems to be usable within a broader monitoring framework. Figure 3-6 shows a general
model for using pattern matching agents in monitoring log-based messages (and generating
events as a result of recognising predefined patterns).
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The agent contains the logic or has access to logic to convert the recognition of a pattern to an
event that is communicable as an event to the monitoring framework. There are two types of
pattern matching agents evident:

•

Agents where the pattern recognition is on the basis of matching a regular expression
as defined for example in Perl, the scripting language. These are particularly useful in
converting log file entries to events.

•

Agents that match against a value including bit patterns. Such agents are useful in
monitoring flag settings in file systems and cryptographic checksums of a software
configuration.

3.1.4.1.

Regular Expression Match ing Agents

Agents that provide service through matching regular expressions are essentially passive and
relatively simple to construct. Regular expression matching agents are widely used to monitor
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log files, console logs and sometimes for client entities to post a message via an API. Typically
they consist of [VARU97]:

•

Configuration source - this defines the type and number of sources for monitoring.
Types include log files, consoles and APIs. There may be several instances of each at
a single host. For each source an agent points to a set of pattern | action pairs. The
pattern defines the regular expression to look for and the action defines the
corresponding action to take on a match. The pattern | action pair may be augmented
by a timer value to filter out redundant messages of the given pattern and the option
for a network time stamp to be added when forwarding the match event.

•

Execution engine for pattern matching- this defines the process-level mechanism for
executing the trawl through the configured sources. Design details include the
privilege levels to run this daemon, the mechanism for sending a heartbeat for the
agent itself the mechanism for dynamic reconfiguring of source information,
procedure to re-start on failure.

•

Library of actions - this defines the set of actions the agent can do when a match is
found. Typical actions include audible alarms to a defined console, send as e-mail to
a distribution list, send to pager with message, do nothing, send to an event
monitoring framework, execute a script.

When such agents are deployed in large environments of hosts, a common practice is to
centralise the logging before pattern matching. Copying “important” local log information to a
central point provides several advantages:

•

It provides redundancy and security. Such agents are particularly useful in monitoring
system security. Operating systems such as UNIX are built up of many utilities, each
of which have logging capabilities. These may be localised to a single syslog at each
host. Such logs are prime targets for intruders who want to remove traces of their
sojourn.

•

Centralising log information also allows time-ordered patterns to be seen. For
example, failed login attempts within a short timeframe across multiple systems may
indicate a breakin attempt.
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Regular expression matching agents provide a useful utility because they can deal with the here
and now situations. As such, they have important roles in specific areas of continuous,
background monitoring, including:

•

Security-related monitoring has already been mentioned - particularly of super-user
activity, login attempts, instances of virus detection by virus checking utilities and
firewall status.

•

Availability-related monitoring is another area - for instances of system crashes,
system re-boots, kick-in of redundant servers. Also messages from disk mirroring and
RAID type devices that may be accessible as console manages.

•

Environmental monitoring of messages such as temperature rise and power status.

•

Procedure status messages from successful operational management procedures such
as backup, version upgrade.

3.1.4.2.

Value Match ing Agents

Value-based agents are active in the sense they execute a script-based algorithm to compute a
value against which to apply a pattern match. Typical components are:

•

A configuration database that defines for each target, a set of signature \ algorithm(l)
algorithm(n) | +action \ -action tuples that define a sequence of scripts to use to
compute a value to match against the signature or bit pattern specified in the tuple.
The configuration database is usually encrypted to retain the confidentiality of stored
signatures.

•

An execution engine for computing the defined script-based algorithm and matching.
This is usually an interpreter for a scripting language such as TCL or Perl. Safety
may be an issue, hence “safe” variants of an interpreter are often used.

•

A library of actions defines the actions the agent takes on a match occurring and on a
match not occurring. This includes logging the result, sending an e-mail message,
sending to an event monitoring framework, and executing a script.
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Example uses of value matching agents include:

•

Host security baseline monitoring - A security baseline relating to operating system
services and networked services such as file systems is expressed in terms of a
number of attribute values and bit patterns of flags and data structures. Once a
baseline level of security is established, future audits of the host can be done using the
representative signatures of these structures.

•

Build integrity monitoring - Operating systems and applications often have features
that are not required by all classes of users. Such software is configured specifically
for different types of users in the organisation, removing inappropriate functionality
and features. One way of ensuring that a “build” has retained its integrity is to
compute non-forgeable signatures for executables at the installation of a particular
configuration. Integrity is monitored by re-computing, and matching, against the
stored signatures.

3.1.5.

Mobile Agents

Mobile agents are programs that can be transported to a target host, do some set of management
tasks on being executed at the host, and return the results to a defined destination.

Mobile agents are distinguished from other types of agents in that they are only temporarily
associated with a given host. A mobile agent can be associated with a large number of hosts
during its Tenure. Other types of agents are bound to a single device or host by being
permanently resident at the one point.

Mobile agents have a distinctive life-cycle. This life-cycle starts when the host grabs the agent
software, authenticates it, decrypts its contents, decompresses it and, sets it running in a safe
environment. On being run the agent executes a finite set of transactions at the host, returning the
results to the destination - usually the source of the invoked agent. The mobile agent then
removes itself from the host.

Mobile agent technology is relatively new. It is however sufficiently mature to be useful in a
large number of infrastructure management scenarios. Two types of mobile agents are
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distinguished by their containment architecture. File-based agents are transported as files to their
target hosts where they are executed in a specially secure environment. Object-based agents are
transported as recognisable objects and executed in an object-oriented operating system at the
target host. The next few sections look at using file-based agents as they reflect what is possible
with current off-the-shelf technology [STEP04].

3.1.5.1.

Technology Components

The technology of mobile agents consists of the functional components shown in Figure 3-7.
Mobile agents need to be transported securely from an acceptable point of origin to the target
hosts. The target host needs an execution environment where the agent may be safely executed.
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Delivery system for mobile agents.

The transport protocol may be used to return results to the origin of the agent or to direct them to
some other destination. Alternatively, the agent may be relaunched from the host carrying the
results.
The following subsections describe these components [VARU97].
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The Transportation Component. This component is responsible for transporting the agent from
a point of origin to one or more targets. The two transport mechanisms available are objects and
files. Objects need to be executed in an object-oriented environment at the targets. This is clearly
not feasible in the application domain of infrastructure management. A widely accepted transport
for mobile agents is e-mail. Recent advances in security features applied to e-mail make this one
of the most secure systems of delivery. A management framework recommendation is to have a
special mail domain (as part of the management security domain) for infrastructure management.
This would be used solely for management traffic.

A specialised domain allows specific paths to be defined for different types of mobile agents. A
directory would orchestrate these paths as e-mail distribution lists. Both the domain and the
respective part of the directory can be configured to be accessible only to the infrastructure
management organization. E-mail-carrying mobile agents are addressed to the local management
server in the first instance for verification and decrypting. They may then be distributed or
forwarded onto other local hosts where execution of the agent code occurs.

The Security Component. Security is clearly a major component of mobile agents. Security
mechanisms are needed for several security functions:

•

Secrecy of function and control parameters of a mobile agent. A key requirement is
for the function and controls of a mobile agent to be kept confidential from casual
interested parties. Mobile agents have particular utility in managing remote offices.

•

Secrecy of results returned by agent. A mobile agent may carry results back to a
control point or may carry them forward to some other destination. This should be
subject to confidentiality, especially in the event of cross-border traversal.

•

Authentication of source of the mobile agent. A key concern for a host seeing a
mobile agent destined for itself is whether the source of the mobile agent is one it
expects. This is best done by a set of complementary mechanisms to enhance the
strength of the authentication.

•

Integrity of agent functions and purpose at destination. Another concern is whether
the mobile agent has been intercepted and its contents changed between it leaving the
source and the destination.
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The security components are carried in the security payload.

The Host Environment. Because of the temporary and causal association between the agent and
the host, the host needs to protect itself from possible rogue code causing havoc:

•

Protection against viruses. In an unprotected environment, there is no reason why
viruses cannot be transported as mobile agents. Limiting the points from which
mobile agents are accepted reduces the risk considerably. Each of the security
mechanisms further reduces this risk.

•

Protection against denial of service attacks. Another form of attack is a mobile agent
that uses up memory and CPU resources of the host. One defence against this risk is
for a mobile agent to have a finite existence at a host, during which the host
environment monitors for undue usage patterns. The execution environment at the
host will need to be such that the agent cannot alter the specifics of functions such that
its own termination is avoided and so it knows what behaviours are reasonable

•

Access control and indirection of access. The agent should carry with it some profile
about the type of things it is allowed to do. It should be provided access to interfaces
and resources based on its generic or looked-up access rights. The agent should not
be given direct access to resources. Rather, part of the host environment should
include an agent-access interface. Other aspects of this interface are a standard
semantics for errors, a standard way to kill an agent, a standard way of packaging
results.

The Language Component. Mobile agents are likely to be developed to cater specifically to
infrastructure management requirements at each enterprise, rather than shrink-wrapped code.
This is therefore a potential area of in-house development.

The main requirements of a language for mobile-agent deployment is that the agent code should
execute safely at the target host. While mobile agents are used in infrastructure management
tasks their organisation and quality can be controlled.

Mobile agents will need to create and manipulate data structures at the target host. However, the
overwhelming concern is that the host must be able to protect itself from being memory
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compromised. One way to achieve this is to use the powerful partitioning features of operating
systems such as UNIX. However, potential target hosts for mobile agents may have operating
systems that are less secure.

Hence the language itself must provide the safety features. One way of achieving this is to craft a
language variant of an existing language base where execution safety is assured. When an agent
gets loaded into the target host environment, it starts to interact with the local environment by
executing logical functions. This is called dynamic linking.

This is best achieved with an interpreted language, where each variable and function call goes
through a look-up process at the interpreter. The interpreter can filter out access to memory and
functions that take it outside a prescribed set of behaviours.

An agent language would also need to be devoid of pointer-arithmetic functions and logic. While
this is much valued in writing conventional programs, the ability for an incoming agent to
manipulate pointers at a target host is one of the most unsafe characteristics imaginable.

3.1.5.2.

Role of Mobile Agents

Mobile agents have a major role to play in infrastructure management, in that they can be used to
logically glue together information from diverse and distributed resources. The main rationales
for using mobile agents in an integrative role are described below [VARU97]:

•

Proliferation of agents within hosts makes infrastructure management both costly and
error prone. The latter because large numbers of interrelated configurations have to
be maintained. Mobile agents can replace several classes of static agents, including
those that hold asset information, those for securing baseline audit, and those that hold
accounting and usage information. Most of such information is available “free” from
the host’s operating system or vendor supplied utilities. Such information has little or
no real-time significance. Mobile-agent code can be developed relatively simply to
collect, consolidate and transport such information reliably to points of processing.

•

While fault monitoring provides information after the event, state information can
point to emerging problems. Annotating context to state information is a requirement
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when infrastructures are geared to delivering specific applications. The context of
interest is the continued delivery of the application. Mobile agents can collect
information about the health of essential resources for the delivery task. Such
resources are likely to be highly diverse in character and relationships between the
resources are likely to change unpredictably. Mobile agents can collect information
from diverse sources and better cope with uncertainty by treating unexpected
situations as exceptions.
•

Client/server environments change in essential characteristics every 3 to 12 months.
Mobile agents can be changed faster and their paths can be altered more quickly than
any other agent technology. This makes it less likely that a changing infrastructure is
going to be left without management visibility during some period. Because mobile
agents can utilise existing management information, solutions are easier to find.

3.1.5.3.

A Model System for Mobile Agents

The goal of any model for mobile agents is to develop agents that execute in a controlled
environment where they can do no harm. This section describes a system from which the simple
types of mobile agents required for management tasks can be created.

The language TCL/TK is an important part of the toolkit for infrastructure management. A
variant called Safe-TCL has been developed for mobile agents [ZELT98]. This is integrated with
the Multipurpose Internet mail Extension (MIME) standard. MIME is a standard for specifying
the contents of a message. This is done in the email header and allows a mailer receiving a
message to send it to different applications, depending on the content of the message.

A content tag called application/Safe-TCL identifies the part of the message as a block of code
that should be fed to a Safe-TCL interpreter if one is available. Other parts of the message may
carry other types of information. Associated with Safe-TCL is a Safe-Tk which allows a user
interface to be distributed as part of the agent code. User interfaces allow the operations of the
agent to be viewed locally or remotely. Control through the user interface may also be allowed e.g., in a configuration agent. Safe-TCL and Safe-Tk are the first and second components.
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The third component in this model system is the use of the Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) standard to
provide the security mechanisms for encryption (confidentiality), message digest (integrity) and
signature (authentication). The fourth component is a control script that ties the mailer to the
PGP service and the PGP service to the mailer and the Safe-TCL interpreter.

This means that mobile agents developed using Safe-TCL can be easily transported using email.
PGP is usable free for non-commercial purposes, with a fee being charged for commercial use.
The chain of events at the target host occurs as follows:

•

When an agent arrives as a message the mailer hands it to a control script.

•

The control script saves the message in a file and invokes the PGP service.

•

This decodes the message and verifies the signature, and returns it to the control
script.

•

The control script finds a Safe-TCL interpreter with the required version.

•

The agent gets interpreted depending on any time of evaluation parameters carried in
the message.

•

3.1.5.4.

The control script invokes the mailer for returning any results for the agent’s work.

Example of Uses of Mobile Agents

The use of mobile agents in this role is relatively new. Some generic uses are described below.
Each such agent may be specialised with a profile or personality which defines the basic tasks it
may do [STEP04]:

•

Collecting agents. These can collect information from specific hosts reachable from a
central point. A single agent may be made to traverse a set of hosts (in a random or in
some sequential path). Alternatively, multiple agents may be released. The results
are sent back from each stop-off point or may be concatenated as a results payload
within the agent. Collecting agents have numerous uses in infrastructure
management; some are described below:
In periodic collections of metrics from hosts - where local host procedures cache the
information for collection. This is also useful in sampling local variables or file
systems.
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In consolidating information from heterogeneous sources - by defining a path for a
mobile agent, information can be collected, normalised and transported. A mobile
agent traversing a defined path can consistently transport certain classes of events.
Generally, information collected in this way should have no strict real-time delivery
constraints. Even when email is used, the fact that the email domain is strictly
confined to management servers provides good delivery characteristics.
•

Configuration agents. These allow remote configuration at a host. Configuration
agents carry information in attached files and can execute code manipulating the
content of those files. A variation of this is to use the target host as a staging point for
configuration of SNMP devices, for example. In this case the configuration script has
to be translated to SNMP sets. When TCL is used as the agent language, a TCL
interface to an SNMP engine is available both commercially and in the public domain.
Hence the TCL code in the agent uses the SNMP interface to configure and test each
specified or discovered device.
The secure transport of the configuration script to a local staging point inside a LAN
is a sufficient condition for remote configuration. TCL can be used to develop safe
configuration scripts that handle exceptions elegantly.

•

Auditing agents. One use of mobile agents is to carry agents for auditing hosts or to
use a target host as a staging post to audit hosts or devices local to the target host.
Auditing is sometimes carried out on an ad hoc basis so that it cannot be predicted by
users. The auditing procedure is also subject to constant change. Both these factors
are supported by mobile agents.

•

Control agents. A unique feature of TCL is the TK toolkit for developing XWindows front-ends. Several classes of control operations such as viewing and
resetting RMON control variables don’t need high levels of source authentication on a
per operation basis. Secure transport of a mobile agent to a local staging point, and
subsequent remote control using an embedded TK front-end is feasible. The XWindows protocol can ride over a secure-RPC transport, making it relatively immune
to masquerade-type attacks.
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3.1.6.

Scaling Agents

Scaling agents are agents that allow the current generation of agents to be deployed in large
environments. The variables associated with scaling up are:

1.

Number of agents in the environment - A single polling engine has a finite capacity to
poll agents serially.

2.

Capacity of the polling engine.

3.

Communication bandwidth required for polling.

4.

The burstiness of communications from the agents.

Scaling agents are highly enterprise specific and individually crafted to the enterprise’s prevailing
architectural perspectives. Scaling is achieved through introducing a new level within the
manager-agent model. Scaling agents can differ widely in complexity; in this thesis I consider
two such classes: dual-role agents and general scaling services agents. Both classes of scaling
agents provide the following services:

•

Polling service with reduced polling bandwidth - Reduce the bandwidth needed to
monitor large population of agents through a ‘‘divide-and-conquer” approach. Each
dual-role agent has responsibility for polling a number of agents. A polling engine
has controls to allow polling frequency to be varied and relational operators to be
applied to polled MIB object values.

•

Configuration services - Act as a staging post for configuring the lower level agents.
The degree to which this is possible is dependent on the coupling between the scaling
agent and the polled agents. Coupling is determined by writeable MIB variables at
the scaling agents corresponding to configuration parameters at the lower level agents.
Strong coupling implies that scaling agents are specifically built to support some
finite types of agents. The coupling between the scaling agent and lower level agents
can also be dynamic in the sense that the scaling agent-lower agent relationship is
defined by configuration data specified as the scaling agent.

•

Trap forwarding services - Act as a staging post to collect, recognise and forward
recognised traps to the higher level manager. A database of traps to match against,
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including corresponding translation values for notifying the higher level manager, is
configured at the scaling agent.
•

Consolidated data services - scaling agents often include an MIB to record
consolidated data from agents with similar properties. This service again implies
close coupling between the scaling agent and the lower level agents.

3.1.6.1.

D ual-Role SNMP Agents

These are agents that appear as normal agents to a manager and as a manager to a population of
SNMP agents. Dual-role agents are largely used to offload responsibility for polling MIB objects
of a population of agents, forwarding traps from the same population to a manager and in some
cases as a staging post for the configuration of the lower level agents. Only a single such level
can be interposed between the manager and agents. Dual-role agents are also called middle
managers by some vendors.

SNMP dual-role agents are predominantly used in network monitoring. SNMP is the protocol at
both service interfaces of the dual-role agent. The security inadequacies of SNMP have stopped
most enterprises from using them in a control role. In fact, other than configuration most dual
role agents don’t allow any SET operations.

3.1.6.2.

General Scaling Services Agent

General scaling services (GSS) agents provide additional services that are required for
infrastructure management. An infrastructure of networks, databases, hosts, and applications
services has many different types of agents. GSS agents need to support this diversity. Such
agents are likely to be server based and likely to be an in-house developed component
[VARU97].

•

Support for different agent types - Simple and autonomous SNMP agents as well as
pattern-matching agents and mobile agents are all important to infrastructure
management. GSS agents should support the scaling of all these types of “lower
level” agents. Such agents may be deployed at any of the layers of the infrastructure
and may use a variety of protocols and mechanisms (such as SNMP, RPC and
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operating system level inter-process communication mechanisms) to communicate
with the GSS agent. The GSS agent has to multiplex events from these agents to the
monitoring framework. It is also responsible for normalising events within the
enterprise’s event classification. In addition the GSS agent is sometimes a staging
post from which configuration of lower level agents can be carried out.
•

Support for redundancy - Failure of a GSS agent can render all the lower level agents
communicating with it invisible to the management framework. A key element of the
GSS architecture, especially for remote offices is its survival when such failures occur
in the management framework. This is done by having a secondary, redundant, GSS
agent available, to “switchover” if the primary one fails. This is highly feasible if the
GSS agent only needs a low-cost platform. Associated with redundancy is the need to
revert to a “normal” state when the failed components have been restored.

•

Support for security - The GSS agent may need to guarantee confidentiality and
integrity of information sent to the management framework. When used as a staging
post for configuring agents it requires source authentication of the configuring entity.

•

Auto-discovery of agents - Agents are added, changed and moved in an environment.
Newly configured agents need to be associated with a GSS agent to support it. Part of
the installation procedure for an agent should include the creation of the association,
including any access parameters used by the GSS agent.

•

Filtering services - A GSS agent may support hundreds of agents in a local
environment. Events forwarded by the GSS agent to the management framework are
usually only a subset of the total events received. The forwarding may also be rate
limited to guarantee low impact on the production network. Another common type of
filtering is that of the same event from a source being repeated within a time window.

•

Support for multiple transport protocols - GSS agents need to be able to use different
protocols to transport information from lower level agents. Common protocols for the
purpose include secure-RPC - a high integrity variant of RPC, any protocol usable as
a manager-to-manager protocol (such as SNMPv2 or CMIP). Information for
reconfiguring lower level agents may be transported to the GSS agent using different
protocols. Secure-RPC and mobile agents over secure email are sometimes feasible
alternatives.
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3.1.7.

Issues with Agents

Agents are programs that have a closely coupled relationship with complex software such as
operating systems and applications. Deploying agents is a major cost item, whether in terms of
capital expenditure, buying advanced competencies and skills or running in-house development
teams.

A key rationale of instrumenting the infrastructure using agents is to enable operational processes
(and the applications that automate these processes), to have a uniform view of the infrastructure
regardless of diversity such as architecture, host platforms, operating system differences etc.
Hence to get benefit from an investment in agents, a parallel investment is needed in applications
for processing data from the agent population [VARU97].

That is why standards are important in agent technology. A standards-based agent that is
deployable across operating systems or across platforms or across software architectures is
needed in order to leverage from applications that process data from agents. Unfortunately, there
is currently a dearth of such standards. RMON and Host Resources MIB are not enough.

Moreover, most vendors take the opposite view, which is that the value-added parts of the agents
supercede in importance the underlying standard’s utility. This allows vendors to differentiate
products in admittedly very useful ways - however, this should be recognised as a short-term
view.

3.1.7.1.

Agents as Complicating Factors

Another view of agents is that they constitute a distributed layer of software closely coupled to
both the management framework at a layer above it and to the entities being managed at a level
below it. This closely coupled relationship complicates operational aspects in several ways.

Installation and reconfiguration of agents in large environments is as we have seen not confined
to a single agent type. Multi-agent deployment requires automation tools. When the vendor does
provide a configuration tool, it is bundled into a console-based product with a myriad of other
functions. The choice is therefore between proliferation of consoles versus in-house
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development of multi-agent configuration tools. Without simple tools it is a time-consuming,
error-prone process to use a half dozen different console-based applications.

Close coupling necessitates some agents working with root privileges. This may be contrary to
internal security policies relating to software from certain sources or types of software. Often,
major usefulness of the agent resides in the fact that it allows control of the managed entity.
When protocols such as SNMP are used in the control mode, security policies are likely to be
breached. This particularly applies to the use of UDP (used by SNMPvl traps).

There is an inevitable lag between changes at the two layers, above and below the “agent layer”
and the agent itself catering to such changes. The reasons range from the vendor’s development
cycle not being synchronised with changes at the related layers, to the vendor losing interest in a
variant of the agent or the agent vendor going out of business.

This lag compromises the management capability by giving incomplete or inaccurate
information, or in the worst case, rendering the agent inoperable. The severity of compromise
depends on the way the agent is coupled; is it through published or standard interfaces or is it
manipulating internals of the managed entity through other types of interfaces that are prone to
sudden change?

A hidden danger of having multiple agents to hosts is that the performance of the host can suffer
under a given configuration and “computational” stress conditions. Also an agent vendor rarely
does integration testing, hence changes in system and software versions can impact the stability
of a deployment. Agent deployment should follow the same rules of piloting, testing and
verification as other types of software.
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3.1.8.

Agents in the Intranet Context

The availability of low-cost intranet-based infrastructures based on browsers and web servers
offers new capabilities fo r infrastructure management that were not available just a few years
ago. These include:

•

The ability to stage information from multiple management agents into a single
summary page for use by general users.

•

The ability to build a universal form-based client service point to collect information
from users and to distribute information back to users through email.

•

Pre-set links to key vendor’s software and services resources.

The agents discussed above were constrained by the coupling with their controlling entity. Their
second limitation is that of the protocol between the controller and the agent. In conjunction with
intranets, agents have the potential to break free from such limitations and to act as mini
applications in their own right. Locally collected data can be transported to central web server(s)
using a variety of options: distributed file system functions, a “file relay” agent or mobile agents
are some of the different techniques available.

3.1.8.1.

Intranet-based Mini-Applications

There is currently a gap in the infrastructure management tools market for tools that can
consolidate information from multiple sources. One of the reasons is that such tools don’t slot
cleanly into any single vendor’s categories.

Intranet technologies now offer powerful and secure languages such as Java to be used to
develop mini-applications (applets). These applets are distributed between the web server and
the browser. There are two main types of management applets:

•

Those that are attached to management data. These attachments are downloaded and
executed in the browser when viewing the associated data.

•

Those that are executed in the web server as part of the web server’s functionality in
processing management data. These may have a client counterpart in the browser.
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In the infrastructure management context, such applets are a final link in making conventional
agent technology work in a cooperative manner. This also applies to operating system utilities
that support single-functions.

The new economics of software development, offered by environments such as Java and the web,
means that there is now a real possibility of totally new sources of management applications.
This source comes from the development of a “cottage industry” for the infrastructure
management field. The tools for intranet application development also provide new opportunities
for in-house development that is independent of vendor’s platforms [VARU97].

3.1.8.2.

Candidates for Management Applets

There are several areas of client/server infrastructure management where such applets could
automate a class of administrative activities that have the potential to provide major benefits
when done proactively. Currently, such activities consume a lot of time when done manually and
therefore are often postponed due to more immediate concerns.

Applets are also a means of integrating information from the many powerful utilities available for
individual operating systems. Applets allow a framework to be built for controlling these
utilities. Three such areas are discussed below [VARU97]:

•

Disk andfile usage monitoring. Machines, especially server class machines need
adequate disk space to function. Knowing the patterns of disk-space usage helps to
pinpoint potential problem areas. Collecting such information from each server is
however both time-consuming and data-intensive.
Operating system utilities, third-party utilities and file-system utilities exist to collect
such information from individual machines. In client/server infrastructures, there are
dependencies between servers - for example, a file server, a broker server and a
database server may all need to work together to deliver a client/server application.
Emerging problems in inter-server relationships requires analysis across servers in
existing delivery relationships.
However, nothing currently exists to automate the analysis, summary and distribution
of disk-usage patterns. The data from collection utilities can be staged at a web
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server. A server-based applet can be driven by browser-based control parameters.
An associated area of monitoring is file-system monitoring. Such monitoring is key
to understanding many performance problems. In a client/server environment the
monitoring needs to be across all the servers involved in delivering a service. Other
reasons for file-system monitoring include security logging of access to key files.
Again, the problem is not that there aren’t utilities to collect data about file access.
Rather, consolidation from multiple collection points and analysis tools are the
missing parts.
•

Procedure scheduling. Many day-to-day activities of infrastructure management
should be defined by procedures. In a client/server environment these procedures are
likely to be relatively complex and to span across several machines.
For example, backup may be best done in a specific order, so that all the data relating
to an application’s service delivery are clustered together. Or file copying and
distribution across servers with multiple operating systems may be needed. Other
aspects of scheduling are to execute a job at a specified clock time and to repeat an
activity at regular intervals.
Such sequences are best run automatically. A web-based applet could be built to
design common job schedules, execute the individual activities and post events
indicating the status of each job in a web page.
The client part of the applet would define the user interface for the tool, manage and
control function and data validation. The client would run in the browser, allowing
activities for any layer of the infrastructure to be scheduled from one “neutral” point
(i.e. independent of any management platform).

•

Application licence metering. As enterprises provide desktop machines for all
employees and in some cases multiple machines, the capital cost and maintenance
costs of licences is a significant item. The active management of licences has direct
benefits to the enterprise. Minimising costs and meeting legal requirements are two
key benefits to be gained.
The evolution of client/server deployment means that most software currently used in
an organisation was bought by individual departments. Most organisations have little
or no idea about the total number of software licences they own, even at a department
level.
Licence management is complicated in large client/server environments because
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multiple departments and multiple servers are involved. The ability to meter and track
software usage accurately across “all” servers leads very often to a drastic reduction in
software acquisition costs while complying with vendor licence agreements.
In the context of an infrastructure management group, licences across all the
predominant operating systems are ideally treated together within one function.
Before licence metering can be envisaged, a software inventory needs to be defined.
Each package in the inventory needs to have a unique identity. There are often
several inventory management applications and utilities (for each operating system)
on the market. Other utilities provide licence metering and administration functions at
each local server. Typically, metering allows the correct number of concurrent uses,
the users who access applications, and the times when users were denied access due to
copies being unavailable to be recorded.
Consolidating such metrics from multiple servers allows a more rational analysis on
where the bottlenecks are, and whether licences can be shifted from one server to
another. The power of consolidation is that licence-usage patterns can be averaged
across a significant number of servers - regardless of where they are sited. In global
organisations, licence agreements should take into account that a licence may be used
anywhere in the world.
A web server-based applet for consolidation and distributing usage analysis would
make such an exercise a part of the operational function rather than a project.

3.2.

SQL Databases & Warehouses

The deployment of systems and network management tools results in large quantities of data
being produced from the managed environment. In addition, directories are often “back-ended”
by SQL databases. To be useful in management roles and within management processes, data has
to be organised and managed in such a way that its value is enhanced to the organisation. “Value
enhancing” activities within data management include [VARU97]:

•

Compressing information on a time-series basis so that the most detail is for the useful
information. Hence in the case of performance databases, past information gets
progressively less useful over time.
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•

Schemas that define how data should be structured and stored on a global level.
Developing and managing schemas relevant to the way the organisation works with
the data rather than generic models developed by vendors.

•

Building applications to automate time-consuming or error-prone activities in a
management process. Examples include packaging and distributing baseline
performance thresholds in a large environment and software version control of
network components.

•

Define unambiguous responsibility for the maintenance of static data (e.g.,
configuration skills and competencies) pertaining to infrastructure management.

Enterprise-wide infrastructure management requires a data-engineering viewpoint to be adopted.
Most tools on the market today have little concept of a use for the data beyond the tool’s
functionality. Most of the large and influential tool and platform vendors are opposed to any
standards that would allow an “out-of-the-box” data model for infrastructure management. As
vendors dominate and manipulate many standard bodies, at least in relation to users, this situation
is unlikely to change.

A data warehouse is one of the “meta” tools available to an infrastructure manager for
synthesising enterprise-specific views that cut across functional tool sets and organizational
boundaries. Data warehousing is also a means of defining stepping stones to an object-oriented
architecture for infrastructure management. A key question in a future move to an object-oriented
architecture is what happens to all the current management data. Once a warehouse is built, parts
of the warehouse can be encapsulated within “object wrappers” and migrated to behave as
objects. The logistics of the deployment of database, directory and warehouse engines needs
careful consideration as it forms a “data-backbone” of the infrastructure management
architecture:

•

Putting the database and directory engines onto a dedicated platform for speed
advantages. Different databases and directories have different access requirements.
Availability of industrial strength directories and database software on the “Winter
platform makes multiple machines in this role feasible in many organizations.

•

Resilience at the disk storage subsystem level. Coupled with status monitoring this
manages the risk of the most common hardware cause of database failure in the
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context of a single geographic site. The static information should also be replicated so
that in the event of a site disaster, data critical to re-building the environment is not
lost.
•

Responsibility and skills for administering the database and directory engines should
be developed. Users should be trained on the developed applications.

3.2.1.

Consolidating Management Databases

Network and system management applications have for the most part specified their own database
structures. Within the network management tool space, most platform vendors now recognise
that SQL databases are an essential marketing feature. Most third-party tool vendors still work to
proprietary structures. In many cases the database is the least developed part of a product.
Vendors often claim performance reasons for the absence of a database architecture.

Within the system management tool space the situation is much worse. These tools are aimed at a
distinct user community, namely systems administrators. Systems administrators have
traditionally little or no exposure to data structures outside file systems. Hence the data
architecture of systems management tools is often centred around file systems and more recently
a notionally object-oriented model.

In most organisations therefore there is a huge volume of tool-specific data residing in a variety
of “data containers” (SQL tables, files, objects) and platforms (stand-alone, network management,
system management). Each data structure on each platform is likely to be tool specific. Hence
over a decade of packaged-management tool development, the data architecture component is the
least improved from a tool user’s perspective. Within many organisations the consistency of most
management data, in whatever form it is stored, is likely to be highly suspect. Data consistency is
dependent on the disciplines of capturing and storing that in turn are driven by management
processes [IMMQ96],

Within an infrastructure management context, management is with respect to “end-to-end”
service delivery paths. An end-to-end view requires information in more than one platform and
tool databases to be consolidated. Examples of end-to-end views are for asset management, fault
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management and capacity management of a service delivery path. A service delivery path may
be confined to a single LAN or may have a global extent.

Some end-to-end views such as fault management require “near real-time” data about the service
delivery path to be available. Data consolidation for end-to-end views can be done on a “just-in
time” basis or be architected as a data warehouse. Recent advances such as the Java language and
platform make the former highly feasible.

Data warehousing is a more immediate (and architecturally stable) alternative for “slow-moving”
information. End-to-end capacity management and service path asset management are two
candidates for the warehousing approach. The two key aspects of building a data warehouse are:

•

The design of the interfaces between the warehouse and the data sources that provide
operational data. In the case of the management data sources these may range from
SQL based interfaces to scripts for extraction from flat files to extraction across tool
APIs.

•

The design of the warehouse which is likely to evolve in an iterative manner with the
evolution of the service path itself. For example, a business application may be
deployed in an incremental manner. The service delivery path therefore extends over
the deployment. The warehouse, its location, its distribution, etc. become design
issues.

Extraction of operational data and its subsequent “insertion” into a warehouse is however not
enough for generation of future end-to-end views. Some of the complexities likely to be faced
before moving data from the various sources to a warehouse environment include [VARU97]:
•

Conditional sources of data. Some service paths may be “special cases” of the more
generic service path. The input sources to be chosen in computing a service path vary
with the case being viewed. For example, a service delivery of a business application
may differ between large offices and small offices. Hence computing views for each
will be with respect to using different types of resources.

•

Difficulty in understanding or selecting data. Many management tools don’t define
the structure and semantics of their data. Hence selecting operational data for
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reflection in a warehouse may be difficult and in some cases based on wrong
information.
•

Data needs to be normalised. Different sources will keep data types such as time and
date in different formats. These need to be converted to the warehouse standards.
Also re-naminig of data elements is usually needed.

•

Data needs to be cleansed. This may range from making data consistent across two
“sub-sources”, to filling in missing parts of data sets to correcting for known bugs in
the data source. Defaults have to be defined to patch-up data sets.

Data needs restructuring. It is unlikely that the data components of a warehouse designed to
provide service path information are going to be satisfied from single sources without
restructuring or recombination.

Despite these hurdles, data warehousing provides real opportunities to develop service path views
for non real-time views of service path delivery models. Interestingly, even in the case of fault
and performance data, where a warehouse generated view is inappropriate for operational
management, the views still provide for a service path in the respective dimensions.

3.2.2.

Replication

Database replication is an important tool in infrastructure management where a database is
distributed across multiple database engines. The replicated databases may be “co-located” at
one or many sites. The relative locations of the primary and replicated databases are dependent
on the objectives of developing a replicated database. A replication system copies database tables
from a “primary” database into multiple “target” databases. The replicated data is “loosely
consistent” with the primary data. The replicated data essentially lags behind the primary data by
the amount of time the replication system takes to distribute changes from the primary to the
replication points. Replication is used to meet the following objectives:

•

Performance - Multiple copies of the database allow concurrent access to the data.
Hence overall performance of certain types of distributed applications is enhanced.

•

High availability - Because there are multiple copies, the loss of one copy (or even
the primary itself) does not make the whole organisation incapable of accessing and
using the data.
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•

Cycling - Different locations rotate as the primary “site” as part of a business model
such as “Follow-the-Sun” support or as part of disaster recovery where a replicated
site becomes a new primary site if disaster strikes the primary site.

Each database is a replicate database or the primary database. Primary databases are updated by
client applications while replicate databases only hold data-replicate data. Replicate data is not
updated directly by employing design rules for the application. Replication provides flexibility in
providing redundancy of key databases (such as a ticket database associated with problem
management) by the replicated database being a warm standby. The location of the warm
standby could be local to the primary or at a remote site.

Replication also provides solutions in global infrastructure management. Each site “owns” its
own data while subscribing to data at other sites as data replicated from the sites. Replication is
supported by all major database management systems such as Microsoft SQL and Oracle. As
replication is done on a subscription basis, where the select statement defines table level
subscription, great care is needed in designing replicated databases. For example, if triggers are
embedded within subscribed tables, these can be inadvertently fired at multiple sites with
damaging results. Another challenge is to manage concurrent updates through designed
mechanisms. Before designing and building replicated databases an architectural framework for
security and administration needs to be defined and followed [1MM096].

The primary aim of such an architecture is to be aware and hence avoid dangerous side-effects
from being propagated from the primary to the secondary. Transformation of a non-replicated
database to a replicated one is unlikely to be viable. Replicated databases need to be developed
from scratch.

3.2.3.

Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)

ODBC is an important component in being able to integrate SQL and non-SQL databases from
applications written on the “Wintel” platform. Prior to this, most infrastructure management
applications developed in-house, and needing to access information on multiple databases, were
difficult to develop on the “Wintel” platform.
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Where this was possible, it had to be done over UNIX and to use UNIX workstations. While
UNIX was feasible in “high-value” environments such as investment banking and utilities, it is
less so in IT cost-sensitive environments. Lower cost development tools and platforms are
needed for infrastructure management to be viable in these latter environments.

ODBC is based on a standard SQL client call interface specification and therefore has wide
industry support. ODBC is accessed by an application, through an API, to talk to many types of
data sources. These range from proprietary databases on personal computers to mainframes. The
API is supported through a generic driver manager that can control drivers specific to each data
source. Drivers are likely to be loadable at run-time. The ODBC model is in effect very closely
related to the “Wintel” print subsystem, where a print manager loads print drivers specific to
specific hardware.

Applications can however access and use multiple driver managers. This is a major advantage in
writing applications that integrate multiple data sources as well as applications that apply the
same logic to multiple data sources. Drivers have been developed for a range of sources ranging
from SQL databases such as Microsoft SQL and Oracle to “desktop” databases such as Microsoft
Access. In many organisations such small databases hold personal information that is
nevertheless important in building service path models.

ODBC is however not necessarily a strategic tool. Most database management systems have
proprietary extensions. Hence ODBC allows “pass through” for applications to exploit special
features of target database engines. Applications which use pass-through functions will not be
portable. Many ODBC drivers are produced by third parties and may also conform at different
ODBC compliance levels. When applications connect with more than a few databases, changes
at the database need to be tracked by the respective drivers. Hence such applications are in
danger of suddenly stopping when a change is made in one of the contributing data sources
[VARU97].
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3.3.

Object Orientation

The client/server model and object orientation are complementary concepts. In the simplest,
structural sense, both aim to “break-up” large IT problems into smaller manageable “chunks”.
Increasingly, client/server applications use object-oriented tools and programming techniques.

Characteristics of client/server applications, such as incremental development of functionality, are
a direct consequence of using object-oriented technology. C++ has emerged as the predominant
language for client/server application development. Some of the reasons for this include:

•

The number of high quality C++ tool vendors.

•

The relative “openness” of the language.

•

Similarity to C (that is universally taught at undergraduate level).

•

Adoption by all major computer platform and operating system vendors and standards
bodies.

Object orientation however goes beyond C++. Smalltalk and Eiffel are two industrial strength
languages. In fact, Java is also an object oriented language. Java is also unique for the speed of
its adoption and acceptance as a standard and is rapidly turning out to be the evolutionary path for
C++.

The term object-oriented programming is widely used in the context of building software
systems, especially in the software engineering of large or complex systems. A second force that
has shaped object orientation (in a wider sense), was the research during the late 1970s and early
to mid 1980s in modeling human reasoning. This was another area which needed to structure the
huge amounts of data required in defining knowledge “concepts” into entities expressible through
programming language level constructs.

This latter aspect of object orientation has been exploited by vendors such as Cabletron in its
Spectrum management platform. This allows the platform to endow devices it manages with
behaviour such as event correlation.
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3.3.1.

Object-Orientation in a Management Context

Object orientation has increasing relevance to infrastructure management. The primary use today
is in modeling devices and services being managed by a platform. Hence several products have
an object model and an object-oriented database (based on the object model) as a central
architectural concept. Two of these products, CA Unicenter TNG and Tivoli TME were covered
in Chapter 2 of this thesis. .

The object model has been used to unity a number of disparate models of managed objects:

•

Management Information Base (MIB) from SNMP.

•

Managed objects from OSI management.

•

UNIX operating system objects, such as users and passwords.

•

Product specific objects such as Kerberos realms.

•

Conceptual relationships between communication circuits (or links) and devices they
connect.

Object-orientation is therefore relevant to infrastructure management in two distinct ways: Firstly,
the managed environment is increasingly going to be based on the object-oriented model.
Secondly, the software technology used to develop infrastructure management applications is also
likely to be object based.

Object-oriented programming (and hence applications built using it) implies a structure defined in
terms of objects that relate to physical and logical entities in the real world. Traditionally
software deals with procedures and data - these are now hidden or encapsulated within the
“object”. The object concept (as used in the context of languages such as C++ or SmallTalk), and
its associated characteristics are shown in Figure 3-8 - making it more than just good
programming style.
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There are three major classes of object-oriented systems (language families) that have relevance
to infrastructure management:

Class-based languages. These define a set of objects with common structure and behaviour.
The class is essentially a template for generating executable representations of the object. Classes
can be refined in a variety of ways. The most common one is successive specialisation of a
subclass. Hence a hierarchy can be envisaged, where each subclass inherits the methods and data
structures of the parent classes [MASI91].

C++ and SmallTalk are well-known examples of class-based languages. In the example hierarchy
in Figure 3-8, successive specialisation is shown by the a-kind-o/Ymk indicating a bus is a kind of
vehicle (as well as being a kind of mass transport mechanism and a kind of wheeled transport).
The bus subclass inherits from three ancestor classes. This is called multiple inheritance - which
while being decried by purists is important in fields such as infrastructure management. The
subclass minibus is a further specialisation of the class bus. The executable representations of the
object is called an instance. Hence a Ford minibus is an instance of the class minibus.

Class-based languages are primarily used to develop application software. An application
consists of sets of class hierarchies. Some parts of the hierarchy are built while others are part of
a library.
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unit of object-oriented programming. An object consists of both data and the logic
that manipulates the data. Objects have a defined behaviour that can be invoked through an interface,
encapsulation - the grouping together of data and the operations that are logically or conceptually
related. Operations can be invoked only through the object’s interface.
inheritance - the ability to define the behaviour of an object as a specialization (“a-kind-of’
relationship) of a more general class. Hence “bus” is a subclass of a more general class “vehicle” as
well as the class “wheeled transport” and “public transport”. “Bus” inherits the properties of three
classes - this is called multiple inheritance.

Figure 3-8

Summary of object-oriented concepts (for class-based objects) [VARU97J.

Frame-based languages. A frame is a prototype, modeling an object or a situation. A frame
consists of slots with different facets: Derivative facets associate values to slots, while
procedural facets associate daemons with slots. A daemon is a procedure that is activated when
the slot is accessed (i.e. read from or written to).

Frames are organised hierarchically, but unlike classes, a frame which is executable can generate
more specialised frames during its execution. Frames are used primarily for “knowledge”
representation and are a useful method for modeling relationships between infrastructure
components. There are several industrial strength frame languages built over the language lisp as
a foundation.
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Actor-based languages. These were originally developed to simulate a “society” of cooperating
experts. An actor communicates with other actors it knows as “acquaintances” (in a society),
using asynchronous messages.

Actors are not organised hierarchically. An actor which is in connection with other actors can
delegate the messages it cannot process. An actor is defined by a script which describes the way
it should behave when it receives messages from other actors. Delegation and inheritance are
equivalent mechanisms. Actors are suited to developing distributed infrastructure management
models - for example across a network of loosely coupled workstations. Actor-based languages
have not been commercially exploited. The model has however been used to provide solutions
for large-scale compute intensive modelling [MASI91],

3.3.2.

Object Request Brokers

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is a major milestone in the maturity
of the client/server concept and an essential step in the evolution to distributed computing.
CORBA-compliant brokers allow applications components to “find” the services they need at
runtime through the broker. This is the opposite of having to know a priori of the details of each
service’s point of existence. These server details are either defined by the programmer (and
resolved at compile time) or entered as a configuration parameter prior to entering runtime. In
either case change involves manual re-mapping.

Brokers essentially allow the decoupling of servers that provide a service from the clients that use
them. Decoupling has major implications, for example, in change management where a server is
relocated or upgraded with a new version of the application. Without a broker each client that has
“hardcoded” knowledge of the service needs to be reconfigured. With a broker the
reconfiguration is more likely to be confined to the broker. The concept of an object request
broker is shown in Figure 3-9. The main components are [VARU97]:

•

Static invocation interface - The simplest interface to use since the object to invoke
and the environment are known by the client. The relationship between the client and
the object is fixed.
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•

Dynamic invocation interface - Object responses are created at runtime (when they
are needed). This interface is more flexible and relevant to component-based models.

•

Interface defining language - An abstract programming language used to specify an
object's service or operations interface to a client. IDL is independent of the
programming language used to realise the object (and the language used to realise the
client).

•

Language mappings - CORBA compliant products support language-specific
bindings for access to respective objects’ services. Currently, C, C++, SmallTalk and
Java are among the language binding specifications that have been defined.

•

Interface repository - A database of IDL definitions that are accessed and used by
clients needing to access an object’s services. Access to the repository is often
controlled through access control lists. Client can use the repository to check types
and arguments.

•

Basic object adapter - An interface between the ORB and implementations of objects
that provide the services accessed through the IDL. The basic object adapter provides
the object with ORB functions such as “create” which allows the object to process
requests.
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The object request broker model.

Object request brokers are themselves servers whose function is to act as a “filtering switch”
between clients and servers (appropriate for the client request). Both clients and servers can
communicate through the server, alternatively they can communicate directly with each other. A
protocol called the Inter Object Request Broker Protocol allows multiple brokers to coexist in an
enterprise-wide environment.
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3.3.3.

Knowledge Representation Using Objects

When an event arrives from the managed environment it is useful to know how it relates to other
events that may be occurring at the same time. An arbitrary event may relate to multiple contexts
of interest to an enterprise.

Example contexts include risk, the geographic extent of an event’s effect and business area
affected by the event. Figure 3-10 shows a partial “knowledge base” of a LAN topology. This
structure may be used to:

•

Correlate between two events, i.e. cause and effect.

•

Identify business area affected.

•

Identify the extent of the effect.

Figure 3-10

Example of knowledge representation of a LAN topology.
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The default knowledge (or relationships) to draw such conclusions as correlation between events
or classification of an event into a specific context is represented in the knowledge base in a
structured, maintainable manner. One such representation mechanism is based on a special type
of object theory called prototypes. From this theory a class of languages called frame based
languages were derived in the late 1980s (briefly described earlier).

A frame represents default information characterising a family of managed entities such as links
and devices and their interrelationships. It is used as a reference for comparing input events to be
analysed, recognised or classified. The structure of a system of frames should have the capacity
to evolve through the changes in the managed environment, including addition and deletion of
properties as new types of entities or relationships between entities change.

Frame-based structures essentially define a knowledge base that can hold default values,
exceptions, incomplete information, etc. that are not representable using other knowledge
representation formalisms such as predicate calculus (e.g., in the Prolog language). As such it is
an ideal tool for developing infrastructure management applications in event-correlation,
classification.

On the case of the network portion, for example, there may be frames representing device, link,
service, etc. Such frames represent actual network resources being managed. Frames consist of a
set of predefined “‘slots” relevant to the resource being modeled. Slots may have procedures
attached to them to do localised processing every time the information in the slot is accessed.

Associated with the slots in a frame-based language are facets. Typical facets that are associated
with a slot are:

•

Value facet that gives the current value of a slot.

•

Domain facet that specifies the set of values admissible for the slot.

•

Defaidt facet that gives a default value.

Every execution of the frame system is the result of an access slot in one or more frames. Hence
in the case of an event that needs to be classified into a context such as security, then writing the
event into a slot of the frame system (representing the object from which the event originated)
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will trigger off procedures attached to slots. Execution of procedures propagate to other related
frames in the system as slots in one get associated to slots in another and so on in the chain.

The final result from this could be messages to a mapping drawing object to draw the map
representing the matched context (or to pull up predefined maps from a database).

3.3.4.

Searching and Developing Front-Ends

Searching for information stored in directories, databases and knowledge bases is a key part of
the operations management and infrastructure management processes:

•

In directories, searching is attribute-based.

•

In databases, search is through executing SQL directly from a user interface (or from
front-end tools generating SQL streams).

•

In knowledge bases such as frame-based systems the query is the input-trigger (such
as the event described above).

Structured Query Language (SQL)-based toolkits are a common method for accessing databases.
Most industrial strength databases provides a client/server model of interaction. The most
commonly developed applications with infrastructure management databases are:

•

Report generation.

•

Query for historic information.

Reports may be with respect to a management process where information such as data on a metric
used for tracking service-level agreements are calculated from the ticketing/resolutions database,
and placed in a standard reporting format.

Such access to information in infrastructure management databases is likely to occur from PC
platforms, as the responsibility for production of such reports is likely to vary from organisation
to organisation.
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Visual BASIC provides a method of developing such applications using a library of common
functions used for search and query of popular databases such as Microsoft SQL Server.
Dynamic querying is an emerging concept where user interface provides a “visual programming
language” to structure queries into a database. These can be built relatively easily with tools such
as the Java Management API toolkit.

3.4.

Security - Firewalls

One of the most difficult areas for event management is firewalls and the associated security
policies associated with them. This is partly because the basic method of management using
SNMP (particularly SNMPvl) uses UDP and is considered inherently insecure. Most firewalls,
be they routers with access control lists, or dedicated devices, prohibit UDP traffic, and typically
do not allow port usage that is favoured by SNMP and event management traffic.

3.4.1.

Event management of firewalls

Performing event management for firewalls creates unique challenges. Typically they do not
allow any local agents, nor do they allow remote connections or “ping”-based activity. Without
the ability to push event data or pull event data there are only a couple of viable event
management techniques.

One involves using the basic logging function of firewalls. The log file in some cases is stored on
the firewall device, and sometimes is stored on a second node (called a logger) depending on the
sophistication of the firewall solution. The log file can be scanned, normally on a third node, and
anything of interest can be forwarded as an event and responded to in the appropriate manner.
Given the indirect manner of this event detection, it is important to identify the original source in
the body of the event, rather than the third node. In high secure environments the logger itself has
to be configured to “push” copies of the log file to the third node (which is normally a
management station).

For the second solution, a lot of firewall solutions come with some basic “secure” alerting
capability, and it is this that can be integrated with the general event management architecture,
treating the firewalls as a event management sub-system.
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3.4.2.

Event management through firewalls

In today’s IT environment, firewalls are not just simply placed at the perimeter of the network to
“protect” an organisation from the outside world. There are normally varying degrees or zones of
security with “internal” firewalls controlling the traffic between these zones. An example of this
zonal security is the Pentagon building in the United States. It too has physical zonal security, so
each layer inwards has progressively higher and more rigorous security levels until you reach the
“core” highest-level security at the centre of the building. In a logical sense, a lot of modern IT
environments are designed like this. In a client/server environment the web server farm will be
the “outside” components with firewalls then separating the web server farm from the application
servers which process data, and sometimes further firewalls and security between the application
servers and the database servers which store the actual data.

All three zones in the example above need event management and the event traffic has to traverse
the various rules between zones. The event traffic itself can also be restricted by rules such as
Network Address Translation (NAT), which means the “real” IP address of a device is masked by
a firewall, which passes the data through but with its own IP address as the “source”. This greatly
impacts the effectiveness of topology maps and visual display systems, which rely on this means
of identification to display the status of devices/managed objects.

These same displays are impacted by the restrictions on “auto discovery” where a large number of
network management products rely heavily on trawling through ARP caches to “discover” the
structure of the network and the location (logically) of devices and respective connectivity
between them.

Finally in the most complex of cases there are even “back-to-back” firewalls where two
organisations are connected, but each have their own firewalls in the connection. In this case it is
a case of “lowest common denominator” as only policies that both firewalls allow can be used.
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3.4.3.

Implementation considerations for event management with firewalls

There are techniques to overcome or mitigate against these security restrictions, without
compromising security and yet still allowing effective event management, both of the firewall and
within the environment. Examples of TCP port usage and how the location of management
stations is designed are shown in Appendix F.

While protocols such as SNMP are severely restricted, they can still be used within a zone, with
alternative connectivity between zones. Ironically this has favoured commercial, proprietary
solutions, which typically provide the option of non-standard TCP ports, and encryption of
connectivity data.

This leads to a multi-tier event management solution with careful placement of smaller
management stations within zones, passing data further “up” the event management architecture.
How the data is passed “up” depends on security policies. Sometimes it is possible to “push” data
to a trusted source (management station in next zone), sometimes this data has to be “pulled” by
the more secure management station.

Topology maps and “auto discovery” are not always disallowed. It is possible - in some cases to have the management station considered trusted and to be allowed to traverse the network
identifying the topology.

The solution identified in Chapter 5 covering event message formats and business strings
identifies how issues around NAT are addressed so that the “original” source of event data is
preserved.

How the event management environment itself was secured for usage with multiple customers
and multiple security models is covered in Chapter 5, with detailed requirements in Appendix D
and detailed solution in Appendix E.
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3.5.

High Availability - Clusters, Resilience, Redundancy

High availability of a dedicated infrastructure management framework is a prerequisite to
management on an enterprise scale. Resilience is an applied concept, which, through the use of a
portfolio of technologies and techniques, can reduce the probability of the total loss of the
management framework.

Infrastructure management is dependent on several centralised services. A common example is
authentication and access control services - loss of which can render the whole management
framework unusable.

Deployment of resilience is mostly determined by common sense or failing that, budget
constraints. For outsourcing providers, service levels and penalties for non-achievement of
service levels also dictate the level of resilience. The types of resilience possible in a
management framework are [VARU97]:

•

Server resilience. In the event of a key management server failing, another server
needs to be booted up to take its place. The duration of loss of service is dependent
on the resilience technology. In a server-cluster or “process group” configuration, the
loss might be imperceptible as alternative servers can take up the extra processing
load without further action. In loosely coupled, switch-over solutions, the alternative
processor has to detect the fault and boot-up with the correct applications. Some part
of the previous state, including events in the pipeline are invariably lost. Server
resilience technology applicable in a given environment is usually determined by the
operating system on the server.

•

Workstation resilience. Key operations management staff may have more than one
workstation. A useful policy is to have no data files on the local disk. All
workstations are built to be clones of a known master. Home directories are mounted
on the network file system, so that any workstation failure is solved by a quick swapover with a pre-configured workstation.

•

Database resilience. Some database vendors provide the ability to mirror database
writes onto a second image of the database resident on another server. A secondary
mechanism is to use Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) technology to
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provide resilience at the disk level. Replication is a capability provided by some
database vendors where part of a database is replicated in almost real-time on another
server. The database server, if separate from the management server, needs to be part
of the server resilience cluster.
•

Network resilience. Both servers and workstations in the event management
framework can have two points of access to the physical infrastructure management
framework through dual transceivers or two physical ports. Loss of the primary path
is detected by driver software and the secondary path is invoked. When servers are
connected to the event management framework using dual path technology, such as
FDDI, then resilience occurs at wire-speeds and is transparent. Network protocols
such as the spanning tree algorithm are aimed at computing alternative paths in the
event of a device failure. Spanning tree has a recovery time in the order of 15 seconds
and is used as part of the infrastructure management framework architecture
[VARU97].

•

Agent level. Agents collect and distribute state information from one or more entities
in a client/server layer. In the case of remote agents, the agent process in the
operating system or the hardware platform itself on which the agent resides can die
leaving the management framework blind on that part of the network. The ability to
recognise loss of an agent and dynamically reconfigure a replacement agent is critical
to managing remote (satellite) sites. The method for doing this is however dependent
on the operating system in question.

In the deployment of a resilient architecture, the state of resilience needs to be actively monitored.
Whein some part of the infrastructure management structure fails in the first instance, redundant
resources minimise downtime. However, the “criticality” of the system has increased. This
means that a second failure may not have redundant resources to fall back on, until the original
failure has been repaired.

This change of criticality and the status of using redundant resources sometimes needs to be
notified to the users, depending on agreements with a specific business. Finding the cause of
failure is also important. When a component fails due to factors involving “age” or a specific
configuration bug, the redundant component, which is likely to be similar, may also be a
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candidate for imminent failure. Resilient structures need to be repaired with the same urgency as
non-resilient structures.
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